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EDITORIAL
W HAT DOES IT MATTER ANYMORE?

A Perspective on Honor
Honor's a fin e  im aginary notion.

—Joseph Addison, Cato

1DEM0NSTRATED leadership ability at 
an early age, leading the neighbor's 

children in a candy-stealing expedition to 
the local drugstore when I was six. We 
vvere quite happy with our ill-gotten gains 
until their father, an Air Force officer, 
found out. He stronglv  explained to me 
the error of mv vvays and then marched 
me and the tearful but guilty group to the 
store to make restitution. Next, he turned 
me over to my own father, who dealt with 
my backside. Oddly, this experience 
made a great impression on the develop- 
ment of my moral character.

Nowadays, of course, I don’t think you'd 
find inany Air Force officers willing to 
confront and discipline the neighbor’s 
children. Anyone who chanced it would 
probablv be sued. After all, modem child 
psychologists (and proponents of situa- 
tional ethics) would likelv argue that the 
children never did anything wrong in the 
first place. They were probablv only find- 
ing a nonviolent expression for their quite 
normal frustration. Certainlv, to accuse 
children of “stealing” pins too harsh a 
labei on those so young. Besides, a con- 
frontation over the issue could quite possi- 
bly damage their little developing psv- 
ches.

All this talk about values is rather 
tedious. Everv time I look in my in-bas- 
ket, I find something espousing "OLJR 
CORE VALUES: Integritv, Courage, Ser-
vice," and so forth. Don't our leaders 
know that sociologists have decided that 
moral absolutes no longer exist? Besides, 
how can the Air Force expect people 
raised in an environment of situational 
ethics and values clarification to even 
care?

But many people seem concerned with 
all this values stuff. Quite a few studies 
over the last 20 years have noted a “values 
crisis” in the Air Force. Some of them 
note that perceptions of ethical issues 
vary by rank: the more sênior the officer, 
the less likelv he or she is to perceive an 
ethical problem. Perhaps that explains 
the recent spate of scandals involving top- 
level officials. Similar findings come 
from another Air Force ethics study of the 
rank and file, though the majority of 
respondents was well aware of the stan- 
dards of behavior for Air Force officers. A 
significant number, however, simply 
chose not to obey them. Do the findings 
of these two studies indicate that, over 
time, people who violate their con- 
sciences long enough lose the ability to 
discern right from wrong?

Certainly, there will always be excep- 
tions. Jomini claimed that “being capable 
of distinguishing right from wrong and 
choosing the right is a virtue that is indis- 
pensable in our profession.” Some offi-
cers are still willing to commit to lives of 
personal integrity. Several months ago at 
a farewell luncheon. I watched in amaze- 
ment as person after person attested to 
what the departing field-grade commander 
had meant to them personally and to their 
unit. NCOs told of how this man had 
“restored their faith in the officer corps." 
They liberallv used words like integrity , 
Service, tenacity, and com p eten ce  (amid a 
sprinkling of tears no less!). Hmmm. Per- 
haps core values matter after all. and 
mavbe—just maybe—one person reallv 
can make a difference in someone’s life.

GDF
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Letters to the editor are encouraged. All corre- 
spondence shou ld  be addressed  to the Editor. 
Airpower Journal. 401 C h en n a u lt  C irc le , 
Maxwell AFB AL 36112-6428. We resenhe the 
right to edit the m aterial fo r  overall length.

M1SS1LE MAELSTROM

The title of the article by Lt Col John R. London 
III ("The Ultimate Standoff Weapon.” Sunnner 
1993) interested me. but the basis for a con- 
ventional intercontinental ballistic missile 
(CICBM) falis short.

First are his concerns over current cruise 
missile technology. Colonel London points to 
the raid of 17 January 1993 on Baghdad to 
highlight the “vulnerability” of cruise missiles. 
The point is that all weapon systems, including 
CICBMs, have a probability of kill of less than 
1.0. We launched a sufficient number of 
cruise missiles to strike the target to the degree 
set by national command authorities (NCA). 
He feels that cruise missiles are slow in retar- 
geting. This may be true. but the process is no 
slovver than rolling out and fueling a liquid- 
propellant CICBM. One should also consider 
the hours/davs that the NCA may take in 
deciding how to react. Further, the range of 
cruise missiles could be extended by using a 
smaller warhead. Couple this possibility with 
the whiz-bang guidance technology of a 
CICBM. and we could put a 200-pound bomb 
in the bedroom of a foreign command element 
1.000 miles inland (from 300 miles offshore).

Second is the statement that “overflight of 
foreign territories should not be an issue since 
a missile‘s trajectory is largely in space” (page 
66). I disagree. We could not overfly a nalion 
with ballistic missile warning radars (imagine 
how a friendly 20-minute warning can alter 
the effect of a strike). a nation with nuclear 
weapons of any type (as Colonel London 
implies), or any of the myriad nations that 
would protest such an action. Additionallv, no 
opposing/nonaligned national leader will be 
comfortable with our stating that the warhead 
is conventional as it descends over his or her 
capital city en route to a neighboring country. 
Furthermore. as nations such as China. Iran,

índia, Pakistan. Japan, Brazil, and so forth 
develop space booster capabilities, courtesy 
agreements will be extended and launch noti- 
Fications will become required. In contrast, a 
cruise missile announces itself upon arrival.

The matter of basing the CICBM in a nuclear- 
free zone may be counter to current national 
policy. We neither confirm nor deny the pres- 
ence of nuclear warheads on any weapon Sys-
tem. The capabilitv to loft a nuclear-armed 
reentry vehicle will still be a capability of the 
CICBM. Colonel London’s statement that war-
head choice could include nonlethal weapons 
floored me. Why use an ICBM to drop leaflets 
or tear gas?

Finally, the article identifies three areas in 
which a CICBM would be "highly effective.” 
The first is in demonstrating resolve. Sorry, 
but our NCA has ainple systems to demon- 
strate resolve. One more tool in the toolbox 
will not bestow greater resoluteness upon the 
NCA. The second mission is crisis response, 
Londons example being the quick destruction 
of a threatening weapon (North Korean nuke?). 
This point has merit, provided there are no 
other weapon systems available to eliminate 
what I presume is a serious threat to our 
national security. In my mind, the only threat 
at this levei would be a nuclear weapon. This 
presents its own dilemma. What if the conven-
tional warhead fails to destroy the threat? 
What if the CICBM strike results in a nuclear 
yield, due to faulty safeguard systems in the 
threat? (A further issue must be a redefining of 
nuclear launch on warning. but this problem 
will first necessitate a visit to the Judge Advo- 
cate General.) The third area of CICBM effec- 
tiveness is in the leading edge of a combined 
arms attack. It “could not only attack the most 
heavily defended targets. but could do so with 
no warning whatsoever to most potential 
adversaries” (pages 66-67). As time has per- 
mitted a combined arms attack, Colonel Lon-
don just described the F-117.

The cold reality is that the most effective pre- 
cision guided munition ever conceived is not 
held by the Air Force, lt is the saboteur.

Capt Gilbert O. Classen, Jr., USAF
Davis-Monthan AFB. Arizona
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JFACC
PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH 

BATTLEFIELD PREPARATION 
IN DESERT STORM

THIS ARTICLE examines several prob- 
lems the joint force air component 
commander (IFACC) experienced 
during Operation Desert Storm. 

These problems shovv how different Ser-
vice perspectives drive "joint” operations. 
Most likely, these problems will plague 
the next war-fighting JFACC or commander 
in chief (CINC) if they are not resolved.

Before the JFACC problems are 
addressed, we should review Desert 
Storm’s campaign objectives. On 4 August 
1990, President George Bush met with key 
militarv leaders at Camp David. Marvland, 
to determine a course of action. At this 
meeting, Lt Gen Charles Horner, as the 
JFACC, briefed air capabilities and 
options.1 From this meeting General 
Horner brought back to bis staff the presi- 
dent's objectives:

• Force Iraq out of Kuwait.
• Destroy Iraq’s nuclear, biological, and 

Chemical (NBC) capability (5-10 year set- 
back).

• Minimize loss of life (but do not draw 
out the vvar).

• Minimize civilian casualties.

On 17 August, General Horner assigned 
Brig Gen Buster Glosson as US Air Forces 
Central Command (CENTAF) director of 
campaign plans and directed him to 
develop a detailed offensive operational 
air campaign. By 20 December, a four- 
phased, 32-day air campaign with 178 
strategic targets (fig. 1) had been devel-

oped. Just prior to General Glosson 
briefing an earlier version of the plan to 
President Bush (12 October), the CINC 
determined that key to the success of the- 
ater operations was the requirement to 
have 50 percent of the Iraqi occupying 
forces destroyed (phase III) before launch- 
ing the ground offensive. For the first 
time in the history of air power, a CINC’s 
ground scheme of maneuver was depen- 
dent on air forces attriting a significant 
portion of the ground forces.2

Note that the Republican Guards were 
singled out as part of phase III. The CINC 
considered them as one of the enemy’s 
"centers of gravity.” This was true 
because they were Saddam Hussein’s elite 
forces and were deployed as his theater 
reserves located in Iraq just north and 
west of the Kuwaiti border.

Before discussing JFACC problems, we 
also need to discuss US Central Com- 
mand’s (CENTCOM) targeting structure, 
which identified Armv targets to the 
JFACC.

CENTCOM Targeting
From the start of the air campaign (17 

January 1991). this author prepared a 
nightly summary of the targets listed in 
the dailv master attack plan for presenta- 
tion by General Glosson to Gen Norman 
Schwarzkopf. The briefing described both
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the targets that vvere in the current air 
tasking order (ATO), which covered a 24- 
hour period starting at 0500. and the tar-
gets tasked in the next ATO. The strategic 
targets came from a document vvhose 
development began before the vvar started. 
The document, called the master target 
list, described each target required to be 
destroved. Both Gen Colin Povvell and 
General Schvvarzkopf kept a copv of the 
list, including a supplement explaining 
each target s strategic importance.

As the intelligence communities stud- 
ied Iraq over the months prior to D day, 
the master target list grew from 84 in 
August 1990 to about 350 bv the start of< 
the air campaign. It was not unusual for 
each target to have multiple elements 
requiring destruction. There were 12 gen-
eral target categories that includec 
nuclear, biological. and Chemical (NBC) 
facilities; the Republican Guards: and 
leadership, command and control. air- 
field, air defense. militarv production, oil, 
electrical. naval. Scud missile. and rail- 
road targets. Before the war ended. the 
target list grew to just over 700 as more 
information became available. Note that 
targets in Kuwait submitted by ground 
commanders and associated with battle- 
field preparation becarne part of the 
deputy CINC's (DCINC) target list. This 
list was kept as a separate group. not as 
part of the master target list.

Initially, the campaign emphasized 
destroying strategic targets throughout

kíl|AlR
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Figure 1. “Original” Theater Campaign

Iraq and Kuwait—including Republican 
Guard forces. Later, on 9 February, 
Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney and 
General Powell met with General 
Schwarzkopf and his staff at Headquarters 
CENTCOM in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, to 
discuss the timing of G day. After this 
meeting, the DCINC, Lt Gen Calvin

Waller. was given the responsibility of 
reviewing the targets nominated by the 
ground commanders and apportioning air- 
craft. His reviewing process started daily 
at 1200 hours. In essence, the DCINC was 
performing as the land component com- 
mander (LCC). At 1800, the DCINC 
passed his target list to the JFACC (fig. 2).

VII CORPS
(L/G FRANKS)

ALUES

XVIII CORPS. 
(UG FRANKS)

CORPS TARGET LISTS WERE 
MODIFIED THREE TIMES DAILY

1 BY ARCENT OR MARCENT
2. BY DCINC
3. BYCINC

ARCENT
(L/G YEOSOCK)

MARCENT
(L/G BOOMER)

DCINC 1900 
(LCC) ------- ►CINC

(L/G WALLER) (GEN SCHWARZKOPF)

I
CAMPAIGN PLANS

(B/G GLOSSON)

J
ATO

Figure 2. CENTCO M  s Target Nom ination Structure
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At 1900, at the nightly staff meeting, Gen-
eral Waller briefed the results of the 
process to the CINC. Strikes against the 
selected targets vvere still 34 hours away. 
During the 34-hour period. the JFACC 
would allocate aircraft sorties against the 
DCINCs target list and publish an ATO. 
Following the DCINC, General Glosson 
briefed the strategic targets currently hit or 
to be hit within 34 hours. In addition, 
using target data previously provided by 
the DCINC. General Glosson briefed the 
total sorties bv tvpe of aircraft that were 
allocated against each Iraqi division in the 
Kuwaiti theater of operations (KTO). 
Thus. each night the CINC was briefed on 
the ATO for that dav and the next two

The objecíives of Operation Desert Stomn came down 
from the national command authorities. To fulfill their 
role in this process. Gen Colin Powell, chainman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff (middle), and Secretary of Defense 
Dick Cheney (right) often traveled to Saudi Arabia to 
discuss such things as the timing of G day with the 
CINC.

days, and he typicaily made adjustments 
affecting any of them.

Now that we’ve reviewed the campaign 
objectives and the CENTCOM targeting 
process, we’ll focus on the problems the 
JFACC experienced during Desert Storm. 
The first problem was that of having to cut 
short phase I, strategic bombing.

Strategic Bombing 
versus Battlefield 

Preparation
During Desert Storm, the technological 

advantages of America’s conventional 
weapons and doctrine were far superior to 
Iraq's; yet, for several reasons the JFACC 
was not able to destroy all of Iraq’s strate-
gic targets—specificallv Chemical and bio- 
logical weapons. First, US intelligence 
was incapable of locating several of the 
key sites prior to conflict termination.
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Second, there were bunkers and hardened 
facilities that were virtually impenetrable. 
However, the primary reason was the pre- 
mature allocation of sorties from strategic 
bombing to battlefield preparation.

Originally, phase I, strategic bombing, 
was estimated to take approximately two 
weeks. This assumed good bombing 
weather and 1,000 sorties a day. Uníortu- 
nately, by day five, 50 percent of the sor-
ties were diverted from strategic bombing 
to battlefield preparation.3 The CINC 
reflected in his book that

after two weeks of war, my instincts and 
experience told me that we’d bombed most 
of our strategic targets enough to accomplish 
our campaign objectives: it was now time, I 
thought, to shift most of our air power onto 
the army we were about to face in battle.4

Contrary to this statement, the JFACC was 
directed by the CINC to initiate phase III 
well before the two weeks were up (fig. 
3).5 In fact. General Glosson objected 
directly to General Schwarzkopf concern- 
ing this issue. The only latitude given 
General Glosson for strategic bombing was 
the use of F-117s, F - l l lF s ,  and F-15Es. 
All other aircraft were to be used exclu- 
sively in battlefield preparation.6

The result of prematurely accelerating 
phase III was that the strategic bombing 
phase was never completed as planned. It 
remains to be seen whether or not Iraq’s 
NBC capability was set back five to 10 
years as President Bush directed. How-
ever, it is known that before the United 
Nations inspectors arrived in May 1991 
most of Iraq’s nuclear stockpile (some 10 
tons of natural uranium) had been smug- 
gled to Algeria.7

Battle Damage 
Assessment

The CINC made both US Army Forces, 
Central Command (ARCENT) and Marine 
Corps, of Central Command (MARCENT), 
responsible for assessing battle damage in 
their areas.8 The rationale for assigning 
the responsibility for battle damage 
assessment (BDA) to both was under- 
standable. If G day was to be determined 
after air attacks had reduced Iraqi combat 
strength 50 percent, then ARCENT and 
MARCENT should make that determina- 
tion since each was to conduct a major

Figure 3. Sorties Executed
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attack within their sectors (fig. 4). How- 
ever, the problem for the JFACC was that 
the rules defining a tank kill were not 
standardized between ARCENT and MAR- 
CENT (a tank kill in this context refers to 
tank, armored personnel carrier (APC), 
and artillery kills). In addition, as G day 
approached, the definition of a tank kill 
became more restrictive.

Prior to D day, the JFACC staff assumed 
that pilot mission reports would be a pri- 
mary means for determining the number 
of tank kills in CENTCOM bomb damage 
assessments. Therefore, it came as a sur- 
prise that the results of manv coalition air- 
craft sorties were disregarded bv 
ARCENT. BDA was discussed prior to the 
war, but no rules were formally estab- 
lished between the JFACC and ÁRCENT 
or MARCENT. The following is the 
sequence of events that led to the tank- 
killing problem.

At the beginning. BDA of Iraqi army 
units, including the Republican Guards 
was nonexistent. This led to General

Schwarzkopf commenting on 29 January 
that “vehicles must be on their back like a 
dead cockroach before J-2 will assess a 
kill." Because the system was broken, he 
said that CENTCOM should use pilot 
reports.9

On 31 January, Lt Gen John Yeosock, 
the ARCENT commander, briefed the 
CINC that the Republican Guards were at 
99 percent of their fu 11 strength. This was 
the first BDA we heard and believed the 
figure was impossible! For 15 days, over 
2,000 aircraft sorties were flown against 
three of six Republican Guard divisions.10 
General Yeosock further briefed that the 
overall Iraqi combat effectiveness in the 
KTO was 93 percent. Using this rate of 
reduction—one-half percent per day—as a 
basis for projection. G day would be 
delayed until D+100; the original phase III 
objectives were planned to be completed 
bv D+26 (fig. 1); the actual G day came on 
D+38.

After researching the problem, I discov- 
ered on 3 February that only A-10 mission

XVIII

! 1 Republican Guards

ARCENTAOR MARCENTjAOR

ARCENT/MARCENT AORs

.■vl «.fví AONANj

Figure 4. AR CEN T/M  AR C EN T AORs
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reports (MISREP) were being used by 
ARCENT for BDA. ARCENT counted BDA 
when

• confirmed by A-10 mission reports 
when shown as killed;

• confirmed by imagery intelligence 
(IMINT) or signals intelligence (SIGINT) 
when shown as probable, killed, or 
destroyed.
They did not count BDA when

• unconfirmed by IMINT or SIGINT 
when shown as possible killed; or

• unconfirmed by CAS when shown as 
probable kill. Other coalition air strikes 
did not count in BDA unless overhead 
sensors picked up equipment damage. 
This practice meant that substantial errors 
would persist. Intelligence collectors 
were already overloaded from trying to 
assess the damage from strategic bombing 
and from trying to locate Scuds. In any 
case, assessing individual tank kills was 
beyond the capabilitv of the intelligence 
community, as will be discussed later.

An additional source of error was that 
only three target categories counted 
toward determining an Iraqi unit’s 
strength—tanks, APGs, and artillery. The

destruction of criticai support—ammo 
depots, supply areas, command posts, 
food, and water—was not factored in by 
ARCENT and MARCENT. So, no matter 
how degraded their capability, enemy 
units continued to be counted as fully 
effective so long as they had weapons.

Because coalition air was not able to 
destroy KTO targets as fast as planned, 
General Glosson took several steps to 
adjust bombing tactics. The first step was 
to get better F-16 results. F-16s were 
dropping bombs from altitudes that were 
too high for the pilots to distinguish 
between vehicles such as tanks or trucks. 
Even though it was known that ARCENT 
would still not use BDA taken from F-16 
pilot MISREPs, the JFACC staff could 
expect better sortie effectiveness. Also, by 
flying lower, F-16 pilots could help 
resolve intelligence shortfalls by locating 
concentrations of armor and artillery nec- 
essary for follow-on attacks by other air- 
craft.

Another adjustment was the use of F-16 
pilots as killer scouts or fast forward air 
controllers (FAC). These were formed and 
directed to “kill boxes” in order to 
improve target acquisition for incoming 
flights of aircraft (fig. 5). Kill boxes were

KILL BOXES

Figure 5. Kill Boxes
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Gen Buster Glosson was given latitude conceming 
strategic bombing with F-117s. F-111s, and F-15Es. 
Here. General Glosson and other staff members 
review the gun camera film from the previous night s 
sorties.

preciesignated areas measuring 15 by 15 
nautical miles laid out across the KTO and 
containing airspace from the surface to 
20,000 feet. Flights of various aircraft 
would seek out their primary target in the 
kill box as directed in the ATO but drop 
their ordnance on the most lucrative target 
identified by the killer scout. Target prior- 
ity was given to artillery, tanks, APCs, 
then other vehicles.

As a third adjustment, General Glosson 
assigned F - l l lF s ,  F-15Es, and A-6s to 
attack armor and artillery at night using 
laser-guided 500-pound bombs (GBU-12s). 
The primary reason for this change was 
that Iraqi soldiers had recently buried

their tanks up to the turret, placed sand- 
bags over the tops, and wrapped gun bar-
reis with rags. This made it verv difficult 
for A-10 pilots to destroy the tanks.

During the day, lucrative targets were 
located by the killer scouts and passed on 
to units whose aircraft would attack them 
at night. Initially, onlv a few sorties were 
flown in order to test whether or not the 
buried tanks and artillery could be 
acquired. On the night of 9 February, 
after earlier limited successes, 40 F - l l lF s  
dropping GBU-12s destroyed over 100 
armored vehicles.

The net results were positive, though 
frustrating. It took several days of pressur- 
ing CENTCOM and ARCENT staffs and 
showing F - l l l F  video film of exploding 
tanks and artillery before ARGENT agreed 
to count the BDA. However. ARCENT 
insisted that the BDA would onlv be



counted if each claimed kill was verified 
by the unit ground liaison officer (GLO) 
and submitted by separate report directly 
to the 513th Military Intelligence Brigade 
(MIB). Air Force units had GLOs, but not 
the Navy carrier units. Thus, the A-6 tank 
kills were not counted by ARCENT. In 
addition, the Navy felt that pilot MISREPs 
were sufficient and would not send 
reports to the 513th MIB.

On 9 February, Secretary Cheney and 
General Powell met with General 
Schwarzkopf and his staff at CENTCOM 
headquarters in Riyadh to discuss the tim- 
ing of G day. The JFACC briefed that G 
day could occur as early as D+35, 21 Feb-
ruary. This date was possible because of 
dramatic improvements in CENTCOM’s 
BDA.

As shown in figure 6, G day was pre- 
dicted to be D+35 based on being able to 
attrit Iraqi forces 2 percent a day until 
combat strength was 50 percent (dotted 
line). The solid line depicts the actual 
results of the battle preparation bombing 
phase. Note that on 15 February, the tank

12 AIRPOWER JOURNAL SPRING 1994

kill rules changed. The end result was 
that by G day, the KTO enemy was 
assessed at 63 percent strength rather than 
the desired 50 percent.

On 11 February, I learned that the BDA 
rules of MARCENT included MISREPs 
from A-lOs and AV-8s. This was under- 
standable, yet different from ARCENT’s. I 
learned something else that was just as 
troubling: for unknown reasons, there 
were several nights when F-15Es and A-6s 
were not credited for tank kills in MAR- 
CENT’s sector. On a typical night, these 
aircraft were destroying over 30 artillery 
pieces or armored vehicles. This was evi- 
dent because each day’s aircraft video 
results were compared with CENTCOM 
BDA reports. Unfortunately, these dis- 
crepancies could not be resolved before 
conflict termination.

On 12 February, the CINC specifically 
stated during the nightly targets briefing 
that he did not want to bomb Iraqi units 
that were below 50 percent strength. His 
intent was not to fly aircraft affecting BDA 
against those specific units. As a result,

800 SORTIES DAY = 2% PER DAY REDUCTION IN THEATER 
(ASSUMES NO WEATHER LOSSES)

93% (RG 99%)

Figure 6. Battle fie ld Preparation
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General Glosson briefed the CINC at the 
1900 staff meeting on the total sorties by 
type of aircraft that were allocated against 
each Iraqi division in the KTO. Aircraft 
sorties specifically affecting BDA—A-10, 
F-111F, F-15E, and A-6—were high- 
lighted. So, if a corps commander wanted 
a target hit in a division that was at less 
than 50 percent strength. other coalition 
aircraft such as F-16s, B-52s, or Tornadoes 
would be used.

Other coalition aircraft were flying 
approximately 800 sorties a day. Since 
other coalition air MISREPs were not 
specifically tracked by ARCENT, Army 
corps commanders had a difficult time 
assessing JFACC support in their areas of 
interest.

On 15 February, just when the fFACC 
staff thought it understood BDA rules, the 
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) mud- 
died the water by reassessing the 
Tawakalna Republican Guard Division at 
74 percent combat effectiveness—26 per-
cent greater strength than CENTCOM’s 
estimate of 48 percent. DIA had derived 
its BDA using overhead and medium-alti- 
tude sensors. After analyzing only a sin-
gle division, DIA forced ARCENT into 
increasing overall combat effectiveness 
assessments (fig. 6) and changing their 
BDA kill criteria. Now, only one-third of 
A-10 and one-half of F-111F, F-15E, or A-6 
kills were credited. This meant that if 
A-lOs claimed to kill nine tanks, three 
would be counted, and if F - l l lF s  killed 
10 tanks, only five would be counted as 
killed. As a result, figures for enemy com-
bat effectiveness on G day overestimated 
actual Iraqi capability.

The fault lay with DIA’s dependence on 
overhead and medium-altitude sensors, 
which could only detect catastrophic 
kills, and on the fact that Washington did 
not have access to the aircraft videotapes. 
For example, DIA could seldom detect 
damage to targets buried in the sand. Fur- 
thermore, it took DIA one week just to 
assess one out of 42 Iraqi divisions in the 
KTO. Obviously, intelligence analysts

could not keep up with the pace at which 
coalition air was now destroying targets 
throughout the theater of operations.

Besides frustrating the JFACC staff, this 
situation had a negative effect on various 
Army units. For example, the 82d 
Airborne Division’s intelligence personnel 
lost much of their credibility with the 
division command group because of 
recurring inexplicable changes in BDA. 
How were they to explain why one day 
the Medina Ar mor Division of the 
Republican Guards was 40 percent combat 
effective and the next day it was back up 
to 70 percent?11

The discrepancies also caused frustra- 
tion within the command staff. On 20 
February, the CINC chastised the DCINC 
for accepting targets nominated by ground 
commanders located in Iraqi units below 
50 percent strength.

Redundancy among intelligence agen-
cies regarding their own BDA estimates 
continued to raise doubts. On 21 
February as G day approached, the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) became nervous 
about CENTCOM claims of 1,700 tank, 
900 APC, and 1,400 artillery kills.12 It 
briefed President Bush that it could vali- 
date only 500 kills. Fortunately, DIA's 
Rear Adm Mike McConnell and Secretary 
Cheney had seen videotapes of F - l l lF s  
killing tanks and recommended the presi-
dent accept CENTCOM’s BDA.

As G day approached, ground command-
ers and the CINC shared divergent con- 
cerns, partly owing to faulty reporting and 
communication practices. Corps com-
manders were concerned that they were 
not getting enough air allocated to the 
enemy’s frontline divisions. On the other 
hand, the CINC was concerned with 
reducing Republican Guard strength. In 
addition, General Schwarzkopf directed 
General Glosson not to attack frontline 
artillery until three or four days before G 
day to prevent it from being replaced.

In summary, by G day, coalition air had 
reduced Republican Guard forces to 66 
percent, ARCENT had reduced Iraqi front-
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line forces to 33 percent. and MARCENT 
had reduced Iraqi frontline forces to 59 
percent using the most conservative BDA 
rules imaginable. The collective etíect 
vvas that on 24 February (G day), fareach- 
ing vvas relatively easy and dose air sup- 
port (CAS) requirements were less than 
planned. In fact, three divisions facing 
the Egyptians were already destroyed by 
coalition air and were bypassed to be 
cleaned up later.

Concerning CAS, predetermined corps 
fire support coordination Iines (FSCL) 
facilitated CAS planning and execution. 
The preplanned FSCLs made rapid coali-
tion troop movements easier for coalition 
air to respond. In addition. the “Horner 
Line" was established. This line vvas 30 
nautical iniles parallel to and in front of 
the FSCL. VVhile FACs vvorked inside the 
FSCL, killer scouts controlled the area 
between the FSCL and the Horner Line. 
As the FSCL moved forward, there vvas

constant coordination between the Army 
ground FACs, airborne FACs, and killer
scouts.

VVhile over 1,200 sorties per day were 
available for CAS, many were not required 
by the Army. As a result, air interdiction 
(ÀI) sorties were flown continuously 
beyond the FSCL using killer scouts and 
kill boxes. Any or all of the AI sorties 
could have been diverted while airborne 
to CAS targets if Armv ground command- 
ers had needed them.13 As the battle 
progressed. the 1,200 sorties available 
dailv for CAS grew more and more geo- 
graphically confined because of rapid 
FSCL movement toward Basrah (fig. 7). 
There were times when the rapid FSCL 
movement hindered air operations while 
it benefited the enemy. Probably the 
number one mistake of the ground cam- 
paign occurred on G+3. Seventh Corps 
pushed the FSCL 50 miles beyond their 
position covering the escape of the

Figure 7. FSCL M ovem ents as of 1800L
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Hammurabi and Medina Republican 
Guard divisions headed north. Both Gen-
eral Horner and General Glosson 
attempted to get General Schwarzkopf to 
move the FSCL south toward the Kuwaiti 
border, but Gen Frederick M. Franks 
talked him out of it. As a result, the two 
divisions escaped. Overvvhelming force 
could not be applied because every sortie 
flown inside the FSCL had to be con- 
trolled by a FAC.14

The degree of success as a result of prior 
bombing was spectacular. even though 
ground operations occurred before air 
attacks were able to attrit enemy forces in 
the KTO to the stated objective of 50 per- 
cent. Two days into the ground war, 
coalition armv units were already one day 
ahead of scheduled objectives. As a 
result, when bad weather hindered avail- 
able air power, the CINC instructed 
ground commanders to delay attacks until 
they could have air support. On 27 
February—G+3—a 100-hour cease-fire 
was called. Of the 42 Iraqi divisions fac- 
ing the coalition. 39 were listed as combat 
ineffective or destroyed.15

Obviously, tank kills were not the only 
factor used in making the decision for G 
day. The 800 sorties a day ílown by coali-
tion air forces that were not counted in 
the BDA were indirectly impacting the 
CINC’s decision. For 24 hours a day, a 
barrage of bombs were dropped on Iraqi 
soldiers. Unlike strategic bombing in 
cities, aircraft flying in the KTO against 
enemv troops in the field could release 
their weapons against targets obscured hy 
weather. B-52s hit a target in the KTÒ 
every three hours from 17 January until 
the end of the war. Over 35,000 battle- 
field prep sorties were Ílown in the KTO 
including 5.600 directed against three 
divisions of the Republican Guards.16 
One enemy prisoner of war (EPYV) stated 
he surrendered because of B-52 strikes. 
"But your position was never attacked by 
B-52s." his interrogator exclaimed. ‘‘That 
is true, he stated. “but 1 saw one that had

been attacked.” Another Iraqi general 
stated the dramatic difference air attacks 
made for him and his soldiers:

During the Iran war, my tank was my friend 
because 1 could sleep in it and know 1 was 
safe. . . . During this war my tank became my 
enemy . . . none of my troops would get near 
a tank at night because they just kept blow- 
ing up.17

Other sorties involved neutralizing Iraqi 
fire trenches six days prior to G day. The 
CINC wanted to wait until G+6 to ensure 
that the trenches could not be rebuilt. 
The F-117s destroyed 32 oil-pumping 
stations and junctions while other aircraft 
set the residual oil on fire. In addition, 
just prior to G day, a massive bombing 
plan against Communications throughout 
the KTO was completed by F-117s and 
F-ll lFs.  This plan forced Iraqi troops to 
use rádios rather than land lines. As a 
result, command and control was 
degraded and conversations were 
exploited.

Air attacks had other collateral effects 
that impaired Iraqi performance. Iraqi sol-
diers were starving because air attacks had 
cut troop supplies of food and water. 
Over five weeks of around-the-clock 
bombing had a tremendous effect on unit 
morale. Suffering from low unit morale, 
hundreds of EPWs crossed the border. 
Most EPWs were infesied with lice, cov- 
ered with sores, sick, or in shock. As G 
day approached, frequency of frontline 
executions of deserting soldiers increased 
dramatically. Also, a sênior officer EPW 
described very high losses in artillery 
units caused by casualties and 
desertions.18

As coalition ground forces launched 
their offensive, the Iraqi army was demor- 
alized and severely degraded in combat 
eflectiveness. Secretary Cheney said that 
“the air campaign was decis ive .” 
Subsequently, he stated that Iraq could 
not fight back "because the air war turned 
out to be absolutely devastating."19 As a
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Each night the CINC was briefed on lhe ATOs for that 
day and the following days. The author and General 
Glosson prepare the targets brief.

result. in the lüü hours of the ground 
offensive, coalition forces took into cus- 
todv over 86,000 Iraqi prisoners.20

Army Complaints
Although the ground campaign was a 

complete sjiccess. the Armv corps com- 
manders were not satisfied with fFACC 
operations. Corps commanders during 
Desert Storm wanted each corps, not 
fFACC, to have responsibility for shaping 
the battlefield through air interdiction 
both prior to and after G day. In addition, 
each corps commander wanted to receive 
a set number of dailv sorties.

These preferences reflect a basic differ- 
ence in views about the proper control 
and use of air assets. If corps command-

ers had received what they wanted, air 
operations would have been severely 
degraded, just as they were in early World 
War II. During the 1942 North African 
campaign, such employment made it 
impossible for tactical air to achieve air 
superioritv. Lack of such superiority con- 
tributed to the defeat of US forces at 
Kasserine Pass.21 Gen Dwight D. 
Eisenhower recognized the nature of the 
problem:

Direct support of ground troops is naturallv 
the method preferred bv the iinmediate com-
mander concerned, but bis vision did not 
extend bevond the local battle. It did not 
consider the competing demands of individ-
ual commanders on a far flung battlefront, 
each of vvhom would naturallv like to have at 
his disposal some segment of the Air Force 
for his own exclusive use.22

As a result, Army Field Manual (FM) 
100-20, Command and Employment o f  
Air Power. was published in fuly 1943.
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Th is briefing board was used to brief the CINC.

That field manual formalized the idea of 
centralized control of air power under an 
airman.

It vvould have been just as bad to dedi- 
cate a set number of daily sorties to eac:h 
corps commander in Desert Storm as it 
was in World War II. The number of sor-
ties flovvn is not as important as the types 
of aircraft and weapons used. For exam- 
ple. if a corps commander vvanted to 
reduce artillerv in his area, eight F -l l lFs  
carrving four Iaser-guided bombs each 
could be allocated for the job. However. if 
the target was a supply depot, onlv three 
B-52s carrving 54 gravity bombs each 
could be used. Furthermore, in reducing 
combat unit effectiveness—tanks, APCs, 
and artillery—some aircraft sorties were 
not counted by the Armv for BDA pur- 
poses. I hus. requests for dedicated sor-
ties would have tied the JFACC’s hands

and diluted the air effort. A much more 
effective approach would be to provide 
the JFACC specific targets and objectives, 
like those on the DCINC’s target list. The 
JFACC could then allocate the most effec-
tive combination of aircraft and sorties to 
achieve the objectives, and the CINC 
would review the results at the nightly 
targets briefing.

After Desert Storm. VII Corps criticized 
the Air Force by claiming that only 200 of 
over 2.000 Army-nominated targets were 
actually targeted by air (15 percent). 
However. the Army also stated that coali- 
tion air did a magnificent job of preparing 
the battlefield. By examining a VII Corps 
target list submitted to ARCENT. we can 
see whv only 300 targets were selected.23

VII Corps Target List
1’he corps could normally nominate up 

to 40 targets a day, prioritize them, and
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(42 TARGETS SUBMITTED 31 JAN)

OLD TARGETS
30 DEC ARTY BTRY 

8 JAN COMM SITE
23 JANTANKCO
20 JAN 26 ID CP
24 JAN CP
21 JAN LAA SITE 
19 JAN ARTY BN 
24 JAN MECH CO 
24 JAN ARTY BN 
24 JAN CP
24 JAN TANK CO 
28 JAN ARTY BN 
24 JAN LOG SITE 
24 JAN POSS LOG

AAA OR SAMS
30 NOV AAA SITE 
29 DEC S-60 AAA 
UNK SA-2 RADAR 
UNK S-60 
13 JAN RADAR 
15 JAN 3-SA-9S 
24 JAN AAA SITE 
24 JAN AAA SITE
24 JAN AAA
21 JAN AAA
25 JAN SIGINT SITE
22 JAN SA-6 
24 JAN AAA

INFANTRY
UNK INF BN 
3 JAN INF BN 
8 JAN INF BN (-) 
8 JAN INF BN
8 JAN INF BN (-) 

26 JAN INF BN (-)
9 JAN INF BN (-) 

19 JAN INF BN 
30 JAN INF BN

ATO TARGETS
27 JAN CP 
24 JAN LOG SITE 
24 JAN ARTY BN (-) 
27 JAN POSS LOG
27 JAN POSS CP
28 JAN CP

NOTE: MANY WERE OLD, OUTDATED TARGETS OR PREVIOUSLY HIT. 
DATES WERE LAST VALIDATED DATES.

Figure 8. VII Corps Target List

send them on to ARCENT. From 
ARCENT, the targets vvould be prioritized 
vvith other ARCENT targets and sent to the 
DCINC (fig. 2).24 Figure 8 provides an 
illustration for 31 January. Of 42 targets 
submitted bv VII Corps. six were fragged 
in the ATO (15 percent). Targets were 
rejected for several reasons. First, the 
length of time between target submission 
and its validation was excessive: typi- 
callv, corps intelligence was two to three 
days behind that of CENTCOM. Some tar-
get validations were over a month old. 
Others were unconfirmed, while still oth- 
ers had been hit previously and were 
awaiting BDA results. Second. antiaircraft 
artillerv. (AAA) and surface-to-air missiles 
(SAM) were not considered valid targets if 
over a few days old. This rule related to 
other conditions and standing practices. 
Coalition air had continuous EF-111 and 
F-4G area coverage all across the KTO. If 
AAA or SAMs became a threat, they were 
immediately destroved bv dedicated sup- 
pression of enemy air defense (SEAD) 
assets. Third, infantry battalion targets 
were not suitable for coalition air. Target 
identitication and destruction were nearlv

impossible because troops were in 
trenches and widely dispersed. VVithout 
napalm or suitable fuel-air explosives, 
coalition air was better targeted against 
food, water, and ammunition depots—tar-
gets that indirectly negated the combat 
effectiveness of the infantry troops. In 
summarv, of 42 targets submitted. 14 were 
old targets or awaiting BDA (33 percent); 
13 were outdated AAA/SAMs (31 per-
cent); and nine were infantry (21 percent). 
Six good targets remained and were 
selected for the ATO (15 percent). Obvi- 
ouslv. if sorties had been flown against all 
42 targets in VII Corps area that dav, manv 
other key targets in-theater vvould have 
gone unserviced. More important. manv 
li ves would have been put at risk unneces- 
sarily.

According to a VII Corps air liaison offi- 
cer (ALO) report, the corps target nomina- 
tion process had three major prohlems. 
First, each target received the same mea- 
sure of merit whether it was a division 
command post or a single SA-9. Second. 
no revalidation criteria was set to remove 
dated mobile targets. Finally, the corps 
made no attempt to correlate and remove
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from the list targets reported destroyed by 
the Air Force, especially when coordi- 
nates did not agree exactly with the corps 
data base.25

The target list example should point out 
tvvo things. First, a corps does not alvvays 
have the technical expertise or current 
intelligence necessary to nominate targets 
appropriate for aircraft. Second, in order 
to exploit air power and avoid its misuse, 
air must be kept centralized at the theater 
levei under a JFACC.

During Desert Storm, there was another 
reason for maintaining centralized control 
of air forces. The JFACC needed control 
of all the air assets in order to respond to 
the unforeseen circumstances of war. For 
example, over 2,400 sorties were diverted 
to Scud hunting.26 Sorties were diverted 
when Iraq broke out Chemical munitions, 
forcing the JFACC to destroy this time- 
sensitive target. Also, there were many 
days when weather forced coalition air to 
swing from one corps to another and from 
one target category to another. Finally, 
examine what occurred on 29 January at 
Khafji. There was a major border incident 
when the Iraqi III Corps moved south to 
engage friendly forces. During the second 
night of attacks, the Iraqi corps com- 
mander tried to reinforce the battle with 
two divisions.27 The first diverted aircraft 
started bombing within 20 minutes. 
Bombing continued for eight hours, deci- 
mating the two divisions. If aircraft had 
not been diverted, premature escalation of 
the war may have occurred.28

These examples highlight the need for 
the JFACC to centrallv control air forces in 
order to react to the unforeseen circum-
stances of war. Bv maintaining control. 
the JFACC can concentrate air power in 
the most efficient way possible.

JFACC Ignored 
Corps Inputs

After the war, VII Corps complained 
that the corps was denied air prior to G

day. This was true for several reasons. 
First, while VII Corps was moving into 
position, the CINC would not allow the 
JFACC to target the Iraqi forces in the 
western zone. The CINC wanted to limit 
activities in this area in fear of compro- 
mising the coalition attack plans.

Second, the CINC directed General Glos- 
son not to attack units at less than 50 per- 
cent strength. Since almost every unit 
arrayed in ARCENT’s front lines was less 
than 50 percent by G-10, this constraint 
significantly affected corps target lists. 
The JFACC was required to hit these tar-
gets with aircraft that were not counted in 
ARCENT’s BDA. This meant A-lOs, 
F - l l ls ,  F-15Es, and A-6s were held back 
from those units. However, at least four 
sorties of other coalition air were fragged 
against every target submitted by the 
DCINC. Thus, because the corps could 
not track individual pilot mission reports 
for aircraft with missions in their sector, 
many targets were hit without corps 
knowledge.29 If BDA was observed by 
overhead systems, the earliest it would 
show up in a report at the corps levei 
would be four or five days later.

Third, the DCINC had to modify corps 
commander target lists in order to consoli- 
date, prioritize, and develop a single list 
within the capabilities of the JFACC. In 
addition. at the nightly staff meeting, the 
CINC would modify this list even further.

Finally, not until after the war were 
corps commanders aware of the CINC's 
guidance not to attack Iraqi units less than 
50 percent strength—apparently reflecting 
a breakdown in communication between 
ARCENT and the corps commanders. In 
addition, corps commanders were con- 
cerned with breaching frontline Iraqi units 
while the CINC was concerned with 
reducing the Republican Guard theater 
reserves to less than 50 percent.

After the war, VII Corps cited two spe- 
cific examples where the JFACC did not 
respond to corps input. Just prior to G 
day, VII Corps requested more artillery be 
hit in two units that were believed to be



greater than 50 percent, the 47th and the 
26th Infantry Divisions (fig. 4). In 
response to VII Corps commander con- 
cerns, General Glosson convinced the 
CINC to take F - l l l F s  off Republican 
Guard units for one night, 22 February, in 
order to hit the Iraqi 47th Infantry 
Division. The 47th Infantry had the 
largest concentration of artillery in the 
KTO. While most divisions had 72 
artillery pieces, the 47th had 204 and was 
in position to swing against either the 
Egyptians or VII Corps. Over 100 artillery 
pieces were destroyed that night, but this 
data was overlooked by ARCENT. As a 
result, overall combat unit effectiveness 
prior to G day was actually at 34 percent 
in contrast to 52 percent as ARCENT 
showed.

In addition to the 47th Division, VII 
Corps wanted the 26th Infantry Division 
hit. It was thought to have 72 artillery 
pieces, of which 18 were destroyed by A- 
lüs prior to the request. After the initial 
A-10 kills, artillery targets could not be 
found by other aircraft—40 F-16s along 
with a killer scout. After G day and the 
destruction of Iraq’s 26th Infantry Divi-
sion. ARCENT revised the artillery count 
to only 18 artillery pieces in its total 
inventory. Thus, overall unit strength 
prior to G day was really only 40 percent, 
compared to 70 percent as initially 
reported by ARCENT.

After the war. VII Corps also said there 
was a lack of CAS support. Here the main 
problem was simply semantics. The corps 
was really referring to the lack of air sup-
port provided against its target list prior to 
G day. ít complained about the percep- 
tion that coalition air did not perform bat- 
tlefield preparation in accordance with 
stated desires. Once G day occurred, 
however, VII Corps was satisfied with 
CAS support.

It seems that the measure of merit for 
determining the effectiveness of battle- 
field preparation should not have been 
based on the number of targets serviced 
on the corps commander’s target list.
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Rather, the measure should have been 
whether each corps could execute its 
planned scheme of maneuver with an 
acceptable number of friendly casualties. 
During VII Corps’s breaching of the enemy 
line on G day, not one artillery round was 
fired into friendly troops. General 
Schwarzkopf thought that the scheme of 
maneuver or ground offensive could take 
up to 21 days.30 In fact, he asked General 
Glosson for assurance that the air intensity 
could be maintained for 21 days mini- 
mum. Not surprising, coalition ground 
forces completed operations in four versus 
21 days. Casualty figures were expected 
to be as high as 10,000. Actual combat 
casualties were less than 100.

Conclusion
Although Desert Storm was a tremen- 

dous success, it has been pointed out that 
significant problems did exist. These are 
problems that could plague the next war- 
fighting CINC or JFACC if not recognized 
and resolved.

First, the CINC needed to place more 
emphasis on phase I, strategic bombing. 
There were many strategic targets on the 
master target list that should have been hit 
early in the war. As a result, President 
Bush’s plan to set back Iraq’s NBC capabil- 
ity five to 10 years was probably not 
accomplished. This was not a situation in 
which the CINC had to choose between 
executing phase III early to reduce casual-
ties or continuing the strategic bombing 
effort. There was time to complete both.

No one will know for sure what per- 
centage of Iraqi troops were really attrited 
by air power prior to G day, nor was it 
criticai for making the decision to launch 
the ground offensive. However, having 
both ARCENT and MARCENT responsible 
for assessing BDA in their own sectors 
was a mistake. To start the next war with 
only two aircraft—such as A-lOs and 
AV-8s—as the designated tank killers 
would be unworkable. Rules for defining
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a tank kill must be standardized and pub- 
lished at the theater levei before G day. 
This would have averted problems associ- 
ated with BDA rules that got increasingly 
more rigid as G day approached. In addi- 
tion, it is criticai that aircraft video be 
exploited dailv by the intelligence com- 
munities, not just the JFACC staff. We 
need to purchase equipment that will 
allow each wing to transmit its aircraft 
video to both the JFACC and DIA.

Without question. corps were denied air 
power prior to G day, but not by the 
JFACC. The JFACC attacked every target 
on the DCINCs target list. What was 
missing in Desert Storm was feedback to 
the corps on the targets they submitted to
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CLOSE AIR 
SUPPORT

Repeating the P ast. . .
Again?

C a p t  Sc o t t  A. Fe d o r c h a k . USA

RISTOTLE VVROTE that “almost 
all tliings have heen found out. 
but some have been forgotten,”1 
an adage demonstrated repeat- 

edly in the profession of arms, where 
lessons paid for in blood have been forgot-
ten or neglected in peacetime. only to be 
rediscovered and paid for again in the 
next battle. For example. the doctrine and 
weapons for close air support (CAS) are 
allowed to wither between conflicts. only 
to be revived for the next war. This pat- 
tern stems from the Air Force’s lack ot

22
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commitment to the CAS concept and its 
consequent unwillingness to provide CAS 
aircraft and support them. Indeed. Carl H. 
Builder notes that "close air support has 
been the most consistentlv neglected mis- 
sion of the Air Force.”2

Joint Publication 1-02, D epartm ent o f  
D e fe n s e  D ic t io n a r v  o f  M ilita ry  a n d  
A s so c ia ted  T erm s. defines CAS as "air 
action against hostile targets which are in 
close proximity to friendlv forces and 
which require detailed integration of each 
air mission with the Fire and movement of 
those forces.”3 The employment of CAS 
has been the subject of serious debate 
betvveen ground and air forces since the 
introduction of the airplaíie as a weapon 
of war. Ground forces vvant more of it in 
support of ground operations, while air 
forces concentrate on other missions such 
as counterair. air interdiction, and strate- 
gic bombing, which support the theater 
campaign. Regardless of the different pri- 
orities assigned to CAS bv the Armv and 
the Air Force, the fact remains that the 
United States has needed CAS in past 
conflicts and will continue to need it in 
the future.

Doctrinal Focus on 
Strategic Attack

Since the beginning of aviation. air 
povver enthusiasts sought to identifv the 
Air Force as a separate Service with a 
unique role in the military establishment. 
Led by earlv air power theorists such as 
Giulio Douhet, Air Marshal Hugh M. 
Trenchard, and Gen William (“Billy") 
Mitchell. they pointed to the strategic 
capability of air povver to rain destruction 
on political capitais, transportation cen- 
ters. and industrv. Rarelv able to strike 
such strategic centers of gravity, land and 
sea forces attacked tactical and opera- 
tional centers of gravity. But air power 
advocates believed that—after achieving 
air superiority—air forces should conduct

strategic attacks to destroy the enemy’s 
industrial infrastructure and thereby 
destroy his ability to wage war.4

Thus. the fledgling US military aviation 
establishment seized upon strategic bomb-
ing doctrine as its raison d’être, almost to 
the exclusion of other air power 
missions.5 Specifically, the Air Force “has 
defined, tested and proven a doctrine 
which makes CAS a strictly secondary 
task of its air combat units,”fi and “until 
[air superiority] is won, any effort not con- 
tributing to it is diversionary and should 
onlv be undertaken in emergency situa- 
tions.”7 Although the Air Force did not 
totallv neglect its support of ground opera-
tions. it preferred to use air interdiction 
rather than CAS.

Early air Service schools such as the Air 
Corps Tactical School at Maxwell Field, 
Alabama, were established to study and 
develop doctrine, tactics, and aircraft for 
the air-ground mission. Instead, the 
schools’ leadership turned its attention to 
the development of strategic bombing 
strategv.8 In the 1930s, the US was the 
only country to establish an air unit—the 
3d Attack Group—dedicated to ground 
support and thus could have led the way 
in developing air-ground operations. But 
the focus on strategic bombing left the US 
Army Air Corps ill-prepared to conduct 
air-ground operations on the eve of World 
War II.9 That war served as a testing 
ground for strategic bombing, which 
severely hurt the Axis war effort. Some 
postwar analyses, however, dispute the 
effectiveness of this doctrine:10

Air power had a mighty v in d ication  in 
World War II. But it was MitchelTs concep- 
tion of it—anything that flies— rather than 
Douhefs |the strategic bomber] that was vin- 
dicated. It was in the tactical employment 
that success was most spectacular and that 
the air forces won the unqualified respect 
and admiration of the older Services. By 
contrast. the purely strategic successes, how-
ever far-reach ing  in p articu lar  circum - 
stances. were never completely convincing to 
uncommitted observers.11
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Still, air power enthusiasts point to the 
dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki as proof of air power’s role 
as the decisive element on the battletield. 
But this stance neglects the Navy’s contri- 
bution of carrier-based aviation and— 
more importantly—the role of its subma- 
rine forces in strangling Japan 
economically in the Pacific theater.12 As a 
subordinate element of the Army, the 
Army Air Forces (AAF) also made major 
contributions to ground operations in all 
theaters through CAS and interdiction 
campaigns. However, commanders of B-17 
and B-24 wings and P-47 and P-51 
squadrons continually squabbled with 
ground commanders over diverting their 
assets from the strategic effort. These 
leaders—as well as their present counter- 
parts—overlooked the need to combine 
land, sea, and air power to win on the 
modern battlefield.

The post-VVorld War II era marked the 
ascendancy of Strategic Air Command 
(SAC) and strategic nuclear bombers in 
Air Force doctrine. Strategic bombing 
strategv focused on a total war with the 
forces of Communism and required strikes 
at the enemy’s strategic centers of gravity. 
The US sought to contain enemy threats 
through nuclear deterrence, and each Ser-
vice competed for funding bv demonstrat- 
ing its abilitv to deliver nuclear weapons. 
Because the strategic bomber had already 
proven itself in this regard, SAC was able 
to dominate Air Force decision making on 
the development, deployment, and use of 
Air Force assets from the 1950s through 
the early 1980s.13

Virtually neglecting its tactical role in 
support of ground forces, the Air Force 
proposed a 70-wing strategic bomber force 
to meet national security needs, although 
it also pushed for development of a super- 
sonic jet fighter to perform the counterair 
mission. to escort bombers to their targets, 
and to protect the US from Soviet 
bombers. Bigger. better, and faster strate-
gic bombers and jet pursuit fighters 
capable of carrying heavier loads were

actively developed. Further, Tactical Air 
Command (TAC) aircraft were designed to 
deliver tactical nuclear weapons, and the-
ater tactical air forces all tried to become 
“little SACs with the primary and almost 
only mission being the nuclear one.”14 
Consequently, the Air Force either moth- 
balled its ground-support assets or 
allowed them to become obsolete since air 
power doctrine anticipated no role for tac-
tical air power.15 Although deterrence did 
manage to prevent a global nuclear war, 
the emphasis on nuclear delivery 
impaired the Air Force’s ability to make 
effective use of tactical air power in lim- 
ited wars.

Historical Perspective on CAS 
Doctrine and Execution

US involvement in a theater war 
remained a possibility throughout the 
cold war, but the US actually fought only 
in limited wars during that time. 
Unfortunately, the air power community 
had forgotten the lessons in CAS and bat-
tlefield air interdiction (BAI) learned by 
Ninth Air Force in the European theater of 
operations and by Fifth Air Force in the 
Pacific theater of operations. Further, it 
made no effort to preserve the lessons 
learned, to train for future applications. or 
to maintain the aircraft needed for CAS.16 
Gen O. P. Weyland, commander of Far 
East Air Forces (FEAF), commented. 
“What was remembered from World War 
II was not written down, or if written 
down was not disseminated, or if dissemi- 
nated was not read or understood.”17

From the Korean War through the Gulf 
War of 1991, SAC rarelv used its strategic 
bombers as designed. That is, B-29s and, 
later, B-52s dropped conventional, high- 
explosive bombs during CAS and BAI 
missions in Korea, Vietnam, and 
Southwest Asia. In fact, in Korea and 
Vietnam, strategic bombing of political. 
military, and economic; infrastructures 
that did not depend on traditional support
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At first, Far East Air Forces had only the F-80 Shooting Star and the F-86 Sabre available for use in Korea. 
Stationed in Japan. the F 86 (above) had speed and firepower but lacked hard points for rockets, bombs. and 
napalm and could not operate from unimproved airfields in-theater. Like the F 86, the F-84 (below) could not 
operate in Korea, but both aircraft played roles in the defense of Japan after the Korean War.
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The Air Force helped solve shortfalls in dose air 
suppori in the Korean War by converting the World 
War II vintage C-47 transport into the heavily armed 
AC-47.

had a minimal effect on the outcome of 
the campaigns. Only in the tactical realm 
did the US achieve any success.1K

Such environments called for the use of 
CAS and BAI in support of ground forces. 
Although the'Air Force preferred to use air 
interdiction to destroy many pieces of 
equipment en route to the front rather 
than destroy them one at a time at the 
front, the Service was never able to deci- 
sively interdict the forward movement of 
enemy ground forces and supplies.19 CAS. 
however, was usually successful in pre- 
serving American ground forces and thus 
meant the difference between defeat and 
victory in many engagements.20

Korea provided the first taste of limited 
war for the fledgling Air Force. Initiallv. 
FEAF’s assets included only the F-80 
Shooting Star and F-86 Sabre, both of 
which were designed for air-to-air combat. 
Unfortunately, these advanced. jet-pow- 
ered aircraft lacked the hard points neces- 
sary to carry ground-support munitions 
such as rockets, bombs, and napalm and 
were unable to operate from the unim- 
proved airfields in Korea. The fact that 
they had to be stationed in Japan limited 
both their time on station and their sup-
port of on-call missions. normally the 
most criticai for ground forces. Likewise, 
the F-84 Thunderjets—converted to air- 
ground operations but not yet in the Air 
Force inventory—could not operate from 
Korean bases. Consequently, the Air 
Force had to pull mothballed F-51
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Mustang fighters from storage depots 
because they vvere the only aircraft capa- 
ble of operating in the Korean theater.21 
During the criticai days of the Pusan 
perimeter, these World War II work- 
horses—and, later, A-lE Skyraiders— 
provided desperately needed CAS to 
United Nations (UN) ground forces.22 
Additionally, the Air Force pulled B-29 
Stratofortresses off their strategic bombing 
missions in North Korea to fly CAS and 
BAI during the Pusan action. the Inchon 
invasion. and the retreat after the Chinese 
intervention.

By Lhe close of hostilities. the Air Force 
had relearned the lessons of World War II 
and had used this knowledge to improve 
its support of ground operations. As vvas 
the case after World War II. however. the 
lessons of Korea vvere set aside and forgot- 
ten, a fact reflected in Secretarv of the Air 
Force Thomas K. Finletter’s comment that 
“the Korean War was a unique, never-to- 
be-repeated diversion from the true course 
of strategic air power.”23 Twenty years 
later, “when the Vietnam War started, we 
simplv had to relearn the basics, and we 
paid a terrible price to do so.”24 Once 
again. the Air Force had to use mothballed 
aircraft. this time borrowing A-lE 
Skyraiders from the Navv and modifying 
training planes such as the T-37 to pro- 
vide CAS when F-105 Thunderchiefs and 
F-4 Phantoms did not meet CAS require- 
ments. The Skyraider’s ability to absorb 
punishment, carrv ordnance, and loiter 
over the battlefield made it invaluable in 
major battles such as Tet, Hue, and Khe 
Sanh and in hundreds of minor engage- 
ments, allowing US ground forces to hold 
out against superior numbers of North 
Vietnamese and Vietcong. The Air Force 
also enhanced its CAS capability by con- 
verting C-47, C-119, and C-130 transports 
into heavily armed AC-47, AC-119, and 
AC-130 ground-support aircraft. Finally, 
as it had in Korea. the Air Force diverted 
its strategic bombers. using B-52s for 
much-needed ground support that saved 
the lives of hundreds of US ground troops

and inflicted numerous casualties on the 
North Vietnamese.25

After Vietnam, both Congress and the 
Department of Defense prevailed upon the 
Air Force to reevaluate its CAS mission in 
light of the Soviet threat to US interests 
worldwide. Responding particularly to a 
need to offset the numerical advantage in 
personnel and equipment that the Soviets 
would enjoy in an invasion of Western 
Europe, the Air Force fielded the A-10 
Thunderbolt—the first aircraft designed 
exclusivelv for CAS.26

From November 1983 through May 
1984, the Army and Air Force developed 
31 initiatives designed to improve air- 
ground interoperabiíitv. This work served 
as the basis for and later developed into 
the Army’s AirLand Battle doctrine in 
1986, which outlined the use of air power 
to support the land campaign.27 Work 
continued through the 1980s to improve 
the two Services’ capabilities for fighting 
jointly on the modern battlefield. With 
the fali of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the 
subsequent disintegration of the Soviet 
Union, however, the Soviet threat seem- 
inglv disappeared, and the US began to 
downsize its military forces. Among the 
Air Force’s early contribuíions to this 
downsizing was the projected mothballing 
of its entire A-10 fleet.28

In 1991 the Air Force rushed the A-lOs 
that remained in the active flying inven- 
torv to Southwest Asia at the request of 
Gen H. Norman Schwarzkopf, commander 
in chief of US Central Command (CINC- 
CENT), as part of the buildup for 
Operation Desert Storm.29 Had the Gulf 
War occurred only a year later, the Air 
Force would have had to recai 1 most of 
these aircraft from mothballs, as in past 
wars. A-lOs were available only because 
Saddam Hussein made major blunders in 
timing and in underestimating the US’s 
and the world’s resolve to condemn and 
counter his actions. Effective against Iraqi 
tanks and other ground vehicles, these air-
craft exceeded both the Air Force’s and 
their designer’s expectations.30 In addi-
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tion, the flexibility and ruggedness of the 
A-10 allowed it to perform a wide range of 
missions for which it was not designed— 
such as suppression of enemy air 
defenses, armed reconnaissance, and 
armed escort for search and rescue.31

Although they represented less than 10 
percent of the c:oalition’s air assets, A-lOs 
were responsible for about 70 percent of 
the armored vehicles destroyed by coali- 
tion air forces.32 During the latter part of 
the ground war. Lt Gen Charles A. Horner, 
the joint force air component commander 
(JFACC), stated bluntly, “I take back all of 
the had things that I said about the A-10. I 
love them! They saved our ass .”33 
Furthermore, a captured Iraqi officer 
reported that the "single most recogniz- 
ahle and feared aircraft at low levei was 
the A-10. Although the actual bomb run 
was terrifving, the aircraft’s loitering 
around the target area caused as much, if 
not more, anxiety since the Iraqi soldiers 
were unsure of the chosen target.”34 
Another source reported that A-lOs killed 
over 50 percent of all enemy tanks, more 
than 50 percent of all field artillery pieces, 
and 31 percent of all armored personnel 
carriers. Interestingly enough, they also 
accounted for more air-to-air combat kills 
than the multirole F-16 Fighting Falcon.35 
Clearly, the A-lOs were decisive combat 
multipliers on the battlefield and were 
instrumental in minimizing US ground 
losses in the ground campaign that liber- 
ated Kuwait. And. once again, the Air 
Force used B-52s in the BAI role to bomb 
Republican Guard positions as well as 
troop or equipment concentrations.36

CAS Aircraft Design
Most CAS aircraft were originally 

designed for counterair operations or air 
interdiction but were subsequently impro- 
vised, modified, or otherwise adapted for 
CAS operations during wartime. This 
trend started with the P-51 and P-47 in 
World War II and Korea and with the A-1E

and A-37 in Vietnam; it continues today 
with the planned conversion of the F-16 to 
the F/A-16.

What constitutes an ideal CAS aircraft? 
An Air Force study conducted in the 
1960s concluded that it should have the 
following capabilities:

1. The plane has to be able to operate out of 
short, primitive airfields.
2. It should be reliable and easy to maintain 
in the field under wartime conditions.
3. It must be able to carry large amounts of 
ordnance and specifically must be able to kill 
tanks and other armor.
4. It must have sufficient range to loiter “on 
call” near the battlefield, and when needed 
for CAS it should have enough remaining 
endurance to find the target, identify and 
confirm that it is, indeed, enemy rather than 
friendly. and then destroy it.
5. It must fly at least 350 knots, but be 
maneuverable enough to turn tightly over the 
battlefield so that the pilot will not lose sight 
of the target when visibility is low.
6. It must be survivable; it should be able to 
take damage from ground fire and still return 
to base with a healthy pilot.
7. It should be a low-cost airplane in com- 
parison to prices being quoted for supersonic 
jet fighters, and cost overruns . . . were not to 
be allowed.17

Because pilots of CAS aircraft have to 
visually acquire their targets before attack- 
ing to minimize the risk of fratricide, air-
craft speed is not a prime requisite. 
During the Korean War, Army general 
Mark Clark spent several months with 
both Army and Air Force combat units to 
study CAS requirements. He found that 
both propeller and jet aircraft were 
equally capable of conducting effective 
CAS, provided that the jet aircraft were 
willing to maneuver low and slowly 
enough to clearly identify targets and 
deliver ordnance accurately.38 Although 
the wide-open terrain of Southwest Asia 
facilitated pilots’ observation of the battle-
field and their detection of targets, future 
battlefields may not be as uncluttered.
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More rugged terrain and heavier vegeta- 
tion, as found in Bosnia, require either 
forward air controllers (FAC) over each 
possible engagement area or ground 
observers with each ground maneuver ele- 
ment that may need CAS.

CAS aircraft must also be rugged in 
order to protect the pilot and aircraft Sys-
tems from threats encountered in a low- 
level environment. Vietnam, Afghanistan, 
and the Middle East demonstrated the 
lethality of ground fire—from both small 
arms and antiaircraft artillerv—while the 
Arab-Israeli wars revealed the danger 
posed by advanced surface-to-air missiles 
(SAM) using both infrared (IR) and radar 
guidance. Specifically, the advent of 
hand-held IR SAMs such as the Soviet SA- 
7 and SA-14 and the American Redeye 
and Stinger has increased the threat to 
low-flying CAS aircraft.

Once considered a fighter pilot’s purga- 
tory, assignment to an A-10 squadron 
became more appealing after pilots began 
to develop an appreciation for their air- 
craft’s role and capabilities. The A-10’s 
ability to fly low and slowly allowed 
pilots to loiter for long periods of time and 
visually pick out targets, thus increasing 
the chances of hitting those targets. Flving 
low also limited the enemy’s ability to 
track and intercept the A-10 with radar- 
guided SAMs, and its twin engines pro- 
vided redundancy but presented SAMs 
with a minimal IR signature. Further. the 
A-10’s maneuverability allowed it to avoid 
concentrations of ground fire and to break 
missile locks. Even if all of these defen- 
sive measures failed, the A-10’s titanium 
bathtub design protected the pilot, and 
several redundant operating systems sus- 
tained flyability. Thus, it could absorb a 
tremendous amount of battle damage yet 
complete its mission and return to base. 
In the Gulf War, 15 A-lOs took multiple 
hits from a variety of small- and major-cal- 
iber ground fires and hand-held SAMs 
that would have downed any other mod-
em aircraft.39 Moreover. the fact that the 
A-10 was the only aircraft capable of oper-

ating from primitive forward airfields such 
as Al Jouf, Saudi Arabia, meant that it 
could respond quickly to ground forces’ 
requests for support, hunt for elusive 
mobile Scud launchers, and optimize time 
on station.40

The Future of CAS
Despite the lessons of the past, the Air 

Force continues to draw down its CAS 
assets. But the number of limited con- 
flicts has increased in the post-cold-war 
era as nations or ethnic groups jockey for 
positions of regional dominance in the 
new multipolar strategic environment, and 
current trends point to a continued 
emphasis on tactical air power operating 
in its “traditional” air-ground role.41 As 
the US moves toward increased participa- 
tion in peacemaking and peacekeeping 
operations, the need for CAS aircraft and 
missions will continue to grow because 
either rules of engagement or political 
constraints will prevent the US from 
applying its full range of air power.

Although the US has been reluctant to 
commit massive ground forces to peace-
keeping operations, it has repeatedly 
expressed its willingness to commit air 
power in support of UN operations. In 
such limited conílicts, we will need tacti-
cal air power to strike targets in proximity 
to committed ground forces, whether they 
belong to the US or to other nations oper-
ating as part of a coalition. Thus, the Air 
Force must maintain and improve its 
capability to provide CAS in such con- 
flicts if the US is to project force effec- 
tively in support of its national security 
interests.

The Marine Corps solved its "problem” 
with the lack of dedicated CAS assets 
from the Navy by integrating AV-8B 
Harrier, A-6E Intruder, and F/A-18 Hornet 
aircraft for CAS and interdiction sorties as 
an element of its Marine Air/Ground Task 
Force (MAGTF). Although the JFACC 
technically Controls Marine Corps fixed-
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wing aircraft for interdiction strike plan- 
ning and execution, the MAGTF comman- 
der can control Marine fixed-wing assets 
to support the ground campaign plan with 
CAS strikes. For exainple, during Opera- 
tion Desert Storm, the commander ot 
Marine Corps forces. Central Command 
(MARCENT) turned over all of the A-6E 
and half of the F/A-18 assets to the JFACC 
for execution of the air interdiction cam-
paign but retained operational control ot 
the remaining F/A-18s and all of the AV- 
8Bs to provide CAS to Marine forces.42 
During the air interdiction campaign, the 
JFACC concentrated air assets on the 
strategic campaign in accordance with Air 
Force doctrine and allocated minimal 
assets to CAS (and interdiction) only 
when pressed bv the CINCCENT. By the 
third vveek of February 1991, the JFÁCC’s 
allocated CAS sortie rate did not meet the 
MARCENT commander’s requirements for 
adequate fixed-wing CAS, so the MAR-
CENT commander withheld virtually all 
of his fixed-wing aircraft from JFACC con-
trol in order to use them for CAS strikes.43

Such an arrangement will not work for 
the Army because it lacks suitable fixed- 
wing assets and nnist rely on the Air 
Force to meet its CAS needs. Army heli- 
copters alone cannot fulfill CAS mission 
requirements because they lack the range 
and ordnance-carrving capability of Air 
Force fixed-wing aircraft. Gen Carl E. 
Vuono and Gen Larrv D. VVelch, former 
chiefs of staff of the Army and Air Force, 
respectivelv, note that

the Army and Air Force do not regard attack 
helicopters as CAS weapons systems. Attack 
helicopter units lack the speed. lethality and 
flexibility to enahle the theater commander 
to mass, concentxate, or shift air support 
intra-theater, which is a vital characteristic of 
CAS. We both firmly believe that the origi-
nal concept ot Air Force fixed wing aircraft 
providing support in close proximity to 
friendly forces remains vaiid and properly 
defines CAS todav.44

The Army uses attack helicopters as part 
of a combined-arms team including

infantry, armor, and field artillery to 
defeat enemy forces through fire and 
maneuver. On the battlefield, the heli-
copter is “an airborne armored fighting 
vehicle, and in intent and purpose lis) 
more closelv related to the tank than the 
airplane.”45 Although helicopters can use 
terrain to mask their approach, they are far 
more vulnerable than are fixed-wing air-
craft to air defense threats such as small 
arms, artillery, and tanks, as well as tradi- 
tional antiair gun and missile systems. 
Experience at the National Training 
Center in Fort Irwin, Califórnia, has 
shown the ineffectiveness of attack heli-
copters operating independently in head- 
to-head confrontations with enemy ground 
forces. However, their effectiveness 
improves when they are used as combat 
maneuver forces, and Operation Desert 
Storm showed that they are optimally 
effective in conjunction with Air Force 
fixed-wing CAS assets in joint air attack 
teams.46 Therefore, because of its experi-
ence in fixed-wing air operations, the Air 
Force should continue to develop CAS 
doctrine and provide the aircraft and mis- 
sions needed to support the other Services 
in the joint environment.

Like the other Services, the Air Force is 
now redefining its role in the post-cold- 
war era. part of which is articulated in a 
recent white paper that identifies five 
principies as the foundation of the future 
Air Force and its strategv: sustaining 
deterrence, providing a versatile combat 
force, supplying rapid global mobility, 
controlling the high ground, and building 
US influence.47 Significantlv. however. 
that document makes no mention of CAS.

Further, Gen Merrill A. McPeak. Air 
Force chief of staff. has outlined a pro- 
posal for a US Air Force expeditionary 
force consisting of a composite wing aug- 
mented by rapidlv deplovable Army 
ground forces designed for use in limited 
wars.48 Although the Air Force is devel- 
oping force structures and equipment for 
implementing future strategv that sup- 
ports counterair. interdiction, and strate-
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gic bombing. it seems to be neglecting 
CAS assets.

Additionallv, the Air Force continues to 
fund, develop, and procure the controver- 
sial B-l and B-2 bombers to replace the 
B-52 for the strategic bombing mission and 
plans to replace the F-15 with the F-22 
for the counterair mission, upgrade the 
F-15E and the F-16C/D for the air interdic- 
tion mission, and replace the A-10 with 
the F/A-16 for the CAS mission. To pro- 
duce the F/A-16. the Air Force vvill mod- 
ify 200 of the latest production-line-vari- 
ant F-16s equipped with low-altitude nav- 
igation and targeting infrared for night 
(LANTIRN) bv adding a 30-mm gun pod. 
an improved data modem (IDM) for inte- 
gration with the joint surveillance target 
attack radar system (JSTARS), an antijam 
VHF radio compatible with single channel 
ground and airborne radio system (SINC- 
GARS) for coordination with ground 
forces, night-vision goggles, digital terrain 
mapping. and laser trackers for use with 
laser designators.49 A-lOs that are retired 
to Reserve units or mothballed will be 
replaced with F-16s until the F/A-16s 
come on-line.

Although these modifications to the 
F-16 will improve its ability to deliver 
ordnance in the CAS role, the F/A-16 does 
not meet the Air Force’s criteria for CAS, 
mentioned previouslv. Specificallv, it 
lacks the defense and survivabilitv mecha- 
nisms necessarv for the pilot and plane to 
operate effectivelv in the low-level envi- 
ronment and deliver accurate CAS, espe-
cially with the 30-mm gun. The F-16’s 
fly-bv-wire control systems and single 
engine lack the survivabilitv and redun- 
dancy to absorb battle damage and con-
tinue flving. The fact that it is a high- 
speed aircraft limits the pilot’s ability to 
visually identify and attack targets on the 
ground—especially in proximity to 
friendlv forces—without airborne FACs or 
ground controllers.59 This shortcoming 
would become especially criticai in 
Bosnia. where pilots would have to visu-
ally identify targets in the rugged moun-

tains without the assistance of FACs 
and/or ground controllers.51

In view of those facts, the Air Force 
should immediately begin design work on 
a new CAS aircraft as the follow-on to the 
A-10 and should extend the Service lives 
of remaining A-lOs through a product 
improvement program. It makes more 
sense to improve an established CAS air-
craft than modify/adapt another airframe 
design for a different role. For example, 
the addition of the low-altitude safety and 
target enhancement (LASTE) module to 
the remaining A-lOs will improve ord-
nance delivery at low altitudes.52 Other 
improvements will include protection 
against IR and radar-guided missiles, 
enhancement of air-ground targeting 
through integral LANTIRN for day and 
night operations, and the addition of IDM 
to allow downloading of data from 
JSTARS. Finally, A-lOs will also receive 
advanced navigational systems such as 
integral global positioning system (GPS); 
night-vision goggles to improve a 11 - 
weather, all-terrain capability; and air-to- 
ground Communications equipment such 
as SINCGARS that is compatible with 
both Army and Air Force radio require- 
ments. These modifications should 
improve the A-10’s already demonstrated 
performance until the next-generation 
CAS aircraft comes on-line.

Conclusion
Field Marshal Erwin Rommel wrote that 

he had “never seen any forces so inept at 
first as Americans in battle—or anyone 
who learned the hard lessons more 
quickly once the chips were down.”53 VVe 
have had to relearn the lessons of CAS 
from everv major conflict from World War 
II through the Gulf War of 1991, and our 
ground and air forces have paid the price 
in blood, sweat, and tears. Because we 
will continue to need CAS, we must begin 
to revitalize our capabilities to prevent 
shortfalls and losses on future battlefields.
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Although the Air Force’s current protes- 
sional military education svstem covers 
CAS to the Army and other ground forces 
and the Air Force Fighter VVeapons Center 
at Ne 11 is AFB. Nevada, trains pilots to 
attack ground targets, Air Force doctrine 
and support of CAS aircraft still tal 1 short 
of joint mission requirements.
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1NTELLIGENCE
Towards A Clearer Understanding '

T HE FIRST definition. of surprise in 
M er ri a m- W e b s t e r ' Co I l e g ia t e

D ictionary  says, “to attack unex- 
pectedly; a lso : to capture by an 

unexpected- attack.’’1 It is interesting that 
the dictionary places the word su rprise
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within a military context. Yet, the defini- 
tion falis short of describing the essential 
elements of military surprise. In keeping 
with Webster’s, Army and Air Force doc- 
trine is constructed using this terminologv 
as a framevvork. The development of tech- 
nologv that diminishes or eliminates sur-
prise mav require a reevaluation of 
defense strategies currently thought sufli- 
cient.

Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-1, B asic  
Aerospace Doctrine o f  the United States 
Air Force, describes surprise this wav:

Stríke the enemv at a time or place or in a 
manner for which he is unprepared (italics in 
original]. To a large degree, the principie of 
surprise is the reciprocai of the principie of 
securitv. Concealing one's capabilities and 
intentions creates the opportunity to strike 
the enemv when he is unaware or unpre-
pared, but strategic surprise is difficult to 
achieve (italics addedj. Rapid advances in 
strategic surveillance technologv make it 
increasingly difficult to mask or cloak large- 
scale marshaling or movement of personnel 
and equipment.-

Clearly, Air Force doctrine acknowledges 
that quantum advances in overhead 
surveillance technologv seriously jeopar- 
dize the militarv's ability to achieve strate-
gic surprise. YVhile the statement that 
“surprise is difficult to achieve” does not 
speak to the past. it certainlv describes 
current and expected conditions of war 
fighting. Army doctrine seems to concur. 
The nevvest Army Field Manual (FM) 100- 
5. O perations, has modified its under- 
standing of surprise vvhile still maintain- 
ing that

achieving outright surprise once hostilities 
have begun is difficult. The proliferation of 
modem surveillance and warning systems 
and the presence of global commercial nevvs 
networks make complete surprise less 
likely.1

This nevv understanding seems to come 
closer to the mark than previous FM-100 
definitions. Yet the essence of this under-
standing is based upon the capabilily of 
technologv to negate the potential for sur-

p r ise  at the s t r a te g ic  and,  less  c o n s i s -  
tently, at the operational levei of  war.

E a c h  o f  t h e s e  S e rv ic e s  has re le g a ted  
strategic surprise to the annals of history 
or. at best, to the realm of being “difficult 
to ach iev e .” T h e  nature of strategic sur-
prise, however,  suggests a future different 
from that which is currently supposed.

The underlying assumption of current 
thought places considerable “faith” in the 
efficacy, reliability, timeliness, and accu- 
racy of intelligence. Faith in intelligence, 
including overhead imagery, is a two- 
edged sword: we believe it prevents oth- 
ers from achieving surprise against us and 
believe it keeps us from surprising others. 
If this faith is unfounded, then we face the 
sword ourselves. Consequently, this 
belief system requires a close examina- 
tion.

The thesis of this article is that strategic 
surprise is difficult to prevent, even in the 
fa c e  o f  accurate and timely intelligence 
(including overhead imagery), because it 
is b a s e d  on ex p lo it in g  a l e a d e r ’s or 
nations personality and characteristics as 
well as the hureaucracies that serve thein. 
Historical evidence seems to indicate that 
strategic surprise in the twentieth centurv 
has rarely been prevented despite a 
plethora of available intelligence. If the 
presence of reliable and timely intelli-
gence does not prevent surprise, then a 
reevaluation of our current thinking is in 
order. Strategic surprise, in this case, mav 
not only he possihle, it may he inevitable. 
This is a sword that also cuts both wavs. 
While we may not he able to prevent 
strategic surprise, we can expect to use 
this principie of war to our military 
advantage.

This article examines the elements of 
strategic surprise—its foundation, nature, 
and potential. It proposes a notional defi- 
nition for strategic surprise that offers a 
more relevant application to the military 
art. Additionally, it identifies and exam-
ines the validity of assumptions that form 
the basis for military doctrine on strategic 
surprise. It uses historical case studies to 
test the assumptions of current doctrine



The American press has covered our battles for over a 
hundred years. Beginning with the Vietnam War, 
however, the presss ability to affect American public 
opinion had an impact on how we thought about 
waging war In future wars. global commercial news 
networks may actually compromise our strategic ability 
to make war. Here the press covers President Lyndon 
Johnson s 1967 visit to Vietnam.

that link the? availability of intelligence to 
strategic surprise. Finally, it draws conclu- 
sions and makes recommendations for 
those at the operational levei and those 
involved in restructuring a shrinking mili- 
tarv force.

It is significant that Joint Publication 
(Pub) 1 acknowledges. ‘‘The principies of 
war [of which su rprise  is one| represent 
the best efforts of military thinkers to 
identify those aspects of warfare that are 
universallv true and relevant" (italics 
added).4 It is possible that this concert of 
thought generally refers to the operational 
and tactical leveis. Yet. US history is not

without examples of surprise at the strate-
gic levei—both inflicting it and receiving 
it. Consequently, it is more logical to con- 
clude that joint doctrine acknowledges the 
potential for surprise at anv levei. If this 
is so. then a thorough investigation of 
strategic surprise is in order before we dis- 
card what was previously believed as 
“true and relevant.”

The Nature, Definition, 
and Potential of 

Strategic Surprise
There are two schools of thought regard- 

ing the potential for strategic surprise that 
provide a framework for contemporarv 
military theorists. In one corner stand 
Carl von Clausewitz and Henri de Jomini 
and in the other Sun Tzu. Certainlv, the 
age in which each lived influenced their 
assessment of surprise.

36
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C la u s e w i t z  ta k e s  a d im  v ie w  o f  the 
potential for strategic surprise:

While the vvish to achieve surprise is coin- 
raon and. indeed, indispensable, and while it 
is true that it will never be completely inef- 
fective. it is equallv true that bv its very 
nature surprise can rarely be outstandingly 
successful. . . .  It is very rare therefore that 
one side surprises another, either bv an 
attack or by preparations for war.5
Jomini. too, disparages the potential for 

achieving surprise in even more drastic 
terms than Clausewitz:

The surprise of an armv is now next to an 
impossibility. . . . Prearranged surprises are 
rare and difficult because in order to plan 
one it becomes necessarv to have an accurate 
knowledge of the eneray’s camp.6

Interestingly, Jomini unwittingly presages 
the potential for surprise should the 
means (technologv?) exist to get “accurate 
knowledge of the enemy’s camp.”

In the opposing corner, Sun Tzu 
expresses considerable faith in the poten-
tial for surprise to assist the commander. 
In Barton \Vhaley’s C om p ila tion  o f  
Principies o f  War, surprise ranked third in 
priority for Sun Tzu. sixth for Clausewitz. 
and not at all for Jomini.7 Sun Tzu advo- 
cates surprise through conversations 
between his commanders:

Chang Yu: . . . Come like the wind, go like 
lightning. . . . The enemy must not know  
where I intend to give battle. For if he does 
not know where / intend to give battle he 
must prepare in a great many places (italics 
in original). . . . Take him unavvare by sur-
prise attacks vvhere he is unprepared. Hit 
him suddenly vvith shock troops.8

In fairness, Sun Tzu and Clausewitz 
were speaking about surprise from differ- 
ent vantage points. Michael I. Handel 
writes that “when Clausewitz speaks of 
the near-impossibility of achieving sur-
prise. he is primarily referring to the 
higher operational or strategic leveis, 
whereas Sun Tzu's high estimation of the 
utility of surprise is mainlv in the context

of the tactical levei of war.”9 Jomini also 
discards surprise at the strategic and oper-
ational leveis. In summary, at the opera-
tional and strategic leveis of war, the three 
theorists agree more than they differ.

While these theorists reject the potential 
for strategic surprise due to a lack of avail- 
able intelligence, Jomini believed attaining 
timely or accurate intelligence of the 
enemy’s camp was unlikely. The avail- 
ability of reliable intelligence sources and 
data might have altered his disdain for 
strategic surprise. Had comprehensive 
intelligence been available (imagery, etc.), 
it is likely that these theorists would have 
retained their low opinion of surprise, but 
for exactly the opposite reason. That is, 
b eca u se  I know  a ll abou t the en em y ’s 
camp, and be knows all about me, strate-
gic surprise isn ’t possible. This brings the 
reasoning full circle to the place where we 
find current military thought.

The weight of academia appears to 
place current military thought and doc- 
trine on solid ground. Yet, theorists and 
their theories must be borne out by practi- 
cal and historical example. A closer 
examination of historical examples is pro- 
vided in this article to determine whether 
technological intelligence, and intelli-
gence in general, provides the means to 
prevent or achieve strategic surprise.

Exploring the nature and definition of 
strategic surprise, and reasons for its suc- 
cess or failure, are essential to correctly 
interpreting historical examples in which 
this phenomenon occurs. Yet, the nature 
of strategic surprise is more inscrutable 
than is readily apparent. According to 
Handel, “the study of strategic surprise 
can be rather disappointing for those who 
have alwavs assumed that a better theoret- 
ical understanding of the subject at hand 
would logically lead to the discovery of 
more effective practical means to antici- 
pate strategic surprise and alleviate its 
impact” (italics in original).10 If so, then a 
cursory look at the subject is pointless, 
and conclusions derived from such 
studies should be eyed cautiously.
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Thus, the nature of strategic surprise is 
not as simple as it appears at first blush. 
Surprise is not an absolute reality but a 
relative concept, and rarely an all or noth- 
ing proposition. Further, it is not usually 
one-dimensional and may involve differ- 
ent facets and phases. If onlv one facet or 
phase succeeds out of several attempted, 
the condition of surprise is still created. 
(A man vvho purchases 10 lottery tickets 
and wins on one does not consider the 
purchase a wasted effort.)

Finally, though only peripberal to this 
article’s interest, strategic surprise springs 
from well-developed intelligence opera- 
tions. In most cases, examples of achiev- 
ing surprise include aspects of deception 
operations. confusing the victim with illu- 
sions in the midst of reality. Political and 
militarv leaders unschooled in the art of 
deception—and even those familiar with 
such operations—find it difficult to distin- 
guish between deception and reality. 
Therefore, skill in these areas can provide 
leaders at the operational and strategic 
leveis with the tools needed to ablv 
develop plans to achieve surprise from 
their respective positions.

Corning to a clearer understanding of 
the nature and foundation of strategic sur-
prise is the first step towards producing a 
definition that is consistent with historv, 
relevant to the present, and useful for the 
future. This, in turn, should provide a 
solid foundation upon which coherent 
doctrine can be constructed.

The Definition Redefined

As indicated in the introduction, the cur- 
rent dictionary definition of surprise has a 
more lexical than practical value. Cer- 
tainlv. as Webster concludes, to surprise is 
“to attack unexpectedly . . .  to capture by 
an unexpected attack.” Yet war is not 
won without losses or fought without 
opponents, and surprise is not an absolute 
but a relative concept. If it took two 
weeks to prepare defenses against a Soviet 
invasion of Central Europe and onlv two

days’ warning was received, the Soviets 
would have achieved strategic surprise. 
Defenses would be inadequate to the task 
by the time the first tanks were rolled 
across the Fulda Gap.

While lines are blurred between strate-
gic and operational aspects of surprise, 
certain characteristics are apparent. 
Strategic surprise is generally understood 
to occur during initial and, generally, 
major operations against the enemy. 
Normally, these operations are launched 
on directions from the highest leveis of 
government and involve assets and 
devices not normally assigned to the oper-
ational commander. These are usually 
directed at a single theater of operations. 
(Due to the enormous size of such opera-
tions, most nations are constrained bv cost 
and personnel from undertaking more 
than one of them at a time.) Operation 
Overlord, the Allied invasion of 
Normandv. is a good example of this. It 
was launched from within the European 
theater, initiated above the operational 
commander and involved national intelli-
gence assets and plans (Ultra, Douhle 
Cross, Operation Fortitude South), which 
were all used to deceive the Germans as to 
the site of the Allied invasion.

If surprise is rarely complete, it is 
achieved in spite of som e  enemy expecta- 
tion or anticipation. Even in World War II 
France. Hitler had a good idea that the 
Allies would attack at any moment along 
the coast of France. There were numerous 
warning signs in the preceding weeks that 
led to his conclusion about the Allies' 
intentions. Within Webster’s definition. 
however. there is room to argue that this 
operation was not a surprise. The point 
here is not to demean Webster but to point 
out the definitioiTs limitations and rele- 
vancy. especially in light of current tech- 
nologv, for developing militarv doctrine.

A better definition of surprise would be 
"an attack that achieves a militarv advan- 
tage in the face of inadequate defenses or 
an unprepared enemy." Within this defi-
nition. allowances can be made for the
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normal warning signals an enemy receives 
before the attack. Furthermore, enemy 
preparations do not negate the advantage 
of surprise, if these preparations are less 
than adequate. VVhile the German army in 
World War II had som e  defenses in Sicily 
and Normandy, they were less than ade-
quate to the task when the Allies 
launched each operation. The advantage 
of strategic surprise was achieved, not 
hecause it was “unexpected” or “without 
warning” but berause the enemy was led 
to make preparations that were inadequate 
to the task. In the case of Sicily, the 
Germans had diverted their defenses to 
Greece and. in France, to Pas de Calais.

Strategic surprise is often achieved in 
the face of an enemy unable to determine 
exactly  w here or when his opponent will 
attack. It is this brief gap of knowledge, a 
moment of time, or ignorance of intended 
method, that opens the door for strategic 
surprise. In war, this “gap” can involve 
time, location, method, or weight of an 
impending attack. Knowing a part of the 
plan is not enough to prevent strategic 
surprise, which is why it has been so 
often successful.

This redefinition, for military purposes, 
recognizes that strategic surprise occurs, 
not in the absence of enemy awareness, 
but in spite of it. It acknowledges surprise 
as being more or less successful. depend- 
ing on the state of enemy preparedness 
and defenses. It distinguishes surprise 
from the strictly lexical, and apparently 
doctrinal, belief of existing only when it is 
completelv unexpected. This also is a far 
better understanding of how strategic sur-
prise works, especially in an era in which 
technology has compressed time. The 
“gap” of warning time involved weeks in 
the earlv twentieth century, days during 
World War II, and now may be no more 
than hours (minutes in the case of inter-
continental ballistic missiles). In this 
case, an enemy may have the intelligence 
capability to anticipate an attack yet be 
unable to prepare adequate defenses.

Unbalanced technology development

between offensive weapons and defensive 
systems may yield a condition where no 
adequate defense exists. An attack under 
these conditions, where the enemy is 
aware of his own lack of defense, would 
hardly be a surprise. However, rapid and 
revolutionary technology developments in 
time of war is the rule rather than the 
exception. In such cases, the enemy can 
be surprised by the rapid appearance of 
new technologies that unbalance systems 
that were once roughly equivalent. (The 
fevered pitch of atomic research during 
the 1940s suggests that results occurred 
earlier than similar research under peace- 
time conditions. The application of tal- 
ent, money, and government support 
should not be underestimated in develop- 
ing new technologies during periods of 
crisis.)

With such potential, it seems less plau- 
sible to believe that surprise is in the 
realm of being “difficult to achieve.” In 
these cases, the repercussions of miscalcu- 
lating the nature of strategic surprise are 
enormous. If weapons proliferation is 
increasing in a world fractured by multi- 
polar schisms. then coherent policy and 
doctrine is essential—especially in light of 
the unstable nature of nations seeking and 
acquiring nuclear, biological, and Chemi-
cal (NBC) weapons.

This is a fundamental change of think- 
ing from the current “all or nothing” 
approach. This approach may be both 
unworkable and historically untenable. 
Strategic surprise may be returned to lead- 
ers and commanders if planning involves 
methods and means to exploit these 
“gaps” of enemy awareness and corre- 
sponding weakness. The enemy may not 
be blind but may have enough blind spots 
to enable friendly forces to achieve strate-
gic surprise.

Turning points in history and battles 
often occurred when resourceful individu-
ais or nations found the means to do what 
conventional wisdom believed “impossi-
ble” or “difficult to achieve.” The benefits 
of strategic surprise are too great for future
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adversaries to quickly abandon their 
search for the means to achieve it. 
Inversely, the potential consequences of 
misundèrstanding or miscalculating its 
potential for harm and benefit should pro- 
vide sufficient impetus for further military 
study.

Potential
The potential of strategic surprise is com- 
monlv viewed as a force multiplier. It cre- 
ates the environment in which fewer lives 
and materiais are spent in pursuit of 
national policy goals. “A successful 
unanticipated attack will facilitate the 
destruction of a sizable portion of the 
enemy’s forces at a lower cost to the 
attacker by throwing the inherently 
stronger defense psychologically off bal-
ance, and hence temporarily reducing his 
resistance.”11 Traditionally, w e a k e r  
nations have more diligently sought to 
maximize their strength using force multi- 
pliers. Any activity that is viewed as a 
force multiplier (intelligence operations, 
deception, surprise, etc.) have been histor- 
ically disdained by superpower nations. 
“Clearly, then, the incentive to resort to 
strategic surprise (as well as to deception) 
is particularly strong for countries that are 
only too cognizant of their relative vulner- 
ability.”12 Recent contractions in super-
power military forces will evoke more 
interest in tools that stretch diminishing 
resources while simultaneously increasing 
combat capabilities.

Along with saving lives and material, 
strategic surprise has the capacity to create 
something more intangible and insidi- 
ous—a reaction paralysis. During prepara- 
tions for launching an invasion in the 
Mediterranean, the British in World War II 
conducted a complex deception operation 
known as Operation Mincemeat. The goal 
was to make the Germans think that the 
Allies, who were preparing to land in 
Sicily, were about to land in Greece. The 
operation was so successful, and surprise 
so complete, that reaction paralysis

occurred among the German High 
Command. Ewen Montague, who con-
ducted this deception operation, con- 
cluded,

It is ciear that Hitler was completely sold on 
the idea that we were intending to land in 
Greece and. now that he had come to this 
conclusion, he stuck firmly to it. So much 
so that. on 23rd July, nearly a fortnight after 
the A llied  landing in Sicily, H itler still 
believed that the inain operation was going 
to be an invasion o f Greece, and appointed 
his favorite general, General Rommel, to 
command the forces that were being assem- 
bled there. (Italics in original)11’

In the Allied invasion of Europe, sur-
prise was essential to reducing casualties 
and creating the best possibility for suc- 
cess. An intricate deception plan, 
Operation Fortitude, produced this 
desired effect. This plan created a 
notional landing site and time in the area 
of Pas de Calais. Again, surprise was 
achieved to such a degree that when the 
invasion began in Normandy, German 
commanders were away from their troops, 
some even vacationing.14 Again, reaction 
paralysis occurred:

Moreover, because the German commanders 
(until the end of the second week) and Hitler 
(for seven weeks) feared that the Normandy 
landings might be a feint to draw awav 
forces from the intended main invasion in 
the Pas de Calais, the front was not rein- 
forced to the extent that was desirable. Nor 
would Hitler allow any evacuation of the 
South of France either. . . . (Italics in origi-
nal)15

The effect of this delay for the German 
High Command was catastrophic. With 
the Allies having an advantage of men and 
material, as well as complete air superior- 
ity, the Germans were unable to stem the 
Allied momentum. Notional or phantom, 
diversions at Pas de Calais and Greece 
amplified the effect of surprise and 
extended the paralysis—in these cases, for 
a period of several weeks.

The potential for harm or benefit nears
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the infinite in the category of nuclear 
weapons. Predicting and anticipating 
strategic surprise is far more difficult 
vvhen there are only minutes rather than 
months to react appropriately. The prolif- 
eration of nuclear weapons to third world 
countries is not just a matter of concern 
but a matter of fact. If an attack were to be 
launched from such a nation on the US, 
what kind of assistance would launch- 
warning indicators provide? Indeed, 
while the attack may be limited to one or 
two weapons, the decision to respond or 
not, and at what levei, would be far more 
complex than it was during the period of 
superpower confrontation. The one unal- 
terable fact remaining from the cold war 
era is that missile flight times are still very 
short and adequate defenses do not yet 
exist.

Certain weaker nations may find the 
temptation to use such weapons irre- 
sistible, righting with one blow the per- 
ceived or real injustices suffered at the 
hands of disparate nations. The United 
States may face smaller. nuclear-capable 
nations who have no reservations about 
using these devices as “great equalizers.” 
In any case, warning signals would be 
minimal.

It is no longer necessary for the aggressor 
to undertake huge movements of troops and 
ships in the weeks preceding an all-out 
war. . . . [Nuclear weapons from al! plat- 
forms] have the capabilitv of delivering a 
blow many times more devastating than 
anything imaginable w ithout v ield in g  any  
substantial in te llig en c e  w arning. (Italics 
added)ts
Surprise is a powerful force multiplier 

that each side desires to achieve. The 
abilitv to reduce casualties and material 
losses and to ensure success and create a 
reaction paralysis are the benefits of creat- 
ing such a condition.

Current military doctrine indicates an 
assumption that overhead technologv 
negates strategic surprise and. inverselv, 
any country possessing such capabilitv 
cannot be strategically surprised. The

doctrine also assumes a timely and unfet- 
tered flow of such information to appro- 
priate decision makers. It is a kind of 
decision by algebra. That is, if timely and 
accurate intelligence is available, logical 
decisions will follow, military prepara- 
tions will be adequate, and surprise will 
be prevented. If this is so, then historical 
examples will bear this out.

Despite current doctrine, the weight of 
history argues against this line of think- 
ing. Strategic surprise has far more to do 
with the psychologv and nature of man 
and his affairs than with the availability of 
intelligence. Either way, history should 
demonstrate whether the availability of 
accurate and timely intelligence is suffi- 
cient to prevent strategic surprise.

Intelligence and 
Surprise—Historical OverView
Current doctrine presupposes technol- 

ogy has done what previous technologv 
and intelligence operations could not do 
to prevent strategic surprise. Yet, as will 
be shown in the following examples. the 
seeds of surprise originate in the heart and 
are sown by exploiting the nature of lead- 
ers and nations and the bureaucracies that 
serve thern. Thus far, technologv has vet 
to penetrate this enigma called man and 
reliablv discern his intentions.

Beginning in the 1970s. the US pursued 
a course away from HUMINT (intelligence 
derived from human resources) and 
increased its reliance on technologv. 
(This began during the 1970s vvhen the 
idea of "spving" fell into disfavor under 
the Carter administration.) The techno- 
logical approach to intelligence gathering 
has fiscal advàntages and is relativelv 
responsive to short-notice demands. Yet. 
even photographs cannot necessarilv tell a 
leader the significance and meaning of 
what he is viewing. Technology may 
prove unreliable in the future, as it has in
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the past. vvhen asked to do the yeoraan 
work of predicting and preventing strate- 
gic surprise.

A brief look at some recent case studies 
will help determine the key elements that 
create the conditions that result in strate- 
gic surprise. Obviouslv, thev vary trom 
case to case, yet three significant points 
emerge relevant to this discussion. First, 
strategic surprise occurred in the fa c e  of 
sufficient and accurate intelligence data 
(including photographic reconnaissance). 
not in the absence o f it. Second. surprise 
exploited the nature o f  a leader or nation. 
The personalities. id iosvncrasies. pecu- 
liarities. and weaknesses o f  man all served 
as building blocks to create strategic sur-
prise bv a resou rcefu l and com m itted  
enemv. Third, intelligence networks them- 
selves ser\red as clogged conduits through 
which valuable information fa iled  to flovv.

These suppositions should be evident 
from the following three case studies. 
Space alone prevents a comprehensive 
studv of the nearly tvvo dozen examples of 
strategic surprise that have occurred since 
the outbreak of World War II. Another 
case, the Cuban missile crisis, is included 
to demonstrate how technologv has made 
surprise difficult to achieve.

P earl H arbur—D ecem b er  1941

If our intelligence system and all our other 
channels of information failed to produce an 
accurate image of lapanese intentions and 
capabilities, it was not for vvant of the rele-
vant materiais. Never before have vve had so 
complete an intelligence picture of the 
enemv.17

The committees and commissions that 
studied the attack on Pearl Harbor shortly 
after the war carne to a similar conclusion: 
there was no lack of information on lapan-
ese intentions, capabilities, Communica-
tions, codes, and changes in operating pro- 
cedures before the attack. Significant 
amounts of intelligence preceded the “sur-
prise attack" to provide sufficient warning 
and should have been relayed bv, to, and

through elements of military forces sta- 
tioned in Hawaii.

First, the US had broken the top-priority 
Japanese diplomatic code, which gave us 
access to Communications between Tokyo 
and major embassies around the world.18 
Additionally, “cryptanalysts also had 
some success in reading codes by 
Japanese agents in major American and 
foreign ports. [Magic was the code name 
for the US program for breaking Japanese 
codes]. . . . Our naval leaders also had at 
their disposal the results of radio traffic: 
analysis."15' Unfortunatelv, no single per- 
son or central collection agency ever had 
control of all these intercepts. They were 
divided between numerous agencies (as is 
the case todav). “Some lintelligence datai 
traveled through rapid channels of com- 
munication, some were blocked by techni- 
cal or procedural delavs; some never 
reached a center of decision.”20

The bureaucratic failings and infighting 
among intelligence agencies is not particu- 
larly surprising. Each competes for lim- 
ited funding and prestige. It is the nature 
of all bureaucracies to withhold embar- 
rassing sensitive information, promote 
their own self-interests, and proceed cau- 
tiously in the face of uncertainty. 
(Witness the recent admissions of the 
Central Intelligence Agency and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation over their 
complicity in failing to coordinate intelli-
gence gathered in the Bank of Commerce 
and Credit prosecution. The results in 
this case left the Justice Department hold-
ing an empty gun and unable to effec- 
tively prosecute their case.)

On the diplomatic front, Magic analysis 
indicated that Tokvo was directing their 
ambassadors to vigorouslv pursue a diplo-
matic resolution to the growing conflict 
with Washington. Washington had 
knowledge of Tokyo’s deadline “for the 
favorable conclusion of the negotiations, 
first for November 25, later postponed 
until November 29. In case of failure . . . 
Japan was delermined to pursue her pol- 
icy and ‘things’ would automatically
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begin to happen.”21 Finally, Information 
was passed to Ambassador Joseph C. Grew 
(and on to Washington) in January 1941 of 
a secret Japanese plan to attack Pearl 
Harbor. This information was discounted 
as unreliable.

The signals available to military and 
civilian authorities numbered in the 
dozens. Yet, "for every signal that arrived 
in 1941, there were usually several plausi- 
ble alternative explanations, and it is not 
surprising that our observers and analysts 
were inclined to select the explanations 
that fitted the popular hypothesis."22 This 
is a common phenomenon in intelligence 
analysis. Presupposed ideas are the 
glasses through which new intelligence 
data is seen and evaluated.

While signals were available, compart- 
mentalization of secret information (such 
as Magic) meant few individuais had 
access to criticai intelligence. 
Additionally, rivalries between military 
intelligence agencies further obstructed 
complete analysis and dissemination of 
available intelligence. Somewhat surpris- 
inglv, this kind of adversarial relationship 
existed among organizations within a sin-
gle branch of Service. “The most glaring 
example of rivalry in the Pearl Harbor 
case was that between Naval War Plans 
and Naval Intelligence.’’23

Further exacerbating the problem was 
the low opinion held of intelligence ana-
lysts in the Pacific theater and corre- 
spondingly low budgets to finance their 
activities. Yet, during the same period 
England. Germanv, and Japan raised intel-
ligence budgets to a levei that Congress 
regarded as irtterly ludicrous.

In view of these problems, it is not sur-
prising that the attack at Pearl Harbor 
resulted in an unpleasant strategic sur- 
prise for the United States. Even more 
distressing is the incident that occurred in 
the Philippines the following day.

The information that Pearl Harbor had been
attacked arrived at Manila early in the morn-
ing of December 8 giving the Philippine

forces some 9 -1 0  hours to prepare for an 
attack. General MacArthur had received a 
war warning similar to the one received by 
General Short in Hawaii before the Japanese 
attacked there.  There was no sense of 
urgency in preparing for a Japanese air 
attack. . . . When the Japanese bombers 
arrived shortly after noon, they found all the 
American aircraft wingtip to wingtip on the 
ground.24

Clearly, signals from multiple sources 
indicated unfriendly and, in some cases, 
hostile Japanese intentions towards 
America. Yet, at Pearl Harbor, and later in 
the Philippines, the Japanese achieved 
strategic surprise—not in the absence of 
intelligence but in the face of it.

Could photographic evidence have pre- 
vented such an attack? The possibility 
cannot be completely ruled out, yet the 
intelligence evidence available was rou- 
tinely interpreted as nonhostile. Even 
photographic evidence is interpreted in 
the light of currently held assumptions. 
That is both the rub and paradox. The 
best intelligence data can tell the entire 
story of an enemy and still be ruled 
“inconsequential,” “unconvincing,” or 
“so-what?” by analysts or politicians. 
“There is a good deal of evidence, some of 
it quantitative, that in conditions of great 
uncertainty people tend to predict that 
events they want to happen will actually 
happen.”25 Those wishful thoughts may or 
may not correspond to the events at hand.

The surprise at Pearl Harbor happened 
for many reasons, but the lack of intelli-
gence was not one of them. Bureaucratic 
infighting and rivalries, wishful thinking 
about Japanese intentions, failure to heed 
overt warnings, lack of diligent prepara- 
tions, and general disbelief in the likeli- 
hood of attack led to this disaster. These 
are the real problems that preceded the 
strategic surprise at Pearl Harbor.

Stalin an d  O peration  B a rb a ro ssa —June 1941

While there were numerous culprits in the 
surprise at Pearl Harbor, Joseph Stalin
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himself bears most of the blame for the 
surprise of Operation Barbarossa (Ger- 
manv’s 1941 invasion of the Soviet 
Union). In the preceding years, Stalin had 
led a series of bloody purges that elimi- 
nated his most capable militarv and civil- 
ian leaders. So few sênior leaders 
remained in June 1940 that Stalin pro- 
moted 479 officers to major general, the 
largest mass promotion of any army in his- 
tory.26 VVith such inexperienced leader- 
ship, one might initially conclude Stalin 
was failed by those around him. Yet, the 
facts of the case don’t bear this out.

As was the case with Pearl Harbor, there 
was a plethora of intelligence available to 
the Soviets prior to the initiation of hostil- 
ities. Unlike the Pearl Harbor case, the 
intelligence was less cryptic and 
emanated from an even greater variety of 
sources. The key elements in this strate- 
gic surprise centered around Stalin—his 
wishful thinking, den ial, and desire to 
save political face.

Beginning on the diplomatic front prior 
to hostilities, Stalin was well informed by 
both British and American governments 
that Germany had decided to attack Rús-
sia. These estimates carne from Ultra 
(decipher of German secret messages by 
British Intelligence) HUMINT traffic 
decodes and sources in the Lucy network 
(a spy ring) operating from Switzerland.27 
Stalin viewed these warnings as nothing 
more than provocations, believing the 
West was trying to goad him into entering 
the war. He viewed the West far more sus- 
piciouslv than he did Germany. “It is 
obvious from his statements, speeches and 
addresses [Stalin] considered Britain the 
chief enemv of Rússia.”28

On the spy front. Stalin received excel- 
lent information from agents operating in 
Germany and Tokvo. “Richard Sorge [a 
double agent] was even able to report— 
from Tokyo on 15 May—the exact date of 
the impending German invasion and the 
details of Hitler’s plans.”29

A lack of intelligence in this case could 
not be used as a plausible excuse for the

surprise of 22 June. “Throughout pre-war 
1941 intelligence flooded the Kremlin 
from various sources, among which were 
Winston Churchill, the American State 
Department, Soviet military attachés, 
Soviet frontier troops, Soviet Military Dis- 
trict headquarters and German army 
deserters.”30 Amazingly, Stalin continued 
to deny any reports of German hostilities 
even after being attacked. Reports of the 
invasion began to flood the Kremlin, yet 
Stalin considered them only provocations 
by renegade German generais.31 The list 
goes on and on.

Stalin had invested a great deal of faith 
and political prestige in the Molotov- 
Ribbentrop Pact of 1939. Determined to 
placate Hitler, Stalin continued to grant 
Germany concessions (beyond treaty 
requirements) and strictly adhered to the 
economic terms of the pact.32 His invest- 
ment of political prestige in averting a war 
with Germany led him to continue to deny 
incontrovertible intelligence that told a 
different story. Political leaders, where 
the power to avert strategic surprise 
finally rests, see through glasses fogged 
with issues not normally faced by the mil-
itary.

Stalin also exhibited a strong tendency 
towards wishful thinking and denial in 
the days preceding the hostilities. This is 
not uncommon in both governments and 
individuais involved in moments of crisis 
situations. As mentioned before, during 
periods of crisis many people react upon a 
priori beliefs of how that unexpected cri-
sis would develop. This may have little to 
do with the actual event itself.

Would satellite surveillance have made 
a difference in the case of Operation 
Barbarossa? Various sources indicate that 
Stalin had upwards of 200 different con- 
firmations of an impending attack from 
Germany. Photographic intelligence 
would not have prevented strategic sur-
prise considering the fact that four hours 
a fter  hostilities  began , Stalin was still 
re jectin g  rep o rts  that G erm any h a d  
invaded.
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This case demonstrated the relationship 
betvveen political leadership and achiev- 
ing strategic surprise as well as the role ot 
wishful thinking and realitv denial in the 
face of unpleasant or unexpected intelli- 
gence. The vveaknesses and strengths of a 
leader and nation are alvvavs available for 
resourceful enemies to exploit for this 
purpose.

Invasion u f Kuwait—August 1990

The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on 2 August 
1990 demonstrated the difficulty in pre- 
venting strategic surprise, even in the age 
of satellite technology. Further, American 
diplomatic involvement was significant in 
the period of months preceding the out- 
break of hostilities. Two important 
aspects of strategic surprise are evident 
from this particular case. First, intentions 
are difficult to measure and far more 
important in predicting and preventing 
surprise than the intelligence data itself. 
Second. satellite surveillance did not 
deter, predict, or prevent the Iraqi dash 
into Kuwait.

A viation W eek 8r S p ace  T echnology  
summed up the feeling of many when it 
reported in September 1990, "U.S. mili- 
tarv planners. preoccupied with the post- 
cold war drawdown in Europe, were 
caught unprepared bv the Iraqi invasion of 
Kuwait.’’33 The same comment could 
have been made about the administration 
in general, in spite of preinvasion diplo-
matic contact with the Hussein regime.

The diplomatic signals that were sent, 
but not received. began in February and 
ended just on’e week prior to the attack.34 
If these signals were obscure to the 
American embassy in Baghdad. the tanks 
massing on the northern border of Kuwait 
should have given pause for a more thor- 
ough investigation. Undoubtedly, the con- 
cerns that rose from satellite confirma- 
tion of this fact were put to rest by the 
assurances of Saddam Hussein to 
Ambassador April Glaspie, The mere 
ownership of sophisticated intelligence

data did not prevent surprise in this situa- 
tion.

The second relevant case in point 
relates to the satellites themselves. A 
Kuwaiti-owned Westinghouse system 
known as LASS (low-altitude surveillance 
system) "gave Kuwait the first warning of 
the Iraqi attack.”35 The warning carne at 
0200 on 2 August, enough time for the 
roval family to flee, but not enough to pre-
pare adequate defenses. The Kuwaiti mili- 
tary, unable or unprepared to face the Iraqi 
onslaught, fled into Saudi Arabia. 
Once the attack occurred. the American 
military began to shift satellites into an 
orbit that could provide round-the-clock 
coverage of the area.36 Nevertheless. this 
was after the fact. The ability to detect is 
one part of the equation. The ability to 
prevent strategic surprise is far more com- 
plex and difficult, as can be seen in this 
case.

The mere possession of satellite intelli-
gence is not as significant as how the data 
is interpreted and briefed to political lead- 
ers. Moreover. the political interpretation 
of developing events is more likely to pre- 
vail than a technical evaluation of the 
intelligence data itself. This proved to be 
the weakness in the case of Iraq and 
Kuwait, at least from the Kuwaiti point of 
view.

The Cuban M issile Crisis— O ctober 1962

Presenting a case in which strategic sur-
prise has failed is not as simple as it 
seems. When a nation announces it has 
uncovered hostile intentions of a foreign 
power. the discovered nation is likely to 
deny the charge and call off its plans. 
(There is certainly some evidence that this 
happened in the Middle East in 1973. Six 
months prior to the war, Israel discovered 
Egvptian invasion plans and announced 
them publicly. Egvpt denied everything.) 
Nevertheless. the Cuban missile crisis pre- 
sents an adequate case to support the cur- 
rent belief that satellite surveillance has 
made strategic surprise difficult to
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achieve. This case is also appropriate 
because it had the potential to alter the 
balance of povver in a strategic way.

After the Bav of Pigs fiasco, which is 
widely accepted as an intelligence disas- 
ter, and nunierous overt and covert US 
actions to vveaken the Castro regime. Rús-
sia determined to shore up its socialist 
partner. Believing that Russian missiles in 
Cuba would be analogous to the US mis-
siles in Turkev, Premier Nikita 
Khrushchev decided in April 1962 to 
make preparations to place medium-range 
missiles in Cuba.37

Believing this would be viewed as legiti- 
mate. especially if the operation was fin- 
ished and presented as a fait accompli to 
the US, he used means that undermined 
this legitimacv. The means he used were 
covert. and ultimatelv Soviet weapons 
were not viewed as analogous to the US 
missiles in Turkey. US missiles had been 
placed there in a conspicuously overt 
manner. Secrecv undermined the legiti- 
macy Khrushchev sought to gain through 
his actions. How these missiles were dis- 
covered. however, is the aspect of this 
case most pertinent to this article.

Early in September 1962, reports began 
to filter in from Cuba that Soviet ballistic 
missiles were being placed there. (These 
missiles are not the ones President 
Kennedv spoke about in his 4 September 
speech. in which he decried the buildup 
of Soviet militarv advisors and the intro- 
duction of antiaircraft missiles into Cuba.) 
At this time, the reports of ballistic mis-
siles were originating strictlv from hun- 
dreds of Cuban refugees who were stream- 
ing into the country through Florida.38 
These reports were what initiated further 
official US actions. At the same time. Sen 
Kenneth B. Keating (R-N.Y.) began to State 
he had proof of Soviet offensive weapons 
in Cuba. On 9 October, he rose to 
announce he had evidence of Soviet offen-
sive missiles in Cuba. (Senator Keating 
never disclosed his source for these state- 
ments.39)

These events led the administration to

test the veracity of these unconfirmed 
reports on Cuban missiles by reinvigorat- 
ing intelligence gathering there. 
(Intelligence collection had, apparently, 
fallen precipitously following the Bay of 
Pigs invasion and subsequent public opin- 
ion furor.) This diminished intelligence 
capability produced the questionable 
statement before Congress on 3 October by 
Under Secretary of State George Bali that 
“our intelligence is very good that the mili- 
tary equ ipm ent su p p lied  to Cuba does  
not offer any offensive capabilities.”4Ü At 
the time of Keating’s speech, American 
intelligence had not yet uncovered the 
missiles. On 3 October, “CIA director 
John McCone ordered U-2 flights over 
western Cuba.”41 On 5 October, the sites 
were determined to be launching beds for 
Soviet medium-range ballistic missiles. 
The end of the matter resulted in the 
removal of Soviet missiles from Cuba with 
a corresponding promise from America 
not to invade there.

At first blush, this would seem to be a 
case for the efficacy of intelligence and 
photographv to prevent strategic surprise. 
This idea cannot be negated in its entirety. 
Yet, a closer look at the facts in this case is 
warranted. What intelligence believed 
and what the facts were in this case indi- 
cate that there is a shortfall in what 
imagery and intelligence can provide.

One consequence of the American failure to 
recognize the buildup of a Soviet military 
contingent was a serious underestimation of 
the number of Soviet military personnel in 
Cuba. In September and early October the 
number was estimated at 4,000 to 4,500. By 
October 22, after identifying the missile 
bases (through U-2 imagery) the total was 
revised at 8.000 to 10,000. Later, the esti- 
mates were revised again to 12.000 to 16,000 
troops. . . . Retroactive estimates in early 
1963 raised the total to 22,000 and were 
never later revised.42
How accurate were any of these figures? 

In 1979, Castro claimed there had been 
40,000 Soviet troops in Cuba, though few 
believed him. However, "several Soviet
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sources have now confirmed that in fact, 
42,000 Soviet military personnel were in 
Cuba at the time of the crisis. (Obviously, 
due to the quarantine, these arrived before 
the crisis; otherwise even more would 
have arrived.)”43

As to the photographic intelligence, 
serious efforts to determine what in fact 
vvas going on in Cuba began a fter  revela- 
tions from other sources. Once informa- 
tion carne to light that the area in question 
was on the western side of Cuba, CIA 
director John McCone redirected U-2 
flights there. Even then, overcast skies 
delayed useful imagery for a day and a 
half. (Weather is still an issue, some 30 
years later, when gathering intelligence 
using satellites.)

In summary, a case can he inade that 
intelligence averted strategic surprise in 
Cuba in 1962. Yet, the facts of the case 
lead one to believe that the results are less 
than conclusive. Further, open sources 
drove the discoveries long before intelli-
gence networks alerted the national com- 
mand authorities. To depend on such for- 
tuitous circumstances in the future is 
rather like tempting fate. Clearly, prepara- 
tions must be m ore  than adequate for 
whatever contingencies the future has to 
offer.

Conclusions and 
Recommendations

Napoléon once said, “Uncertainty is the 
essence of war, surprise its rule.”44 Doc- 
trine that supposes otherwise should be 
eyed cautiously. In spite of quantum 
advances in technological intelligence 
gathering, there has been no similar devel- 
opments in identifying means to avert 
strategic surprise.

If so, this raises some discomforting 
issues for military leaders as well as 
nations at risk. Indeed, no nation can be 
confidently immune from being strategi-

cally surprised. Nevertheless, “history 
provides us with the consoling observa- 
tion that there is no direct correlation 
between achieving the highest degree of 
surprise at the outbreak of a war and ulti- 
mately emerging victorious.”45 The cases 
of surprise during World War II certainly 
bear this out.

If surprise is inevitable, as this article 
and the weight of history seem to indicate, 
then some changes need to be made in the 
way we view strategic surprise. First, a 
restatement of surprise, as written in FM 
100-5 and AFM 1-1 needs to be made. 
Rather than “strategic surprise is difficult 
to achieve” (in light of technological 
advances in strategic surveillance), a more 
accurate view would be strategic surprise 
is d ifficu lt to prevent, in sp ite o f  techn o-
log ical advan ces in strategic surveillance. 
Consequently, the military officer must be 
prepared to fight initial engagements at a 
disadvantage and in the midst of great 
confusion, loss of equipment and person-
nel, and a certain amount of disorder.

Specifically, certain changes are pru- 
dent in preparing for the aftermath of sur-
prise. Dr Michael Handel, professor of 
strategy and policy at the Naval War Col- 
lege, suggests consideration be given to 
the following areas:

a. Upgrade military plans and preparations 
for operations in event of surprise attack. 
This must include detailed contingency 
plans, staff exercises, and military field exer-
cises.

b. Special emphasis must be placed on the 
preparations and protection of headquarters, 
Communications centers, military airfields, 
mobilization centers, weapons, ammunition, 
and fuel depots, major bridges, tunnels, and 
other “choke points." All primary bases and 
Communications centers must be able to 
withstand a conventional first strike in order 
to provide a conventional second strike 
capability.

c. Special plans must be drawn up to carry 
out effectivelv and even accelerate mobiliza-
tion procedures under attack conditions, 
Furthermore. thev should be maintained and
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checked bv exercises and updated at regular 
intervals.

d. A variety of defensive counter-surprises. 
both technical and operational, should be 
prepared.

1. On the technological side, the defender 
can readv more effective anti-aircraft and/or 
anti-tank missiles to be operated in layered 
concentrations . New technologies  can 
include dynamic mining, or the preparations 
of minefields that will channel the attacker 
into specific killing zones. . . .

2. The initiation of counter-operations, 
and if possible interceptor attacks, against 
the attacker.  A select number of units 
should alvvavs be available for counter-oper-
ations against enerav rear echelons,  air 
fields,  and Communications and supplv 
lines, to name a few.4b

The idea of emphasizing second strike 
capabilitv with diminished forces is not a 
condition normally exercised by military 
commanders. In light of this, a strategic 
surprise exercise should comprise an 
important part of determining unit readi- 
ness and capabilitv. Specificallv, training 
should be conducted within the con- 
straints of peacetime safety with some of 
the following features:

1. Begin the exercise without notice and 
on a holidav. Announce the exercise 
through local radio rather than phone 
lines. (Coordination vvould be essential 
here with local communitv leaders, yet 
phone lines would likely be out after a 
strategic surprise.) Teams could be sent to 
notify Service members of the exercise.

2. Begin the exercise by having an 
impartial observer select. from a list of 
participants, 25 percent as being killed in 
action by the first strike. These may or 
may not be the ones who could not be 
located for the exercise. (The list of 
names should be without rank or job 
title—war being fairly arbitrary when it 
comes to these considerations.)

3. Communications throughout the 
affair should begin by being completely 
out. Restoration could be phased in. with

maybe one in four messages getting 
through by the end of the exercise.

4. The exercise command center should 
be located in a place not ordinarily used 
for such purposes.

5. The exercise should be evaluated as 
any normal readiness exercise is evalu-
ated. Ohviouslv, perfectly simulating 
wartime conditions following a surprise 
attack is not possible in peacetime. Each 
Service would have to design the parame- 
ters of its own strategic surprise readiness 
evaluation. Even so, perhaps some of the 
above sounds farfetched anil unworkable. 
Yet. the examples of Pearl Harbor and 
üperation Barbarossa are not so remote as 
to be unthinkable. In a world that is 
becoming more, rather than less, fractured 
and unstable, readiness is more important 
than ever.

In addition to these recommendations, a 
further examination of doctrine needs to 
be undertaken. There should be an evalu-
ation of the curriculum of midlevel and 
sênior professional military education. It 
seems intuitively obvious that teaching at 
these institutions forms the basis for Ser-
vice doctrine. The minds of military lead-
ers have been sharpened in the halls of 
the war colleges. If these institutions, 
however benignly, serve to dismiss the 
potential for strategic surprise. then alter- 
nate viewpoints must be incorporated into 
a meaningful curriculum. History is 
replete with examples of men and nations 
doing exactly what was thought could not 
be done.

As has been shown, the nature of sur-
prise has little to do with the presence or 
absence of intelligence. Rather it is con- 
ceived in the heart of man and sown by 
exploiting the nature of enemv leaders 
and nations as well as the bureaucracies 
that serve them. Further, intelligence net- 
works, as one of those bureaucracies, fail 
at inopportune times for a variety of rea- 
sons. It is not necessarily a failing of these 
networks but the nature of all bureaucra-
cies to proceed cautiously, withhold sensi-
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tive or embarrassing information, and 
promote their own self-interests.

Unless the nature of man changes, the 
principie of strategic surprise will remain, 
even in the midst of surveillance technol- 
ogy and accurate intelligence. Francis 
Bacon said it best when he commented on
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DEFILING THE ALTAR

The Wea po n iza t io n  o f  Space
Lt  Co l  M ic h a e l  E. Ba u m, ÜSAF



U.S. Forces Surprised
Worst Intelligence Failure 
In 70 Years—
Thousands Killed
by A. C. Titan IV
Special to The New York Times

Washington. Dccember 8. 2011 — U.S. 
forces were attacked by m ultiple Chinese 
regiments in a combined a ir and sea 
assault in the Spratly Islands. Losses were 
estimated in the thousands. as the Chinese 
initiated a full scale attack on the jo in t 
U.S.-U.N. peacekeeping force. . . .

A S GEN WILLIAM SMITH. the 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff (JCS), sat in his car read- 
ing the headlines from the New 

York T im es, he knew it would not be a 
pleasant meeting with the president. How 
would he explain that US forces had been 
surprised for the second time in the last 
70 years by an Asian power? Didn’t the 
US have the best surveillance system in 
the world? Why didn't the US warning 
indicators signal that an attack was immi- 
nent? After Operations Desert Shield and 
Desert Storm, the US had assumed that it 
would alwavs have sufficient warning to 
predict a hostile regional power’s inten- 
tions. It would also have sufficient time 
to mobilize US troops and transport them 
to the battlefield. What had gone wrong?

Rubbing his tired eyes, he began to 
think why this happened and how the US 
could recover from the fight it was now 
involved in. Thinking back. he tried to 
replay the events of the last 12 hours.

The first indications of the start of hos- 
tilities carne when the downlink facilities 
from US satellite systems simultaneousiy 
went off the air. It appeared, from initial 
reports, that a series of well-timed attacks 
had destroyed or damaged the satellite 
reception stations at Headquarters North 
American Aerospace Defense Command 
(NORAD), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL). Headquarters Space Command 
(SPACECOM), Headquarters European 
Command (EUCOM), Atlantic Command 
(LANTCOM), Headquarters Pacific 
Command (PACOM), and Fort Belvoir, 
Virgínia.1 The destruetion of these down-
link centers virtually crippled the ability 
of the Joint Warning Indications Center 
(JWIC) to monitor the crisis area.2 The 
Chinese certainly had taken Sun Tzu to 
heart and had studied both the strengths 
and weaknesses of the US forces.3

During Desert Storm, the US had con- 
trolled the ultimate high ground—space. 
At that time, thought the general, we had 
the uncontested use of all of our satellite

53
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resources, which gave omnipresent eyes 
to our commanders. We assumed we 
would always be able to know what was 
going on in and above the battlefield. but 
now we don’t have that ability. The Chi- 
nese haven't attacked the satellites 
directly but have attacked a weak link in 
the system—our ground stations. So, at 
least for the moment, some of our sensors 
in the sky are both blind and dead.

With the satellite downlink stations 
inoperative, what capability remained for 
getting the vital information from the hat- 
tle zone? Let me see, he thought, the 
NAVSTAR (the navigation satellite timing 
and ranging) global p o s i t i o n i n g  system 
(GPS), the fleet satellite C o m m u n ic a t io n s  
system (FLTSATCOM), and the Air Force 
Satellite Communications System 
(AFSATCOM) should still be available 
since these systems only need local 
receivers to receive the information. 
Downlink stations wouldn’t be necessary. 
Would anv of the tactical intelligence be 
available to the field commanders? Yes. 
the field commanders still should be able 
to receive the information, but are the 
downlink commands s t i l l  controlled in 
the CONUS (continental United States)? 
This was a question that had to be 
answered soon, because while the com-
manders in Washington and Hawaii m ig h t  
not know what is going on, the field com-
manders had to have access to the infor-
mation.4

Just then the car stopped in front of the 
White House and General Smith got out. 
He went directly to the Oval Office. The 
presidenfs national security advisor 
greeted him with. “Well, how bad is it?"

“Well, John. Fm not verv sure at the 
moment. We lost most of our ability to 
see over the battle area. Our communica- 
tion links are all right at the moment, but 
much slower than we’re used to.”

The door to the pres idenfs  office 
opened, and both the general and the 
national security advisor entered.

‘‘Doesn’t look very good for the good 
guys, does it. General?"

“Not really, Mr President, but the ini- 
tial information is very spotty.”

“What do you mean spotty? We’ve been 
tracking what the Chinese have been 
doing for over a month. I’ve seen material 
in my daily intelligence brief saying the 
Chinese might have the capability to 
attack, but we didn’t know if they would. 
Why can’t we get information on inten- 
tions? Well, I guess they have—now what 
are we going to do?”

“Mr President, as you know, our sur- 
veillance satellites are unavailable to send 
us information right now. . .

Just then the phone rang, and the presi-
dent answered. “General, it’s for you.” 

“General Smith. Yes, I understand, but 
how did we get the information? I see. 
Keep me informed. Thanks.”

“What was that all about?” the presi-
dent wanted to know.

“It seems that one of our DSP [defense 
support program] or Brilliant Eye satel-
lites detected a launch from one of the 
Chinese launch pads, and right after the 
launch was detected, the satellite went off 
the air. I know voifre wondering how we 
could get a launch indication. As part of 
the TMDI [Theater Missile Defense 
Initiative], which we fortunatelv procured 
in the late 1990s, the theater commander 
gets downlink information from our DSP 
west. It detected a ballistic launch, but 
there's no threat to the theater. The sud- 
den loss of signal, though, is not good.”5 

“What is the current situation?" the 
president asked.

“To begin with, sir, we’ve lost the abil-
ity to monitor the battlefield from space. 
Until we can jury-rig a wav to talk to and 
downlink the information stored in our 
PHOTINT Jphotographic intelligence! 
satellites. we’re unable to see the ‘big pic- 
ture.' Second, the ability to perform on- 
orbit maintenance of the constellations of 
satellites is not possible. While in the 
near term this doesn t present a problem. 
it could in the future. Third. we’ve lost 
between 3,000 and 5,000 casualties in the 
initial battles—more than we lost at Pearl
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Harbor and a great deal more than in 
Desert Storm.”

‘ Is there any good news?" asked the 
president.

The general shook his head and was 
about to speak when he was interrupted 
bv another phone call.

"General. it’s for vou again.”
“Yes," the general said, “keep me 

informed." He hung up the phone and 
said. ‘‘Mr President, it appears that the 
launch from the Chinese íaunch complex 
was some sort of antisatellite system. One 
of our western relay satellites. which is 
part of the Defense Satellite Communica-
tions System, was destroved by a co- 
orbital device. That means we will be 
unable to monitor or receive military Com-
munications from the theater. YVe still 
have the potential for using civilian com- 
munication satellites, and we will not be 
able to encrvpt the information without 
the use of the STU-3 svstem. It also seems 
our DSP satellite was blinded bv either a 
laser system or a ground launched direct- 
attack ASAT [antisatellitel system. That 
means we will be unable to detect any 
ICBM lintercontinental ballistic missile] or 
IRBM |intermediate-range ballistic mis- 
silel launc.hes at the theater or at the 
CONUS from the Chinese theater.”0

"How did we get this information if our 
satellites aren t working?” asked the presi-
dent.

Dark clouds hovered over US Space Command 
headquarters at Peterson AFB. Colorado, two days 
after its satellite reception station was attacked by the 
Chinese. A crippling winter snow hid most of the effects 
of the 8 December 2011 attack

“Sir, we were extremelv lucky. We had 
a US crew member on the Japanese orbit- 
ing space station, which was finally 
placed in orbit in 1999, photograph the 
destruction of the DSP satellite during one 
of the crew's scientific experiments. The 
crew actually saw the relay satellite blow 
up. Our US crew member passed the 
information to Houston controj when the 
space station was over the US.”

“What is our ability to reconstitute 
either the DSP or more relay satellites? 
Can we create alternate downlink and 
uplink capabilities?” the president asked. 
"Without the ability to influence the bat- 
tlefield from space, our troops are not in a 
good position!”

“Yes sir, I know that; my staff is work-
ing on the answers to those questions as 
we speak. Sir. you mu.st realize that dur-
ing the defense budget cutbacks of the 
mid- to late 1990s, we reduced our ability 
to surge-launch satellites. We are lucky if 
we have the next replacement built. Our 
on-orbit spare capability is nonexistent. It 
was considered too expensive to maintain. 
Even if we had additional satellites. Fm 
not sure how long it would take to get a
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With most satellite downlink stations inoperative after 
the Chinese strikes, little capability remained toget vital 
Information to the battlefield. The NAVSTAR global 
positioning system satellites were still available. 
however, and only needed local receivers.

rocket on the pad and get the payload into 
orhit. It might be weeks, if not months! 
Sir. when we have more news, 1*11 call you 
on secure phone and get vou updated.” 

ün the wav out of the presidenfs offic.e, 
General Smith received another call. 
“VVhat? Say that again! You mean Cape 
Kennedv and the Slick 6 complex were 
just blown up? Those are our only launch 
facilities. Even if we had spare satellites. 
we couldnt get them aloft. All right. 
then, get on the horn, and make sure that 
the French and Japanese launch com- 
plexes are in a fu 11 State of alert. Yes, call 
the State Department and have them work 
the issue, but get it done fast. If those sites 
are destroyed, the West has no space 
launch capability. except for satellites 
launched from an old NASA [National 
Aeronautics and Space Administrationl 
B-52 on the advanced Pegasus system."7

On the ride back to the Pentagon, 
General Smith was thinking to himself.

When this crisis is over, there will be hell 
to pay. Just like after Pearl Harbor, the 
witch hunt will begin. It’ll be a search to 
find out how and why the military 
screwed up and why the intel lintelli- 
gence] world hadn't predicted the failure. 
His thoughts were interrupted when the 
car phone beeped.

The general picked up the car phone 
and attempted to listen. but couldn’t make 
out the words except “PACOM out.” Nor- 
mally, routine Communications with 
Pacific Command headquarters via Com-
munications satellites would be just like 
making a local call. Now, the general real- 
ized that he was getting a high frequency 
(HF) phone patch with Headquarters 
PACOM. That meant it was going to be 
fuzzy and extremely hard to hear—if you 
could make out the conversation at all. It 
reminded him of days of old when he was 
a crew member, before the days of satellite 
Communications, when the only means for 
long-distance Communications was HF 
radio—and what a pain that was. How 
quickly we forget.

The general hung up and then punched 
up the secure link with the JWIC. “This is 
General Smith. I just attempted to talk 
with PACOM but was unable to under- 
stand a word they said. Please try to 
reinitiate a patch and call me with the 
information.”

“Excuse me sir, you have another call 
on line one,” interrupted his driver.

“General Smith. Some more news? 
Japanese launch complex was destroyed? 
How? It was not terrorists? What was it 
then? A space weapon? Impossible, those 
are outlawed by the 1967 Outer Space 
Treaty [Treaty on the Demilitarization of 
Outer Space! and the ABM [Antiballistic 
Missile] Treaty.”

The generaPs aide interrupted him and 
said, “Sir, the 1967 treaty only banned 
weapons of mass destruction—nuclear, 
biological. and Chemical weapons; it said 
nothing about the use of conventional 
arms from space. Also. the Chinese were 
not a signatory to the ABM Treaty. It is
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quite conceivable that the Chinese 
launched a weapons platform as part of 
one of their satellites. Remember Tzu 10. 
We couldn’t identifv what those addi- 
tional boxes were on the side. Intel 
thought they were some sort of additional 
sensor. Maybe they were weapons. You 
know, if vou deorbited a rod from low- 
earth orbit and gave it GPS information, 
bv the time it impacted the earth. not only 
would it be accurate but it would destroy 
a soft target like a launch facility quite 
easilv.”8

"Yes, you’re quite right. It seems the 
Chinese have taken a page right out of our 
space doctrine. They have attacked us in 
space and from space. They have pre- 
vented us from getting the usual support 
our satellites give us. and they control not 
only the area above the battlefield but 
potentially the battlefield itself. The ques- 
tion is. how are we going to recover?”9

He thought to himself once more. We 
have at least temporarily lost our ability to 
affect the battlefield by our spaceborne 
intelligence satellites. DSP is down, and 
our relay satellites are inoperative. We 
have our GPS birds still intact, as well as 
weather satellites. some naval Communi-
cations satellites, AFSATCOM, and lim- 
ited Communications capability through 
commercial satellites. The Chinese have 
alreadv demonstrated the capability to 
negate satellites of their choosing and to 
limit our launch ability. We have no 
capability to counter their attacks in 
space—except possibly with a conven- 
tional cruise missile attack on their 
launch facilities. But if we attack these 
facilities, would thev retaliate with 
nuclear weapons? VVe would’ve just 
struck their homeland with a homeland- 
to-homeland exchange, and our DSP satel- 
lite wouldn t be able to detect a launch, 
since it's dead. I guess the CIA (Central 
Intelligence AgencyJ and DIA (Defense 
Intelligence Agency) will have some work 
cut out for them to read the thought 
processes of the Chinese toward a retalia- 
tory strike on their land mass.

If we lose GPS, even some of our 
advanced weapons will be of no effect. 
We can’t even target effectively because 
our eyes in the sky can’t take pictures. 
The French Land Remote Sensing satellite 
or our Landsat satellite is not going to give 
us enough resolution. We need a satellite 
with sensor resolution smaller than five 
meters if we are to do our job of precision 
targeting—putting a weapon through a 
window—something which the NCA 
[national command authorities] and the 
American populace have taken for granted 
but do not appreciate what it takes to do 
it.10

Sitting down in the situation room in 
the Pentagon, General Smith asked for the 
latest intel update from the theater. Maj 
Gen James Jones took the podium and 
began his briefing. “Sir, here is the cur- 
rent situation. DSP west is down; relay 2 
is. . . .”

General Smith interrupted. “I know that 
information. What is the latest since I 
talked to you on the bat phone in my car?"

“Sir. the latest pieces of information we 
have are that GPS constellations in the 
theater may be in trouble. Our control 
facilities at the Cape were destroyed dur- 
ing the latest attack and the master control 
station was damaged in Colorado Springs. 
It appears that relay 1 and one of our 
meteorological satellites were also hit by 
some sort of antisatellite weapon. As for 
information from the ongoing naval battle, 
it is sketchy at best. It seems that at least 
one of our carriers has been sunk and pos-
sibly an A e g is -class destroyer. The 
Chinese used their own PHOTINT and 
SIGINT [signals intelligence] systems to 
track and locate our battle fleet—counter- 
ing our tactics of EMCON [emissions con- 
trol| to hide en route to the target area. 
The ships seemed to have been attacked 
by weapons similar to those that hit the 
Japanese launch facility—in fact, it proba- 
bly was on the same orbital pass. The Chi-
nese don’t seem to be pressing their 
advantage, but they do seem to be holding 
all the high cards at the moment.”11
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“Thanks, Jim. If you get any more infor- 
mation, let me know. All right, gentle- 
men, let’s start from the beginning and see 
how we’re going to get out of this mess . . .

□

General Smith to 
Testify Today
by A. C. T ilan IV
Special to The New York Times

Washington. April 1. 2012 — Gen William 
Smith. Chairman of the Jo in t Chieis oi 
SLaff. the sênior m ilitary advisor to Lhe 
President of the United States, w ill testify 
on Capitol Hill today in front of a jo in t 
committee of the Senate Armed Services 
Commiltee and the Senate Selecl 
Committee on Intelligence. The gencraTs 
testimony w ill concern the surprise atlack 
on U.S. forces by Lhe Chinese last 
December. . . .

Senator Hill: General Smith. welcome 
to the Senate. VVe are looking forward 
to your testimony today.
General Smith: Thank you. Senator 
Hill. I would have rather been here in 
more pleasant circumstances. As you 
know. nearly four months ago US forces, 
deploved in conjunction with UN 
forces, were attacked by Chinese land- 
and space-based weapons. As a result. 
the UN naval task force has withdrawn 
from the Spratly area and the Chinese 
have reoccupied the disputed islands.
Senator Hill: Excuse me. General, we 
all know what happened. VVe want to 
know the whvs and the hows to prevent 
a situation like this from happening 
again.

General Smith: Ladies and gentlemen, 
space has been militarized since early 
1957 when our first Discovery satellites 
started taking pictures of the USSR.12 
With all due respect to the members of 
the Senate. your grand institution has 
worshipped at the altar of the peaceful 
uses of space, while space has been mili-
tarized for over 60 years!12 What we 
witnessed a few short months ago was 
the completion of the weaponization of 
space by the Chinese and the lack of 
weaponization by the US. We, the exec- 
utive and the legislative branches, could 
have affected this situation in the late 
1990s but chose not to. We’ve now wit-
nessed the results of our mistakes.
How would I have done things differ- 
entlv? In the mid- to late 1990s, I would 
have pursued a technological, diplo- 
matic, and procurement strategy radi- 
cally different than what we did. I 
would have admitted that space is mili-
tarized and would eventually become 
weaponized. Then I would have aligned 
our space doctrine with the R&D 
Iresearch and developmentl and pro-
curement process. It was purely and 
simply a strategy and procurement mis- 
match. We said what was needed but 
never carne through with the bucks to 
do it.14

[What the sênior leadership. especially 
te chairman in 1995, needed to do was 

explain quite candidly to you folks 
ere the world was heading and how 

ortant being able to maintain the 
t ground in space is. Space doctrine 
written prior to the Desert Storm 

flict. Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-1. 
:c A erosp ace  D octrine o f  the United 
es  Air Force, talked about the aero- 
:e control missions—the gaining and 
ntaining control of space. It had two 
nissions:

- Offensive aerospace control opera- 
tions seek out and neutralize or destrov 
enemy aerospace forces and ground-
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based defenses at a time and place of 
our choosing.

• Defensive aerospace control opera- 
tions detect, identify. intercept, and 
destroy enemv aerospace forces attempt- 
ing to attack friendly forces or to pene- 
trate the aerospace environment above 
friendly surface forces.,s
US Space Command Pamphlet 
(USSPACECOMP) 2-1. printed in March 
1990— five months prior to Desert 
Shield and nearlv a year before Desert 
Storm—stated that space forces had as 
their objective goal the support of land, 
sea. and naval campaigns. While sup-
port of these traditional surface cam-
paigns was designated in the near term, 
future wars would also need systems to 
deny the enemv use of his satellite Sys-
tems and the support of terrestrial 
forces. This reliance on space systems

The Chinese destruction of Cape Kennedy and the 
Vandenbeng Slick 6 complex (shown here in a late 
twentieth-century photograph) meant that the US lost 
all major space launch capability after the Spratly 
Island debacle.

was also emphasized in JCS Pub 1, 
printed in November 1991.lb
Our dramatic victory in the Gulf was the 
first space war. The commanders in the 
field had complete use of navigation, 
weather, PHOTINT. and communication 
space resources. The generais knew 
everything about the Iraqis, but the 
Iraqis were denied the use of space to 
know about our force dispositions.
The US took from this the wrong les- 
son—that we would a lw a y s  own the 
high ground of space and be able to 
d ep en d  upon our assets in space. The 
real lessons of that war were not lost on
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our adversaries—as China so aptly 
demonstrated.
The US could have pursued a different 
course in the 1990s. We needed to take 
a hard look at what war-fighting tools 
we would need in this century. The 
debate in the 1990s, at least in the Air 
Force, was whether to procure the F-22. 
The F-22 was to be able to maintain air 
superiority into the twenty-first century. 
No one took the time to look at how we 
would maintain space superiority in the 
twenty-first century!
The proliferation of advanced technol- 
ogy allowed numerous countries to pro- 
duce launch platforms and related Sys-
tems in the mid-1990s. The Russians 
and the US were no longer the sole 
occupiers of space. The technology to 
produce high-quality imaging satellites 
became available to many countries of 
the Western world as well as parts of 
Asia.17 We let the technology prolifer- 
ate, rather than controlling it. We 
should have offered to sell our satellite 
technology to any country that wanted it 
because we could have remained the 
sole seller. This would have had two 
advantages:

• We would know who owned the 
satellites.

• Vicariously, we would launch many 
more satellites than we could afford to 
launch ourselves.
We also needed to eliminate the single- 
point weakness of our uplink and down- 
link facilities and launch complexes, 
and to have the ability to surge satellites 
into orbit. We thought the oceans would 
protect us from attack, as they have his- 
torically, but they didn’t. Our enemy 
studied us, learned our weakness, and 
exploited the single-point failures 
which we created. The technology 
existed then and certainly now to create 
mobile uplink and downlink stations. 
We should have procured smaller robust 
satellites that could be launched from

aircraft systems—rather than Grey- 
hound-bus-sized satellites that could do 
everything but were tied to large launch 
platforms.
We could have built on-orbit spare satel-
lites, small satellites that we could place 
into orbit and not use until a crisis. 
Then we could activate these systems to 
provide more information or to replace 
systems destroyed in space. With 
smaller satellites, the US could surge- 
launch satellites in time of crisis. We 
would have had to build spares to be 
kept in case of crisis so we could launch 
systems in days. Today, if we wanted to 
launch a new intelligence or Communi-
cations bird, it might take years to build 
the satellite and a few additional 
months to get it into orbit.18
We should have also developed stealthy 
satellites and passive defensive means 
on our criticai space assets. This would 
have created a much harder targeting 
problem for our adversaries.
Finally, we should have constructed 
redundant and hardened or mobile launch 
facilities for satellite systems that are too 
large to be launched from aircraft. The 
single-stage-to-orbit vehicle might have 
been a potential solution to this problem 
until its funding was cut in 1993.19

While these measures address some of 
the major problems that went unan- 
swered in the 1990s, the areas of space 
control were completely ignored. I'm 
uncomfortable giving this testimony 
today, but Congress and the nation were 
not prepared to endorse weapons in 
space. Let me give but one small exam- 
ple. In 1985, some young action officers 
at Strategic Air Command headquarters 
attempted to get funding for a space 
weapon system called KIM (kinetic 
impacting munitions). When the fund-
ing line carne before the Sen ate 
Appropriation Committee, it was 
zeroed. The rationalization was, “One 
can’t militarize space, and one doesn’t
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ever try to weaponize space. It is for 
peacefiil purposes only.’’20
You must realize, ladies and gentlemen, 
that space was already weaponized in 
1985. The US had an operational ASAT 
system at Johnson Island until 1975. 
The USSR also had an operational 
ASAT system.21 If the US had wanted to 
stop the further weaponization of space, 
it should have started a negotiation 
process then. This would not have been 
a simple task. It would have meant 
intrusive inspection of every payload 
put into space by any country with 
launch capabilities. This, 1 thought then 
and think now, may be nearly impossi-
ble without multinational enforcement 
capability.
Therefore, I think the US should have 
pursued both offensive and defensive 
weapons technology programs to match 
our stated doctrine. It would not have 
had to be on the scale of the original 
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) pro- 
gram proposed in 1983 but rather be a 
limited program.22 We needed a pro- 
gram consisting of three parts:

• Space-to-ground weaponry to pro- 
vide us the capability to strike any- 
where, anytime, and influence the ter- 
restrial battlefield using kinetic energy 
weapons like the ones demonstrated by 
the Chinese.

• Active and passive defensive means 
to protect our support satellites using 
stealthy satellites. antijamming capabil-
ity, and the ability to change orbits.

• Space-to-space or ground-to-space 
weapons able to neutralize a potential 
enemy’s satellite support system — 
weapons that destroy or jam enemv 
satellites, land-based lasers, or direct- 
ascent ASAT weapons.23
Did we need to deploy these systems in 
the 1990s? Of course not. But we also 
didn't pursue the R&D programs to be 
able to do these things when we saw

other countries developing these tech- 
nologies. The result today is that we 
can’t maintain space superiority and are 
still running to catch up.
A few of you may say that by developing 
space weapons, the US would be repeat- 
ing history. Fm referring to the 1970s, 
when the US let the “MIRV genie” out of 
the bottle. We deployed MIRVs (multi- 
ple independently targeted reentry vehi- 
cles) on our ICBM force, figuring the 
USSR would not deploy these systems 
for over five years. The USSR deployed 
these systems quicker than we antici- 
pated and capitalized on their huge 
launch systems, the SS-18s, to take a 
numerical lead in the ICBM warhead 
race. It then took us over 20 years to put 
the genie back in the bottle with the 
signing of the START (Strategic Arms 
Reduction Talks) II accords.
I believe that it is easier to negotiate a 
reduction if you do not or cannot choose 
the path of prevention by having sys-
tems first; otherwise, you have to deal 
with a situation of an adversary having a 
system that you don’t.
Ladies and gentlemen, let me conclude 
my formal remarks by stating that we 
had visionaries of what the next war 
would look like in the late 1980s and 
1990s. Much as Billy Mitchell predicted 
and developed the initial visionary doc-
trine for how our aircraft forces would 
look in his future, so we should have 
heeded what the doctrinists wrote in the 
1990s. The control of space—just like 
the control of the air—is the most criti-
cai aspect of war. Our preconceived 
notions, assumptions, and biases that 
the next war would be just like the last 
allowed us to be surprised and cost us 
the battle for the Spratly Islands.24
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A CRITIQUE OF
Th e A ir  Ca mpa ig n

Lt  Co l  T im o t h y  G. M u r p h y , USAF

HE AIR CAMPAIGN: P lann in g  
fo r  Com bat bv Col John A. YVar- 
den III is a comprehensive look at 
air warfare.1 Although the book 

is a theoretical treatment of the subject, 
the author makes liberal use of historical 
illustrations. Filling a void in doctrinal 
air the-orv that has existed since shortlv 
after World War II, The Air C am paign  is

required reading in most of our nation’s 
professional military schools.

This article examines both the strengths 
and weaknesses of Colonel Warden's 
contribution to air power theory. 
Specifically, the book’s treatment of air 
superiority and the use of operational 
reserves in air war, together with its holis- 
tic view of air war, is impressive. Its use
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of the term air cam paign  and its view on 
the center of gravity are less compelling. 
Additionally, its view of interdiction 
points out a weakness in our collective 
doctrinal theory.

Air Superiority
T he A ir C a m p a ig n 's advocacy of air 

superiority is hardly surprising since the 
book was vvritten by an airman. After all, 
the mission of the US Air Force is to 
“defend the United States through control 
and exploitation of air and space.”2 
Control of air and space is at the heart of 
who we are and what we do. Without 
control. there is no exploitation. Thus, to 
fail to gain air superiority is to fail in our 
mission.

Theorists from the earliest days of air 
power have recognized the overriding 
importance of controlling the air. Giulio 
Douhet noted the primacy of air superior-
ity in his aptly titled book The C om m and  
o f  the Air:

To have command of the air means to be in a 
position to vvield offensive power so great it 
defies human imagination. It means to be 
able to cut an enemy’s army and navy off 
from their bases of operation and nullify 
tbeir chances of winning the war. It means 
complete protection of one’s own country, 
the efficient operation of one’s army and 
navy. and peace of mind to live and work in 
safetv. In short, it means to be in a position 
to win. To be defeated  in the air. on the 
other hand, is finalIv to be defeated and to be 
at the mercy of the enemy, with no chance at 
all of defending oneself, compelled to accept 
whatever terms he sees fit to dictate.
This is the meaning of the “command of the 
air.' 1 (Emphasis in original)

After World War II. military thinkers of 
all kinds—especially generais entrusted 
with theater campaigns— had learned 
.about the neecl for air superiority.y For 
example. Field Marshal Bernard L. 
Montgomery noted that “as air power 
grew and developed. it was able to pre-

vent movement in daylight and to any 
appreciable degree, so much so that it 
became necessary to gain mastery of the 
air before beginning a land battle.’’4 
Likewise. Gen Dwight D. Eisenhower 
observed that

the first prerequisite of success in the main- 
tenance of the combined bomber offensive 
and of our reentry on the Continent is an 
overall reduction of the enemy’s air combat 
strength and particularly his air fighter 
strength. The primary role of our air forces 
in Europe and the Mediterranean theaters is, 
therefore. to secure and maintain air superi-
ority.5

What, then, is the point of restating the 
importance of air superiority when theo-
rists and practitioners from all of the mili-
tary Services understand its value? Three 
reasons come to mind, the first two of 
which Colonel Warden captures extremely 
well in his book. First, air superiority 
gives air forces the freedom to operate any- 
where in the theater, enabling them to per- 
form other air missions and enabling sur- 
face forces to act without interference from 
enemy air forces. Obviously, armed forces 
that enjoy air superiority operate at a huge 
advantage over those that do not control 
the air. Second, a theater campaign 
depends on gaining mastery of the air. 
Since the advent of air power, no armed 
force has successfully completed a cam-
paign when the opposing force controlled 
the air.6 Simply stated, air superiority is a 
requisite for success in modern conven- 
tional warfare and will continue to be so 
for the foreseeable future. A third reason 
is that Americans tend to forget the value 
of air superiority. Since World War II. no 
US soldier has come under attack from 
enemv aircraft.7 and the current generation 
of American military has never operated 
without nearly total air superiority. Thus. 
we have a tendencv to take air superiority 
for granted. But aerospace is the airman’s 
médium. We study it. understand it. and 
know how to fight in it. Therefore, we 
should never refrain from expressing the 
importance of controlling it.
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Colonel Warden’s description of five 
cases of war is an original, valuable contri- 
bution to the understanding of our craft 
and provides an excellent framework for 
evaluating and planning at the operational 
levei:

In . . . Case I. both sides have the capability 
and will to strike at each other’s bases.. . .

Case II occurs vvhen one side is able to strike 
its enemy anvplace. while the enemy can do 
little more than reach the front.. . .

[In] Case III . .  . one side is vulnerable to 
attack but is unable to reach the enemy. . .  .

Case IV describes the situation in which nei- 
ther side can operate against the rear areas 
and air bases of the enemv, and in which air 
action therefore is confined to the front. . . .

Case V could come about through mutually 
agreed political constraints or because nei- 
ther side had any air power.8

These cases bring to mind several ques- 
tions and comments concerning air superi- 
ority.

For example, are certain types of opera-
tional plans or schemes more suitable to 
one case than another? YVarden’s Case III 
seems to lend itself to a defensive air 
operation, whereas Case II seems better 
suited to an offensive air operation. If 
operational planners could identify the 
applicable case, perhaps thev could limit 
their choice of operational schemes to 
those that promise greater success than 
Dthers.

Clearly, the objective of an air force in 
war (assuming the absence of political 
constraints, as in Case IV or Case V) is to 
move from Case I or Case III to Case II. Is 
:he operational scheme the best vehicle 
For making that move? Can the develop- 
ment and use of new technologies be 
sffective? A historical look at how air 
forces have successfully moved to Case II 
i/vould be an illuminating addition to 
Warden’s scholarship.

Finally, as is true of most modem dis- 
:ussions of air superiority, Warden’s

ignores the impact of surface-to-air 
defenses on air superiority. Yet, unless 
we destroy enemy air defenses, we cannot 
really control the air. Perhaps Colonel 
Warden could address this matter if he 
writes another edition of T h e  A ir  
Cam paign.

Air Reserves
Another strength of Colonel Warden’s 

book is its advocation of holding some air 
forces in reserve during warfare. But air- 
men object to this practice on three 
counts. First, they have traditionally 
eschevved the concept of air reserves, 
believing that a sortie not flown is lost for- 
ever and that air power is best employed 
in mass.9 Undoubtedly, this attitude

Like most modem discussions of air superioriity, The 
Air Campaign ignores surface-to-air defenses. Athough 
in the grand scheme of the air campaign, such 
defenses can be ineffective—as were our efforts at 
Pearl Harbor—they should nevertheless receive some 
attention in any subsequent edition of Colonel 
Warden's book.
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stems from the fact that we have never 
fought from a position of materiel inferior- 
ity and therefore have never had to worry 
about reserving some forces to deliver (or 
forestall) a decisive blow.

Second, the timing of a decisive blow 
has been criticai in relativelv few life-and- 
death struggles for air superiority. In fact, 
in the historv of air warfare, many truly 
decisive blows have come at the beginning  
of the conflict (e.g., the 1967 Arab-Israeli 
war and the Guif VVar of 1991), obviating 
the need to hold back reserves for the 
remainder of the war.

Third, arguments for air reserves are 
usually couched in the language and logic 
of ground reserves (e.g.. “pouring into the 
battle masses of fresh troops who have the 
potential to break remaining enemy resis- 
tance and force a retreat or a rout” or “the 
arrival of strong, fresh forces may break 
the enemy attack and restore the line”10). 
Such concepts are anathema to airmen 
who understand the flexibilitv and reach 
of air forces.

The first objection is the most difficult 
to deal with. for it strikes at the unique 
values of air forces—flexibility, reach, and 
the ability to mass firepower quickly. But 
the principie of mass in war has never 
meant throwing everything at the enemy 
all the time. Rather. the commander’s job 
is to mass the right forces at the right time 
and placre to overwhelm and defeat the 
enemy. The principie of mass has never 
precluded a commander’s retaining 
reserves. Further, while it is true that a 
sortie not flown is lost forever, this argu- 
ment misses the more important point 
that an aircraft destroved is lost forever 
and with it a ll  the sorties it could have 
flown. If, in order to avoid losing a sortie 
forever, we sacrifice an aircraft that we 
need later for a more important mission, 
we may be unable to mass all the forces 
we need for a blow at the decisive time.

Warden counters the second objection— 
the lac.k of historical precedent for 
reserves being decisive in a struggle for 
control of the air—bv examining the Battle

of Britain in detail.11 We must remember 
that doctrine is crafted from both experi- 
ence and theory. People who build their 
doctrine entirely on theory risk quick 
defeat when they must face harsh reality. 
But those who form their doctrine entirely 
from experience limit its scope and utility 
and risk fighting future wars with out- 
dated ideas, weapons, and tactics. 
Though we have not faced a desperate 
struggle for control of the air. our doctrine 
should be flexible enough to allow us to 
face such a situation successfully in the 
future.

The third objection is a valid one. If 
arguments for holding air forces in reserve 
are based on the reasoning behind land 
warfare, then we should ignore them in 
air planning. But there is a huge differ- 
ence between the concepts of ground 
reserves and air reserves. Operational 
ground reserves should be withheld until 
the commander has an opportunity to 
strike the enemy’s center of gravity (or 
until the commander needs them to pro- 
tect a friendly center of gravity). The com- 
mander must design an operational 
scheme to expose the enemv’s center of 
gravity to the operational reserve—not an 
easy task. Once committed, ground 
reserves are engaged for days and are diffi-
cult to reconstitute. The commander who 
emplovs ground reserves at the wrong 
time or wrong location c.an incur severe 
penalties. Indeed. once an operational 
commander commits the ground reserve, 
few forces are left for influencing the out- 
come of the ground battle until the com-
mander rebuilds the reserve—a time-con- 
suming process.

But air forces have none of these restric- 
tions. The enemv's center of gravity is 
often vulnerable to air strikes at any time. 
These forces may be (and are) committed 
across the theater daily; further, they are 
easy to reconstitute (assuming low attri- 
tion) and are easy to emplov at another 
time in another location. Thus, an 
employment error in time or location can 
be corrected much more easily than is the
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case vvith ground forces. Air forces are 
nearlv alvvavs available to an operational 
commander as a tool to influence the bat- 
tle, either directlv through the command- 
er's apportionment decision or indirectly 
through the joint force air component 
commander (JFACC). Thus. any argument 
for withholding air forces as an opera-
tional reserve must he underpinned by the 
logic and language of air warfare.

In this context, Colonel Warden consid- 
ers tvvo scenarios that require the use of 
operational air reserves. In the first one, 
the enemv's operational center of gravity 
is inaccessible from the air (either because 
of enemv defenses or bv our ovvn choice), 
and the attrition rate in sorties not aimed 
at the center of gravity is so high that 
insufficient aircraft are available later to 
destroy that center of gravity.

The Israeli Air Force (IAF) found itself 
in this predicament in 1973. Surprised by 
the onset of hostilities, the IAF felt it had 
to attack the enemy operational center of 
gravity (the Egyptian Second Armv and 
Third Armv in the south and the Syrian

The Luftwaffe flew only a few Ju 87 sorties during the 
first four days of its counterair operation against the 
Allied air forces, preferring to save the Stukas to strike 
at the Allied operational center of gravity when it 
became accessible from the air.

army in the north) instead of first defeat- 
ing the enemy's formidable surface-to-air 
defenses. After the war. the IAF’s Maj 
Gen Benjamin Peled commented, “Instead 
of carrying out air defense suppression 
operations in an orderly manner, we 
rightly preferred to hreak them up into 
small operations and try to do them in the 
periods hetween other things that were 
more important at the time."12 Had the 
IAF succeeded in turning the ground bat- 
tle, the generaFs point would be under- 
standable. In light of lhe facts, however. 
he seems to be justifying a bad decision. 
Specificallv, during the three-week war. 
the IAF lost 102 aircraft—97 to ground 
fire.11 Of these, 79 were shot down in the 
criticai first three days of the war, when 
Arab air defenses reinained unchal-
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lenged.14 The enemy center of gravity was 
simply inaccessible to the IAF from the air 
without unacceptable losses. For that rea- 
son, the IAF pulled its ground-attack air- 
craft out of the fight (or sent them against 
the enemy’s air defenses) until the center 
of gravity was accessible.15 If the IAF had 
held these air forces in reserve from the 
beginning, it would have avoided unnec- 
essarv losses and been more effective once 
the operational center of gravity became 
accessible from the air.

The Luftwaffe used just such a strategy 
dnring the 1940 invasion of France, when 
it conducted a classic counterair operation 
against the Allied air forces yet flew few 
Ju-87 sorties in the first fonr days.16 The 
Germans realized that the Stukas would 
be wasted against the high-performance 
Allied fighters and wanted them available 
to strike at the operational center of grav-
ity—the combined forces of the French 
Seventh Army and the British. 
Expeditionarv Force—when it became 
accessible from the air.

The second scenario involves an opera-
tional commander holding air forces in 
reserve to strike a decisive blow in a 
drawn-out struggle for control of the air. 
Although there have been few historical 
examples of this situation, it nonetheless 
must be a part of our theorv and doctrine. 
As noted earlier. the US has never fought 
an air war in which it faced a real danger 
of running out of air forces and is not 
likelv to encounter this problem over the 
next decade. But air forces—ours 
included—will be much smaller and more 
precious in future conflicts, making a 
shortage of those forces more conceivable 
than in the past. VVe should be prepared 
to face such a dilemma.

Holistic View
The greatest contribution of The Air 

Campaign is its holistic view of air war- 
fare, as conceived and written by an air- 
man. Although modem airmen do not

write much theory, our predecessors pub- 
lished many books on air warfare between 
the world wars. Several, such as T he  
C o m m a n d  o f  th e  A ir , Gen William 
(“Billy”) MitchelPs W inged D efense, and 
Alexander P. De Seversky's V ictory  
through Air Power are well known. Not 
surprisingly, many books carne from Great 
Britain’s Royal Air Force—the world’s 
first independent air force.17

Immediately after World War II, airmen 
wrote a few books on air power.18 
Unfortunately, they slowly disappeared 
from the literature, and we have seen very 
few since.19 Perhaps this paucitv of stud- 
ies is due to the fact that nuclear and 
deterrence theory dominated our thinking 
during the cold war.20 It may also be an 
unintentional result of the unnatural sepa- 
ration of our fighter and bomber commu- 
nities during that time. This separation 
may have suppressed the development of 
a holistic air power doctrine by encourag- 
ing divergent thinking on how, why, and 
when to use air power.

Now that the cold war is behind us, our 
combat air power is unified in our war- 
fighting commands, and we have a 
tremendous opportunity to unify our 
thinking also. Airmen seek to understand 
how best to wage war in a unique 
médium, and that process includes devel- 
oping and refining theories of air warfare. 
If The Air Campaign stimulates other air-
men to think and write about air power, it 
will have made an invaluable contribution 
to our profession.

Air Campaign
We now turn to a few weaknesses of 

Golonel Warden s book, one of which is its 
use of the term a ir  cam p aig n . This 
usage conflicts with joint US military doc-
trine as delineated in Joint Pub 1, Joint 
W arfare o f  the US A rm e d F orces : 
“Campaigns of the US Armed Forces are 
joint; they serve as the unifying focus for 
our conduct of warfare."21 The point here
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is that in modern warfare. no médium is 
independent of the others. Rather. mod-
ern theater campaigns should convey a 
holistic view of air, land. and sea forces 
working together to meet strategicallv 
assigned theater objectives. Air cam paign  
implies that air operations are a unified 
whole. independent from other theater 
forces and operations. In fact. air forces 
are coequal and codependent but not 
independent of the theater communder's 
campaign.

Furthermore. other Services, especially 
the US Army and Marine Corps. under- 
stand the term cam paign  in the vvay that 
Joint Fub 1 describes it. In a 19HH study of 
operational campaign planning. a l!S 
Army War College study team defined a 
campaign as

thp operational wav that the commander of a 
theater of war or theater of operations r.oordi- 
nates employs. and swstains over time his 
available resources in a series of joint actions

Between the world wars. airmen published many books 
on air warfare. such as Billy Mitchells Winged Detense 
Unfortunately, his passion for air doctrine led to his 
court-martial

across an expanse of air. land. and sea in 
order to achieve strategir objectives. . . .  A 
key characteristh of a campaign is the com- 
mander s authoritative synchronization of 
land, sea, and air efforts to altain his strate- 
gic objective.22
Because the Joint Chieis of Stnff luive 

chosen lhe term cam paign  as a unifying 
forus for our condiu I of warfare, bocause 
other US servires understand lhe term in 
lhal vvay, and bocause precision in doc- 
trinal terminology is criticai, the Air Force 
should dispense witli lhe term a ir  c a m -
paign. II w e  must distinguish lhe air por- 
tion ol a campaign. a ir  op era iion  should 
suffice, lor it is—bv itself—a major opera- 
tion of anv lhealer campaign.
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Center of Gravity
The most compelling problem with The 

Air Campaign  is its concept ot the center 
of gravity:

The point where the enemy is most vulnera- 
ble and the point where an attack will have 
the best chance of being decisive. . . . Everv 
levei of warfare has a center or centers of 
gravity. If several centers of gravity are 
involved, force must be applied to all if the 
ob jective  is to be m oved.23 (Ernphasis 
added)

YVarden describes possible centers of grav-
ity as enemv logistics, enemy staff System, 
enemy command, enemy country (Japan), 
enemy aircraft and missiles, enemy per- 
sonnel. and enemy command and control 
(C-) svstems.24

Tvvo problems with this view of center 
of gravity come to mind. First, it is incon- 
sistent with the scientific theorv of 
mechanics from which it is derived. 
Specificallv, there can be onlv one trne 
center of gravity—not several. The sec.- 
ond. more severe. problem is that 
\Varden's view of center of gravity renders 
the concept inadequate as an organizing 
intellectual construct. The purpose of 
using this metaphor is to help the com- 
mander find an element of enemy power 
whose destruction will lead to victory. 
Having to attack several centers of gravity 
all over the theater, however, means that 
we must parcel out our forces, an action 
that prevents us from concentrating on a 
decisive point—the verv purpose for the 
metaphor.in the first place.

Carl von Clausewitz, who made famous 
the military sense of center of gravity. says 
that

one must keep the dominant characteristics 
of both belligerents in mind. Out of these 
characteristics a certain center of gravity 
develops, the hub of all power and move- 
ment, on which everything depeneis. That is 
the point against which all our energies 
should be directed.25 (Ernphasis added)

Examples cited by Clausewitz include (1) 
the main army of Alexander, Gustavus 
Adolphus, Charles XII, and Frederick the 
Greal; (2) the army of the protector (in 
small countries that rely on large ones): (3) 
the capital city (in countries subject to 
domestic strife); (4) the community of 
interest (in alliances); and (5) the person- 
alities of the leader and public opinion (in 
popular uprisings).26 Note that possibly 
the third and certainly the last two exam-
ples lie at the strategic rather than the 
operational levei of war. a distinction not 
recognized by Clausewitz.

Clausewitz’s first definition of center of 
gravity occurs earlier in On War:

A center of gravity is always found where 
the mass is concentrated most densely. It 
presents the most effective target for a blow; 
furthermore, the heaviest blow is that struck 
bv the center of gravity. . . . Our position, 
then. is that a theater of war, be it large or 
small, and the forces stationed there. no mat- 
ter what their size. represent the sort of unitv 
in which a single center of gravity can be 
identified. That is the place where the deci- 
sion should be reached; a victory at that 
point is in its fullest sense identical with the 
defense of the theater of o p e ra tio n s .27 
(Ernphasis in orginal)

Evidently, even Clausewitz is inconsistent 
on the subject. (How can a “community of 
interest” or a “personalitv of the leader" 
strike the “heaviest blow"?) Even earlier, 
he calls the battle “the center of gravity of 
the war" or “of the entire campaign or 
conflict" and notes that a major battle in a 
theater of war is a “collision between two 
centers of gravity.”28

The solution to these apparent inconsis- 
tencies may lie in the differentiation 
between the strategic and operational lev-
eis of war. On the one hand, when 
Clausewitz refers to a center of gravity in 
the sense of what we now call the strategic 
levei of war. he acknowledges that an 
alliance, a leader‘s personalitv, or a capital 
city may possihlv be a center of gravity. 
On the other hand, when Clausewitz 
speaks in terms of what we now call the
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operational levei of war. he always refers 
to the main enemy (or friendlv) force or 
grouping of forces. The clarion call 
throughout On War is for the operational 
commander to strike a decisive blow 
against the enemv’s main force when a 
decision in one’s favor is equated to suc- 
cess in the campaign.

YVhat then of Colonel lVarden's other 
operational centers of gravitv (logistics, C2, 
staff, etc.)? Thev certainlv are not centers 
of gravitv in the Clausewitzian sense. 
Warden misses the distinction—an impor- 
tant one—between the center of gravitv 
and the vvay a commander chooses to 
attack and vveaken or destroy that center 
of gravitv. Clausevvitz’s operational center 
of gravitv is what the enemy uses to strike 
“the heaviest blow." Stated in another 
way. the center of gravitv is that force or 
group of forces a commander will use to 
strike the final, decisive blow against an 
opponent. (For Clausewitz, it was always 
the enemv’s main army, but air forces 
struck the heaviest blow against Iraq in the 
Gulf YVar.) There are several wavs to 
defeat such a force. Clausewitz would 
choose a decisive attack against it on 
terms favorable to the friendlv force. A 
friendlv commander could also choose to 
weaken or defeat the enemy by cutting his 
logistics lifeline, or by disrupting the C2 of 
his forces, or bv incapacitating his staff, or 
by countless other methods. But these 
actions are not ends in themselves but 
means to an end: the defeat of the
enemv‘s main striking force. Similarly, 
they are not centers of gravitv but ways of 
weakening the center of gravitv so that we 
can defeat it on terms favorable to our 
side.

To reiterate. there is and must be onlv 
one center o f gravitv at each levei o f war. 
To view the concept anv other way causes 
a commander to disperse his forces and 
attack the wrong targets at the wrong time, 
thus negating the value of the metaphor 
(i.e.. to focus a commander on the pri- 
mary. criticai, decisive target for the cam-
paign).

Interdiction
In The Air Campaign, Colonel Warden 

seeks to review how our present air mis- 
sions, illustrated by historical vignettes, fit 
into the air campaign—an objective he 
achieves quite well. However, his review 
reveals a weakness in our current view of 
interdiction. There is a striking difference 
between historical interdiction missions 
and the missions we do (and would do) 
today. For example, the speed and brevity 
of modern warfare make useless any 
attacks on traditional interdiction targets 
such as the bali bearing industry, pilot 
training bases, or aircraft produotion facil- 
ities. (Indeed, current pilot training and 
aircraft production probably occur in a 
third country not even involved in the 
war!) The point here is that our doctrine 
has not kept pace with the changes in war-
fare, especially with regard to surface 
attack missions such as interdiction.

The traditional Air Force missions for 
theater employment are counterair, inter-
diction, and close air support (CAS). The 
current version of AFM 1-1, Basic Aero- 
space Doctrine o f  the United States Air 
Force, adds counterspace and strategic 
attack.29 But there are three problems 
with this traditional approach.

The first concerns the term strategic. 
We have used this term since before 
World War II to differentiate between 
“independent” air power and air power 
that supported surface forces. (During 
and immediately after the Gulf War, we 
began to hear about a new mission called 
strategic attack—really not a new mission 
at all but one of our original missions that 
had been improperly delegated to the 
nuclear regime.) Current joint doctrine, 
however. makes obsolete the Air Force’s 
use of strategic:

The [strategic] levei of war |is the one] at 
which a nation or group of nations deter-
mines national or alliance security objectives 
and develops and uses national resources to 
accomplish those objectives. Activities at 
this levei establish national and alliance mil-
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itary objectives; sequence initiatives: define 
limits and assess risks for the use of military 
and other instruments of povver: develop 
global or theater vvar plans to achieve those 
objectives: and provide armed forces and 
other capabilities in accordance with the 
strategic plan.30

Clearlv, this has nothing to do with drop- 
ping bombs. US joint doctrine and the 
military doctrines of most other nations 
agree that actual fighting occurs at the tao 
tical levei of war.31 In today’s terminol- 
ogv, the application of firepower from the 
air, regardless of where it is used or what 
target it is used against, is a tactical-level 
event that supports a theater commander’s 
operational plan (that plan, in turn, fulfills 
a strategic objective in a theater of war).

Second, the traditional concepts of 
interdiction and CAS (neither of which 
changed in the new AFM 1-1) focus on a 
linear hattlefield, where the issue is 
always decided in a great clash between 
two ground forces on the front lines. But 
the Army does not plan to fight that way 
anv longer. Evolving Army doctrine has 
moved increasingly to a nonlinear battle- 
field without traditional front lines, where 
ground, air. and naval forces fight simulta- 
neously throughout the depth of the bat- 
tlefield.32 As we and our enemies have 
expanded the effectiveness of weapons far 
beyond the ranges associated with the tra-
ditional linear hattlefield, language like 
“destrovling| . . . the enemy's military 
potential before it can he brought to bear 
effectivelv against friendly forces” or "air 
action against hostile targets which are in 
close proximity to friendly forces”33 has 
far less précision and thus is far less use- 
ful than it was in the past.

Third, lhe traditional Air Force mis- 
sions are not sufficiently descriptive of 
everything we do from the air. For exam- 
ple, in the Gulf War. coalition air power 
attrited many frontline Iraqi ground units 
bv as much as 50 percent. rendering them 
combat ineffective.34 Traditionalists 
would call this interdiction  (since it does 
not fit anywhere else), insofar as we

destroyed the enemy force before it could 
he brought to bear on friendly forces. But 
this is an out-of-date, ground-focused 
view of what happened. A more correct 
view is that a theater commander, who 
had the capability to strike enemy forces 
simultaneously throughout the theater of 
operations and from all three mediums, 
chose to destroy certain of those forces 
with air power.

Further, as this article goes to press, the 
US is considering using air power to 
destroy Serbian artillery tubes that are 
shelling Muslim towns in Bosnia. How 
does this mission fit into our doctrine? It 
is not strategic attack. Since the Serbian 
artillery is shelling civilians in towns and 
since no friendly ground forces are in- 
theater (other than UN peacekeeping 
forces), neither is it interdiction nor CAS. 
Rather, a theater commander is simply 
choosing to apply air power against an 
enemy threat in the theater of operations.

The time has come for a major change 
in Air Force doctrine, and our mission 
statement provides the foundation for 
such a change. Specifically, if our mis-
sion is to defend the United States 
through the control and exploitation of air 
and space, then naturallv we would have 
some control missions and some exploita-
tion missions. Our current doctrine speci- 
fies four sets of missions (called roles): 
aerospace control, force application, force 
enhancement, and force support.35 The 
first set matches the "control” aspect of 
the mission statement, while the other 
three sets are subsumed under the 
“exploitation” aspect of the statement.

The more difficult problem is what to 
do about our three force application mis-
sions—strategic attack, interdiction, and 
CAS. I propose that we call them “air 
attack of surface targets” since. acting as 
either a primarv (supported) force or a 
supporting force, we do in fact attack sur-
face forces.

Air attack of surface targets conducted 
bv a supported force includes what we 
now erroneously call strategic attack and
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those missions for vvhich the theater com- 
mander has chosen air power as the pri- 
marv weapon for destroying a set of tar-
gets! vvhether they be C2 facilities, mobile 
missiles. supply depots, or ground forces. 
Air attack of surface targets conducted by 
a supporting force applies to target sets 
generated when the theater commander is 
using forces of another médium and wants 
the unique capabilities of air power to 
support those operations. These include 
missions that we now call CAS and some 
that we now call interdiction. In fact, we 
may want to retain the terms CAS and 
interdiction as descriptors of what we do 
as a supporting force in air attack of sur-
face targets.

VVhv change these terms when everyone 
is comfortable with them? First, such 
changes would make our terminology con- 
sistent with that of joint doctrine. 
Although airmen are fond of the term 
strategic attack, it simply does not reflect 
current thinking about strategic matters. 
Second, these changes wrould dissociate 
surface attack missions from their effect
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instead of a tail wheel" and no brakes at all 
(page 3). She progressed quickly, becoming a 
proficient stunt pilot. VVhen Gen Henry 
(“Hap”) Arnold, commander of the Army Air 
Forces during World War II, offered her a 
chance to join the newly formed W omen’s 
Auxiliarv Ferrying Service (WAFS), )ames 
didn’t hesitate. As a “ferrv queen," she flew 
nearly every type of aircraft that was used in 
World War II, including the P-47 and the P-51. 
Weathering the loss of her husband in the war. 
she continued to serve her country as a mem- 
ber of the USAF Reserve and is still active in 
promoting aviation.

ChurchilPs book is enjoyable to read for sev- 
eral reasons. First, it makes extensive use of 
firsthand material provided by personal inter- 
views with James. The fact that James is the 
primary source of most of the information gives 
the book an authenticity that is not forthcom- 
ing from secondary sources. For example, 
James's vivid descriptions give immediacy to 
the joys and terrors of being a WASP—witness 
her description of being buzzed by a Japanese 
Zero during the attack on Pearl Harbor:

He passed so close under us that our celluloid Win-
dows rattled violently and I looked down to see 
what sort of plane it was. The painted red balis on 
the tops of the wings shone brightly in the sun. I 
looked again with utter disbelief. Honolulu was 
familiar with the emblem of the Rising Sun on pas- 
senger ships. but not on airplanes. (Page 48)

Second. Churchill makes no attempt to 
deconstruct the early history of the WASP pro- 
gram. Her descriptions of the discrimination 
and bias that Teresa James confronted in her 
struggle for recognition for female aviators are 
not venomous, politically charged, or inflam- 
matory. Instead. they are objective (vet per-
sonal) vignettes that drive home the effect of 
discrimination in the armed Services.

Finally. the fact that the book is relatively 
short makes it easy to digest and enjoyable to 
read. On Wings to War doesn't pretend to be a 
comprehensive history of the WASP program 
but gives a personal “view from the cockpit" in 
a concise 184 pages. Other accounts of women 
in the Army Air Forces mav be dry and imper- 
sonal, but not this one.

On Wings to War should be good reading for 
anvone who has an interest in the early history 
of the Air Force, the role of female aviators in 
World War II, or good storvtelling about seat- 
of-the-pants aviation. Whether it has been 50

years or 20 years since servicewomen first 
pinned on WASP or UPT wings, books such as 
ChurchilPs ensure that their contributions to 
the world of aviation will not go unrecognized.

2d Lt William D. Casebeer, USAF
Shaw AFB, South Carolina

The Rickover Effect: How One Man Made a 
Difference by Theodore Rockwell. Naval 
Institu te  Press, 118 Maryland Avenue. 
Annapolis, Maryland 21402-5035, 1992, 411 
pages, $24.95.

Before there was total quality management 
(TQM) with its visions and goals, there was a 
man with a vision and a goal—Adm Hyman G. 
Rickover. His vision was a nuclear Navy, and 
his goal was to create that Navy. Admirai 
Rickover didn't need buzzwords, posters, or a 
special center to achieve quality. To him, 
quality was simplv a matter of well-trained. 
thinking people achieving the high standards 
set for and expected of them. This book is 
about the effect that Admirai Rickover had on 
the Navy and, indeed. on the nation as a 
whole. That effect can be summed up in one 
word—quality.

Frequently called the ‘'father of the nuclear 
Navy,” Admirai Rickover was truly a legend in 
his own time. Despised by some. adored by 
many, respected by all, he was not your run-of- 
the-mill military officer. As an engineering 
duty officer, he gave up ship command to con- 
centrate on bringing the Navy into the increas- 
ingly technological future. Often the subject of 
bitter controversy, he was twice passed over for 
flag rank. saved from involuntarv retirement by 
congressional intervention, and finally fired by 
the secretarv of the Navy after having achieved 
the rank of four-star admirai. There are proba- 
bly more books, papers, and articles written 
about Admirai Rickover than about anv other 
post-World War II military officer. The Air 
University Library alone has 15 books and 
papers about Admirai Rickover as well as eight 
books and papers written bv him.

So whv another book about Admirai Rick-
over? The complexities of the man. together 
with the breadth and depth of his achieve- 
ments. make it unlikelv that anvone could 
write the definitive work about him. As a 
result, each new book contributes another 
incomplete. yet valuable. perspective. This
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book. by Admirai Rickover’s technical director 
during the pivotal vears from 1954 to 1964. 
gives us an insider's perspective of Rickover’s 
genius for getting things done. The author cov- 
ers the admirais entire life and military career 
but focuses primarily on the building of the 
nuclear Navy from 1947 to 1964. Using lots of 
colorful anecdotes and vignettes, he discusses 
the effect that Rickover had on other people, 
both during his lifetime and afterwards. As 
Adm James D. YVatkins savs in the foreword, 
“The resultant inosaic is as 1 rem em ber 
Rickover.”

Rickover stories abound. and vvith the telling 
and retelling. it’s hard to distinguish truth from 
fiction. Most of us knovv or have heard about 
the short-legged interview chair and the notori- 
ous pinks—carbon copies of all office corre- 
spondence. which Admirai Rickover perused 
nightly. One of mv favorites is Ric:kover's 
encounter with a "stereotypical little old lady" 
vvho— “bubbling all over, and gushing”—asked 
him. “You're somebody famous. VVho is it?” 
After Rickover replied, "I'm the late Admirai 
Richard E. Byrd." she happilv continued on her 
way saying. “Yes, that’s it— Admirai Byrd! 
Isn't that wonderful.” But, as Ed Kintner, Mark 
I project officer and nuclear power superinten- 
dent at Mare Island Naval Shipvard. points out. 
“Rickover anecdotes are fine as far as they go. 
but they give a confusing and contradictorv 
picture of the man."

Yes. Admirai Rickover vvas in many ways 
confusing and contradictorv. However. his 
Vision and his dedication to excellence were 
alvvays clear and unwavering. The true mea- 
sure of Rickover's contributions is his impact 
on other people. The author calls this the Rick-
over Effect. a "reborn recognition of the need 
for excellence. quality, professionalism, and 
integrity." Perhaps the greatest tribute to 
Admirai Rickover comes from the students at 
the Center for Excellence in Education, for- 
merly the Rickover Science Institute. These 
students are still so inspired by a tape of a 
1984 address given by the admirai that they 
call themselves “Rickoids."

We can all be inspired bv studying the life of 
this great American. IVhether vou are looking 
for lessons about quality. leadership, or techni-
cal excellence. this book has much to offer. It’s 
not just a Navy storv. It's a story for us all.

Lt Col William F. Furr. USAF, Retired
Montgomery. Alabama

HISTOR1CAL

Six Days in June: How Israel Won the 1967 
Arab-Israeli War by Eric Hammel. Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, 866 Third Avenue, Seventh 
Floor. New York 10022, 1992, 426 pages, 
$30.00.

Save your inoney. Although it may be true 
that Eric Hammel “is at his proven best when 
describing the actions of men at war." you may 
never overcome the frustration that you will 
develop in the first 161 pages of Six Days in 
June. I didn't, even though the author‘s por- 
traval of the human side of battle was spell- 
binding.

Hammel is an award-winning author and 
historian with 17 books to his credit. His repu- 
tation makes it difficult to understand why this 
work has so many structural defic iencies. 
Several of his earlier books include pictures 
(both com bat and “p e rso n a l”) and good, 
detailed maps to help the story come to life. 
However. Hammel normally puts all the maps 
at the front of the book. which makes it awk- 
ward for the reader to follow events as they 
unfold in the text. Such is the case with Six 
Days in June.

The 11 very plain maps in this book lack 
both north arrows and scales. Such inattention 
to detail is magnified in map eight, which 
shows Gaza as part of Israel, despite being 
shown correctly in map two as belonging to 
Egvpt. Additionally, none of the maps are 
cross-referenced anywhere in the text. You 
will waste considerable time thumbing back 
and forth trying to determine exactly where 
operations are taking place; in fact, unless you 
alreadv know the region’s geography, you will 
find that this map problem is extremely dis- 
tracting and frustrating.

Six Days in June is less a scholarly study 
than it is journalistic hero worship—and aston- 
ishingly one-dimensional hero worship at that. 
The book has no footnotes  w hatsoever. 
Further, both his commentary and bibliogra- 
phy attest to the fact that Hammel is clearly 
pro-Israeli and much enamored with ground 
forces. This orientation seems to give him 
some paralyzing blind spots.

Although the b o o k ’s opening sen ten ce  
acknowledges that there “was no single cause" 
for the 1967 war, Hammel almost flippantly 
credits IsraeFs com pletion of its National 
Water Carrier project in 1964 as “good a place
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as any to begin a countdown toward the Six- 
Day VVar.” Overlooked and never mentioned 
are such bedrock issues as the Sykes-Picot 
Agreement of 1916 and the Balfour Declaration 
of 1917. His “history" is simplistic and virtu-
al ly ignores the Arab perspective.

Such lackadaisical scholarship does not 
inspire confidence. Indeed. Hammel's report- 
ing of an incident that occurred in 1966 illus- 
trates his inability or unwillingness to present 
evenhanded history. Although he notes that 
Israel claimed destruction of 40 structures in a 
retaliatory raid into Jordan. he goes on to say 
that “other sources—either the Jordanians or. 
perhaps, U.N. observers" attributed almost four 
times as much destruction as claimed by Israel. 
Frankly. the numbers are unimportant, but 
Hammel's obvious lack of effort to clarify the 
situation disappointed me.

The sad thing about this book is that its 
faults detract from some very moving portraits 
of warriors in action. Space does not permit 
me to adequately examine HammeTs frenetic 
descriptions of IsraeFs successful three-front 
ground operations. Suffice it to say that the 
book is fu 11 of vignettes about key military 
leaders. These are heartrending descriptions of 
sacrifice or plain. dumb luck on the part of 
Israelis from the highest leveis down to the 
company levei in the Israeli Defense Forces 
(1DF or Zahal— the Hebrevv acronym for the 
IDF). However, Hammel em phasizes the 
ground forces, never acknowledging the vital 
contribution of the Israeli Air Force (IAF).

Hammel claims that ZahaFs innovations ush- 
ered in a genuinely new approach to war- 
fare. vet his detailed accounts of the actual 
fighting contradict his thesis. His almost 
breathless enthusiasm over ZahaFs "unique- 
ness" simplv doesn’t stand up to the realities 
of combat—and he doesn't seem to notice the 
contradictions! Bv page 112, his claims have 
become dovvnright insulting. He suggests that 
Zahal was and’ is the only military force that 
“vvants a leader who can think quickly on his 
ovvn. who will accept responsibility for his 
actions, and who is flexible enough of mind 
and spirit to back off and seek a different 
course in the event his bold, improvised plan" 
doesn t work. Even if we try to keep HammeFs 
observations in the proper historical context of 
the 1960s, such arrogance is difficult to accept.

Somehow, Hammel also overlooks the signif- 
icance of the IAF’s preemptive strikes in the 
war’s opening hours. With air supremacy

established early, the IAF was able to roam the 
skies at will, frequently providing timely close 
air support and interdiction that enabled 
ground forces to accomplish truly magnificent 
feats. On more than one occasion, Hammel 
mentions an IAF intervention to break an 
impasse, yet he never recognizes that ground 
maneuvering was possible as a result of the 
protective umbrella that air power brought to 
the battlefield. This is reminiscent of the occa- 
sionally acrimonious debate about air power’s 
contribution to the success of Operation Desert 
Storm.

All in all, this book has great potential. It 
certainlv provides exciting insight into the sol- 
diers' war at the Israeli front. However, I rec- 
omrnend a companion book—A. J. Barker’s Six 
D ay W ar, a volum e from B a l la n t in e ’s 
Illustrated History of the Violent Centurv 
series— if you want to get a better feel for the 
military actions that Hammel is trying to por- 
tray. The pictures and maps from Barker’s 
short work were a welcome— indeed vital— 
complement to HammeFs account. I recom- 
mend that you purchase Barker's book for your 
personal collection but just borrow HammeFs 
volume from the public library.

Col C. J. Bohn III, USAF
M a x w e ll A F B . A la b a m a

LITERATURE AND THE ARTS

Call to Duty by Rir.hard Herman, Jr. William
Morrow and Co., Inc., 1350 Avenue of the
Américas, New York 10019. 1993, 432 pages,
$ 2 0 .0 0 .

Let me describe the world as it is in Richard 
Herman's novels. It is a world in which fighter 
pilots can thrive. The president of the United 
States, his son, an d  his grandson are or were 
fighter pilots. It is a world populated bv lots of 
strong inale characters. Even the women are 
strong male characters. It is a world where cor- 
rupt. manipulative politicians and incompe- 
tent, self-serving military commanders strike 
an uneasy balance with honest, caring civil ser- 
vants and inspiring, resourceful soldiers and 
airmen. There is plentv of intrigue and action 
to go around. It is a world in which evervone 
is a trained professional. In short, if you are 
looking for nonstop. straightforward exhilara- 
tion with incredibly vile bad guys and trulv 
heroic champions, this is the place to be.
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In Call to Duty, Herman continues his storv 
of Zack Pontowski, the US president whom 
readers inet in H erm an’s earlier book, 
F ireb reak . Pontowski faces a test of wills 
when a drug vvarlord (the current villain-in- 
vogue for technothrillers) kidnaps a US sena- 
tor’s daughter and her friends. The senator is 
a keen political rival of the president and is 
quite willing to use this situation to his best 
advantage. When the vvarlord begins to exe-
cute the Americans, it is time for militarv 
action. The reader is treated to two roughlv 
parallel storv lines. The contemporary storv 
line concerns the men and women of Special 
Ops in their rescue attempts on the ground and 
in the air in MH-53s and MC-130S. The other 
storv line. told in flashbacks, follows a young 
Zack as an American pilot flying for the Royal 
Air Force (RAF) during World War II. and his 
encounters vvith— among others— Winston 
Churchill and the German ace, Gen Adolf Gal- 
land. The book's title is verv apt since each 
major character must answer a call to duty. An 
obvious example is the presidenfs postadoles- 
cent romp in the RAF; however. the most inter- 
esting call to duty is that of the senator's kid- 
napped daughter. Heather Courtland faces a 
horrendous challenge and must develop a star- 
tling strategv to survive.

Herman has a knack for painting memorable 
characters in a fevv brushstrokes—a good thing, 
because he packs a lot of characters and sub- 
plots into this taut adventure tale. The back- 
ground is war. and—as happens in war—not 
everyone survives. A couple of the significant 
plavers end up “missing in action," and it 
would not surprise me if these characters 
reemerge—Darth Vader-like—in a future book. 
The author has researched his subjects (in both 
eras) extremely well and has even managed to 
incorporate a few classic war stories. This 
authenticitv is the book's inain strength. 
Having flown over 200 missions in Southeast 
Asia, Herman knows aerial combat well. You 
read A Call to Duty for the spectacularly realis- 
tic flying sequences—they stir the blood—and 
when it is all over. you can come back to the 
real world.

Lt Col Donald R. Erbschloe. I JSAF
USAF Academy, Colorado

Tunnel to Glory by F. L. Kafka. Presid io Press, 
505B San Marin Drive. Suite 300, Novato,

Califórnia 94945-1340 , 1992, 249 pages.
$19.95.

In Tunnel to Glory, F. L. Kafka interweaves 
personal s tories  of h ero ic  Union and 
Confederate soldiers with a broad sketch of a 
Civil War scenario to create a suspenseful, 
dynamic plot. This design culminates in an 
exciting mission by Union forces who plan to 
destroy a Confederate artillery stronghold with 
an enormous explosive and thus end the stale- 
mate over Petersburg. The mission is compli- 
cated by one important factor: the only way to 
reach the enemy artillery position is bv tunnel- 
ing more than 500 feet underground.

Kafka smoothly alternates between strategic 
snapshots of the Civil War and the personal 
narratives of soldiers. The first two chapters, 
"Petersburg I" and "Petersburg II," for example. 
describe both Union and Confederate positions 
and the protracted staleinate between the war- 
ring forces. However. chapter 3, “Michael Cur- 
ran," flashes back to the childhood of the 
young Irishman of that name as he learns the 
dangerous trade of mining and develops into 
the soldier capable of engineering the Union 
tunnel later in his career.

By merging history and fiction in Tunnel to 
Glory, Kafka creates a balance between key 
facts that document events of the Civil War 
and people who gave their lives in Service to 
their country. But his technique of flashing 
back to the lives of different characters ulti- 
mátely tips this balance in favor of the soldiers, 
who win our sympathv. In addition to increas- 
ing our awareness of the tragic loss of life, this 
structure also creates tremendous suspense as 
we follow the building of the tunnel.

As the tedious planning of the project gives 
way to the actual digging, we begin to under- 
stand each character’s role in the process. For 
example, Edmund Service craves glory as the 
captain of Columbia University's equestrian 
team before the war. These feelings fuel his 
ambition to become the leader of an Army 
reserve cavalry in Indiana just prior to the war. 
During the war, his soldiers suffer heavy casu- 
allies as he recklessly pursues a generaFs stars 
and earns the nickname “Bloody Service." 
However, the ever-egotistical General Service 
considers his nickname a compliment and sees 
the potential for failure in the tunnel project as 
nothing more than a faint stain on his reputa- 
tion. predicting that "these troops areiTt going 
to see anv action today, and one out of ten is
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going to die of pneumonia anyway, and they'11 
call me Bloody Service for doing absolutely 
nothing” (page 235).

Kafka’s lifelong independent study of the 
Civil VVar is evident in his knowledgeable 
explanation of the strategic and tactical details 
concerning Petersburg. Further, his experience 
as a B-26 bombardier-navigator during the 
Korean VVar gives him insight into the hard- 
ships endured by soldiers at war.

The unique structure of T unnel to Glory, 
coupled vvith Kafka's insights, makes the novel 
vvorthwhile and enjoyable. I recominend it to 
readers vvhose interest in the Civil War extends 
beyond the mere acquisition of facts.

Capt Rosemary A. King. USAF
USAF Academy, Colorado

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Laser Weapons: The Dawn of a New Military
Age by Maj Gen Bengt Anderberg and Dr 
Myron L. VVolbarsht. Plenum Press. 233 
Spring Street, New York 10013-1578. 1992, 
230 pages. S24.95.

After reading this book, one could easily 
agree with the notion that laser technology has 
brought us to the dawn of a new military age. 
Those of us who grew up on a steady diet of 
Star Trek and Star Wars are prone to exaggerate 
the current capabilities of laser weapons. The 
authors of Laser W eapons skillfullv summarize 
the current status of laser developinent and 
clearly show that we are in the earl v stages of a 
revolution in military technology perhaps 
equal to the invention of radar or aircraft. The 
hook also reveals the true nature of laser 
weapons and demonstrates that they are not 
“Federation phazers” or “Klingon disruptors" 
but are affordable, available. and practical 
weapons for todays battlefield. We also learn 
that they have the potential to be improved 
dramaticallv in the near future.

The authors do have trouble walking the line 
between a technical description of lasers and 
the application of laser technology in combat. 
Some readers may be intimidated by the dis- 
cussion of quantum theory in chapter 1. The 
explanation is accurate but contributes little to 
an understanding of the technology of laser 
weapons. Once readers get past this section, 
they will find a smorgasbord of concepts deal-

ing with laser applications. Unless you know 
something about the frequency spectrum. how- 
ever, you may still have some trouble follow- 
ing the discussion.

The book’s publication is well timed, given 
the fact that today’s military environment per- 
mits the proliferation of a wide variety of tech-
nology, includ ing laser weapons. L a ser  
W eap on s  should set off alarm bells in the 
minds of military planners when they realize 
that our potential enemies may soon (or may 
already) possess these weapons. From my per-
spective as an Air Force flver, I now view the 
sky as a potentiallv far more hostile médium 
than I did before reading Laser W eapons. I am 
sure that Army. Navy. and Marine readers will 
be equallv alarmed. The book helps the reader 
appreciate that today's low-energv lasers and 
tomorrow's high-energy lasers are not replace- 
ments for but complements to existing weapon 
systems and that they add a new degree of 
deadliness to air. land, and sea battles.

Laser W eapons is not an A-to-Z description of 
laser technology but a report on the status of 
unclassified developments in both antiperson- 
nel and antiequipment laser weaponry. The 
first chapter includes a somewhat tedious but 
understandable summarv of the history of 
lasers and their current capabilities. The 
authors then launch into a detailed analysis of 
the possibi 1 ities and ramifications of using 
lasers as weapons. Further, Anderberg and 
VVolbarsht insert realistic material such as the 
fo llow ing passage from the chapter on 
“Protection and Countermeasures":

When the beam struck my eye, I heard a distinct 
popping sound caused by a laser induced explo- 
sion at the back of my eye. My vision was 
obscured almost immediatelv by streams of blood 
floating in the vitreous humor and bv what 
appeared to be particulate matter suspended in vit-
reous humor. It was like viewing the world 
through a round fishbowl fui 1 of glycerol into 
which a quart of blood and a handful of black pep- 
per have been partiallv mixed.

The book gives nearlv equal vveight to a 
description of high- and low-energv laser 
weapons. The high-energy laser is general lv a 
tool or threat for tomorrow. but the book makes 
clear that unless today s planners take this 
device seriouslv. tnany of our best weapons 
could be negated. Since most current military 
lasers (e.g., sensors and range finders) tall into 
the low-energv category, the book appropri- 
atelv concentrates on them. The authors evalu-
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ate the effect that available low-energv lasers 
would have on a varietv of likelv targets. par- 
ticularlv light-sensitive sensors and the human 
eve. Thev conclude that many of our valued 
weapon Systems and personnel are vulnerable. 
L aser  W eapon s  also includes a chapter on 
countermeasures and one on lasers in Interna-
tional law. The former is short on details. 
and—contrarv to a military “can-do" attitude— 
neither this chapter nor the one on interna- 
tional law provides much hope that existing 
and future laser weapons can be easily coun- 
tered or banned.

The authors of Laser W eapons illustrate the 
potential benefits and hazards of the rapidly 
emerging laser technology. Because the book 
treats air. land, and sea operations without 
bias. militarv planners in all Services could 
benefit from the information found in its pages. 
Our forces are drawing down, but our reliance 
on advanced technology will grow. Therefore, 
an understanding of laser weaponrv will pro- 
vide planners and war fighters a valuable 
insight into the nature of future battlefields.

Maj Dan Hobbs. USAF
Offutt AFB. Nebraska

SPECIALIZED INTEREST

Women in the Military: An Unfinished Revo- 
lution. rev. ed.. bv Maj Gen Jeanne Holm. 
Presidio Press. 505B San Marin Drive. Suite 
300, Novato. Califórnia 94945, 1992, 510 
pages, S27.50.

Regardless of what vou feel about women 
serving in the military. Maj Gen feanne Holm's 
update of her 1982 edition of W omen in the  
Military is important reading. The revised edi-
tion includes many significant events, includ- 
ing the role of women in the Gulf War and the 
congressional decision of 1992 that allowed 
women to serve on combat aircraft and ships. 
Holm, who has 30 vears of military Service to 
her credit, is an advocate of a gender-neutral 
military. Additionally, her writing bears wit- 
ness to the fact that she is a fine stvlist.

In the preface. Holm States that W omen in 
the Military is not a history but an attempt to 
influence the ongoing debate about this sub- 
ject. Nevertheless. her generally chronological 
account of what military women have done

and how they have done it—from participating 
in basic training to flying aircraft—inakes for a 
reasonably accurate history of women in the 
military.

HolnTs experience in three wars (World War 
II. Korea, and Vietnam), her eight-year stint as 
the director of Women in the Air Force, and 
her attainment of two-star rank allow her to 
speak with authority. She is at her best when 
she describes the bureaucratic and political 
nuances of her topic—an account that is fasci- 
nating and insightful. For example, she shows 
her readers the wrangling over power as it 
occurs in congressional committees, the White 
House. and the Pentagon, and discusses how 
military women often become pawns in other 
power struggles. She presents the military 
bureaucracy’s handling of women at all leveis 
of Service, providing details on everything 
from toilet facilities in barracks to restrictions 
on the families of military women (but not mil-
itary men). Her firsthand accounts of why 
sênior military officials and politicians stand 
where thev do on the issues are powerful, con- 
vincing, and sometimes surprising.

The a u th o r ’s d o cu m en tation , how ever, 
leaves something to be desired. For example, 
Holm asserts that "most military women, with 
or without ch ild ren , viewed the political 
debate on exempting a single parent or one 
parent in dual-service couples from deploy- 
ment as a thinly disguised attempt to under- 
mine womens hard-earned acceptance as mili- 
tarv professionals” (page 468). But she pro-
vides no evidence for such an assertion. Is she 
relving on some survey of military women? I 
do not know and cannot find out. Holm also 
fails to update statistics. such as the number of 
Air Force pilot-training slots open to women 
(page 323). Furthermore, she is inconsistent in 
identifying the year through which the statis-
tics are valid—sometimes she cites a year, 
sometimes she doesn't. Finally, Holm glosses 
over information that may hurt her case for a 
gender-neutral military. The most obvious 
instance is that, while she tells many positive 
stories about women in the Gulf War, she 
relates very little of the negative information 
that has surfaced concerning gender issues 
since Operation Desert Storm.

Although I enjoyed W omen in the M ilitarv 
and highly reconunend it. 1 question its value 
as a stepping-stone to further research and pol- 
icy analvsis. Nevertheless, General HolnTs 
book may be a revelation for some readers and
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may lead them to reevaluate their views about 
vvomen in Service to their country.

Capt Judy M. Graffis, USAF
USAF Academy, Colorado

STRATEGY, POLICY, AND 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Beyond the Sound of Cannon: Military Strat-
egy in the 1990s by Richard J. Meinhold.
McFarland & Co., Inc., Box 611, Jefferson.
North Carolina 28640 , 1992, 192 pages.
$29.95.

In Beyond the Sound o f  Cannon, Richard J. 
Meinhold argues the familiar thesis that the 
end of the cold vvar has invalidated the US 
national security strategy in effect since World 
War II. Instead, a new policy must emphasize 
lovv-intensity conflict (LIC). Although such an 
approach raises our hopes for this book, Mein- 
hold’s solution is ultimately disappointing. 
Beyond the Sound o f  Cannon  lacks focus and 
tries to do too many things— and thus does 
none of them well.

Meinhold falis into the trap of oversimplify- 
ing complex historical events. He first surveys 
the causes and nature of war from the earliest 
times to the modern era, an analysis that leads 
to a discussion of the spectrum of conflict and 
the US’s historical unpreparedness for the low 
end of the spectrum. Meinhold repeats and 
compounds this error of oversimplification in 
the chapters on “The Strategic Heritage of the 
United States" and "Elem ents of Strategic 
Culture” by merely restating obvious facets of 
US strategic history. He discusses values but 
doesrTt indicate vvhich values should change 
or how. M einhold’s oversim plification of 
these topics leaves knowledgeable readers 
unsatisfied.

The reader looks in vain through the early 
chapters for Meinhold’s point. What position 
is he trying to support? Only at the end of the 
book. in his discussion of the process of devel- 
oping strategy. does his argument take on 
direction. Still, the culmination is quite disap-
pointing. He never recommends a specific pol-
icy for the post-cold war period.

Meinhold maintains that because of our cul-
ture and values, ad hoc processes and sales- 
manship hold hostage the US process of strate-

gic decision making. Political compromise 
becomes more important than the actual attain- 
ment of our security objectives. Because of the 
costs, risks, and lead times inherent in the pro- 
curement process, we tend to refine current 
techniques rather than encourage innovation. 
This procurement-oriented Outlook causes a 
lack of flexibility in anticipating crises and 
developing strategy.

To solve the decision-m aking problem, 
Meinhold addresses methods to evaluate the 
effectiveness of potential strategies. He points 
out the limitations of exercises, simulations, 
games, and analytical models, as well as the 
lack of tools for developing higher-level strate-
gies. Meinhold claims that the Department of 
Defense (DOD) should procure computers to 
apply decision models and thus aid in strategic 
planning and d ecis ion  making. He rails 
against the shortsightedness of DOD, complain- 
ing that although such technology exists, his 
idea has no constituency because of our focus 
on combat-oriented procurement.

Although Meinhold cites On War in his bib- 
liography, he overlooks Clausewitz’s warning 
against the dangers of “artificial Systems.” War 
is a product of human nature and thus is sub- 
ject to chance, friction, and emotion—all non- 
quantifiable factors. M einhold’s Computer 
model would ignore human creativity and mili-
tary genius. Further, such a model is subject to 
the Computer law of "garbage in—garbage out." 
This problem is particularly relevant in LIC— 
which he sees as our main challenge—because 
information about LIC is especially fleeting and 
uncertain. A popular, apocryphal anecdote 
tells how in the late 1960s—during the Viet- 
nam War— Secretary of Defense Robert S. 
McNamara’s whiz kids in the Pentagon fed all 
relevant data about the war into a Computer. 
They asked it, “When will we win?" The Com-
puter replied, “You won in 1965!”

Even Meinhold realizes that his concept is 
idealistic but not for the right reasons. This is 
not his onlv unrealistic vision. He also calls 
for a nonpartisan committee charged with 
determining LIS national interests and objec-
tives, as well as the strategy for achieving them. 
Then DOD can base its plans purely on the 
nation's needs. How does one implement such 
a concept? What is nonpartisan, and how is 
that determined? His idea is preposterous, 
since any particular vision of our national 
interests and objectives is one of the inost parti- 
san issues our government must debate. By
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making such a proposal. Meinhold displays his 
ignorance of our constitutional system.

Bevond the Sound o f  Cannon mav serve as a 
primer to people who are new to international 
relations and national securitv policv. Yet, the 
book’s lack of originalitv and its tendency 
toward oversimplification prevent me from 
recommending it to most military readers. 
Although a glance at the table of contents 
raises our hopes, vve are ultimately disap- 
pointed by Meinholds poor development and 
lack of details. There are other works on the 
same topic that would be more helpful to a 
military professional or academician.

Capt Robert D. Critchlow, USAF
USAF Academv. Colorado

M aking W ar: The 2 0 0 -Y ear-O ld  B attle
between the President and Congress over 
How A m erica Goes to War by John F. 
Lehman. Charles Scribner’s Sons, 866 Third 
Avenue, New York 10022, 1992. 297 pages, 
$24.00.

M akin g  W ar presents the reader with a 
polemic directed at the US Congress's increas- 
ingly negative influence on military affairs. 
The author, John F. Lehman, was secretary of 
the Navy in the Reagan administration and a 
veteran of 14 years’ experience in high bureau- 
cratic leveis of the national securitv apparatus. 
something he often reminds the reader of. 
Lehman also worked with Henry Kissinger and 
served presidents Nixon, Ford. Reagan. and 
Bush.

He focuses on the consequences of the 
Founding Fathers’ intentional division of the 
nation s war-making powers between the leg- 
islative and executive branches of the federal 
government. The drafters of the Constitution 
created this classic check and balance between 
the executive and legislative branches, not to 
promote military efficiency but to prevent mili-
tary tyranny. In his examination of the topic, 
the author cites examples from each of the 
United States’s five declared wars and from 
most of the country's other armed actions.

He advances his thesis that although the 
advantage in the competition between 
Congress and president has changed from time 
to time, Congress has held the predominant 
position for the past two decades. He notes 
that one of Congress’s greatest powers. that of

investigation, receives no mention in the 
Constitution. The first congressional investiga- 
tion of executive branch affairs concerned Gen 
Arthur St. C la ir ’s ambush by the Indians. 
President Washington apparently first used the 
doctrine of executive privilege to counter some 
of this investigating committee’s demands. But 
the power of investigation. with its threat of 
coercion, threat to reputation. and inordinate 
consumption of time—as well as Congress’s 
chronic indiscipline in safeguarding national 
security information— forces the executive 
branch into confrontation and concealment. 
Two other factors greatly increase Congress's 
capability for meddlesome mischief: (1) the 
elimination of the congressional seniority Sys-
tem, which geometricallv increased the num- 
ber of congressmen who needed to be placated 
in any legislative deal, and (2) the rise of the 
congressional standing bureaucracy (quintu- 
pled since 1974 to 39 ,000 employees) that 
is attached to the proliferating number of 
standing com m ittees and subcom m ittees. 
Furtherm ore, each governm ent a g e n cy ’s 
inspector general and many sênior members of 
the civil service have such strong ties to their 
appropriate congressional committees that they 
in effect also work for Congress against the 
president. The author further notes that, once 
conflict begins, Congress will support the pres-
ident as long as he is successful because no 
congressman wants to be accused of not sup- 
porting the war effort. When popular support 
for hostilities wanes, Congress reflects the 
mood of its constituents.

As a member of the executive branch during 
the last days of the Nixon White House and as 
a Republican frustrated bv the Democrats’ per- 
manent lock on the lower house of Congress, 
Secretary Lehman begins with some firmly 
fixed opinions. He believes. for example, that 
Nixon was done in by Congress— not bv his 
own limitations. Likewise, Reagan’s insistence 
upon the defense buildup made possible the 
victorv in Operation Desert Storm. Lehman 
attributes our success in the Gulf to the accom- 
plishments of naval aviation, Tomahawk land- 
attack missiles, and 16-inch naval guns. One 
cannot argue with his observation that strong 
presidents with popular support—such as both 
Roosevelts—can do much as they please, while 
weak presidents—such as Ford and Carter— 
cannot resist congressional interference. But 
as an advocate of the imperial presidency, 
Lehman downplays its dangers and therebv
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creates the chief philosophical flaw of this 
work. Bv implication, he would redirect the 
emphasis of the Founding Fathers (not that 
they were all-knowing or all-seeing by any 
means) to efficiencv and thus dismantle some 
of the protections against arbitrary government 
backed by military force. In the current new 
world orcier, such a move seems neither neces- 
sarv for national survival nor prudent. The 
nation has muddled through for 200 years and 
seems capable of doing so for manv more.

Although M aking War is entertaining and 
thought-provoking, d is not deep. The book 
fails to convey its premise in a consistently 
applied manner and contains some annoying 
errors of fact. The latter include the descrip- 
tion of the strategic air campaign against Iraq 
and the assertion that the F - l l l  lost against 
Libva in 1986 merely flew into the ocean, 
rather than crashed as a result of being hit by a 
surface-to-air missile. Nonetheless. if vou keep 
in mind the above caveats, Secretary Lehman’s 
book deserves a place on vour bookshelf, but 
onlv if vou purchase it from the remainders' 
section.

Richard G. Davis
W a s h in g to n . D .C .

Modern G uerrilla  Insurgencv by Anthony 
James Joes. Praeger Publishers, 88 Post Road 
West, Box 5007 . W estport. C onnecticut 
06881. 1992, 248 pages. $47.95.

' Insurgencv and the Future" is the title of 
the in trod u ction  to M od ern  G u err illa  
Insurgency  bv Anthony James Joes. Perhaps 
"Insurgencv Is the Future" would be more apt. 
given the fact that as this century draws to a 
close and more attention is focused on the 
plight and rjghts of mankind, the potential 
exists for a series of conflicts the likes of which 
have never been experienc.ed by the American 
people.

Certainlv, a precedent has been set with the 
wars of liberation in Greece. the Philippines, 
French Indochina, Vietnam, and Afghanistan. 
which occurred despite the best efforts of some 
of this centurv's acknowledged leaders, both 
civilian and military. Even though Soviet 
Communism and the cold war have gone by the 
boards, an awareness persists that all is not 
well.

Joes sets forth the who, what, where, how, 
whv. and when as well as the causes and 
effects of twentieth-century insurgency. For 
example, he reveals that Greece. the birthplace 
of democracy, ironically turned to insurgency 
in its bid for liberation; that the Philippines 
insurgency of 1900 foreshadowed the Vietnam 
War (e.g., American soldiers under the com- 
mand of Gen Arthur MacArthur faced booby 
traps in the jungles and antiwar propaganda at 
home); and that the Army of the Republic of 
Vietnam (ARVN) was a formidable force, sec- 
ond onlv to the Israeli army.

Modern Guerrilla Insurgency  teaches us that, 
as the flames of insurgency grow brighter, US 
policymakers should be flexible because con- 
ventional diplomacy and warfare are no more 
the solution to today’s conflicts than they were 
in the past. Indeed, the so-called peace divi- 
dend may be only wishful thinking if Ameri- 
cans do not prepare them selves for hard 
and bitter choices in the coming time of new 
world disorder.

The peoples of Asia and Europe have long 
lived with conflict as a wav of life and are well 
versed in insurgency. Watch Cable News 
NetWork; read new spaper artic les  about 
Sarajevo, índia, New York. and so forth—and 
then read this book.

TSgt Jim McClain. USAF
H u r lh u r t  F ie ld . F lo r id a

VIETNAM

Vietnam above the Treetops: A Forward Air 
C ontroller  Reports by Brig Gen John F. 
Flanagan. Praeger Publishers. One Madison 
Aventie. New York 10010. 1992, 313 pages, 
$24.95.

Vietnam above the Treetops is an extremelv 
well written. informative. and thrilling account 
of Gen John F. Flanagans one-year tour as an 
air lia ison  officer/forward air con tro ller  
(ALO/FAC) in America's longest war. Flana-
gan provides detailed descriptions of the role 
of ALO/FACs in Vietnam and of his experi- 
ences in the forefront of joint operations with 
the IJS Army and combined operations with 
South Korean and South Vietnamese units. He
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also describes how most LIS and allied troops 
fought valiantlv despite the bankruptcy of 
institutional values and the failure of grand 
strategv.

Vietnam above the Treetops is significant for 
another reason: it is one of the few accounts of 
warfare bv a US Air Force Academy graduate. 
Flanagan. who graduated in 1962, begins his 
book vvith descriptions of how the Academy 
reinforced his value system. which was already 
solid from his Catholic upbringing in VVhite 
Plains, New York. His recollections of how the 
Academy emphasized the honor code and how 
it taught cadets to be warrior leaders form the 
basis for one of the books underlying themes— 
the dichotom v betw een the way the v\'ar 
should be fought (ethicallv, morally. etc.) ver-
sus the wav it was actuallv fought.

Flanagan begins his one-vear tour of combat 
in Januarv 1966 as an ALO to the American lst 
Cavalrv and the South Korean Tiger Division 
near Qui Nhon. a Coastal city on the South 
China Sea. Here he learns the fundamentais of 
directing aircraft in support of American and 
allied ground troops. Flanagan also gets his in- 
countrv orientation in the Cessna 0 -1  Bird 
Dog—the aircraft he would use as a FAC. for 
which Service he would earn a Silver Star, a 
nomination for two others. and other medals.

Earlv in his book. General Flanagan explains 
the dark side of the Vietnam War—the low 
morale; blatant careerism; ineffective leader- 
ship: shortages of supplies. equipment. and 
training; the convoluted rules of engagement: 
and the problems with command. control. and 
Communications. Throughout. Flanagan cites 
examples of these shortcomings. which eventu- 
ally cripple the US war effort. At the same 
time. however. Flanagan points out the valor 
and dedication of troops in the trenches.

In Tiger V, one of his first major combat 
operations, Flanagan learns firsthand the fun-
damentais of joint/combined operations by 
working vvith the South Koreans in seizing and 
occupving the major rice-growing region of 
Binh Dinh. He directs F-4Cs. B-57s, F-lOÚs, 
and A-ls in support of two South Korean regi- 
ments; flies his first missions as a FAC over the 
Phu Cat mountains; and is able to use the 
vvords that FACs love to say: “Hit mv smoke! 
YouYe cleared hot."

Flanagan’s success earns him the chance to 
serve with Froject Delta, an elite, autonomous 
reconnaissance unit staffed bv American and 
South Vietnamese special forces. He directs

air support while six-man recon teams are 
inserted into the jungle at dusk to gather intel- 
ligence on enemy movements.

From the Central H ighlands, to the 
Cambodian and Laotian borders, and up to Khe 
Sahn. Flanagan flies numerous missions that 
are as exc itin g  as scenes from the movie 
A pocalypse Now. But even this elite unit suf- 
fers from problems generated from the com-
mand structure in Saigon.

A tragedy on one combat mission embodies 
all the major themes of the book. A Delta team 
that includes two of Flanagans close friends— 
W illie  Stark and Russ B ott— and four 
Vietnamese is overrun and destroyed by the 
North Vietnamese Army (NVA) near Laos, 
along with five Americans who attempt to res- 
cue the team by helicopter. The loss of these 
11 men is all the more bitter because of the 
intense command pressure to complete the 
mission despite horrendous weather, which 
causes the helicopter pilots to insert the team 
at the wrong location (Laos) and prevents 
fighter support when the team runs into a huge 
NVA formation. Sergeant Bott’s desperate plea 
to Flanagan—"FAC, please help us! We’re hit 
bad!"— is the last thing any American hears 
from the team. These words haunt Flanagan 
years afterward. Because the team had been 
inadvertently inserted into Laos, which was 
off-limits, commanders in Saigon decided to 
cover their backsides bv hindering the search 
for the doomed men. Flanagan States that “the 
institutional value system had collapsed, and 
the integrity of the commander had been pros- 
tituted.”

The dichotomv of the Vietnam War is aptly 
il lu strated  in this gripping m ission  — 
Flanagan's last. The courage of the lost Delta 
team: the selflessness of the helicopter crew; 
the perseverance of Flanagan, the fighters, and 
the members of Project Delta who search for 
their comrades in the middle of a monsoon 
while the NVA closes in—such bravery stands 
in stark contrast to the cover-up and incompe- 
tence of the sênior command structure.

Vietnam above the Treetops is an informa- 
tive, well-written, and concise memoir of a 
FAC and his comrades who did their jobs 
above and beyond the ca!I of duty, despite the 
ineptitude and ethical cesspool that sênior 
commanders had immersed them in. General 
Flanagan’s book should be required reading for 
anyone interested in joint/combined opera-
tions, the role of air power in Vietnam, the
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value of an Air Force Academy education in 
vvartime, and the triumph of individual values 
in the face of widespread abuse of those values. 
Aside from those reasons, the book is simply 
fun to read. I highly recommend V ietnam  
a b o v e  th e  T ree to p s  and commend General 
Flanagan for making such a valuable and 
unique contribution to the history of warfare.

Capt Phil Bossert, USAF
USAF Academy, Colorado

WORLD WAR I

Chemical Soldiers: British Gas Warfare in 
World War I by Donald Richter. University 
Press of Kansas, 2501 West 15th Street, 
Lavvrence, Kansas 66049-3904, 1992, 282 
pages.

One vvould expect a book about Chemical 
warfare to be dry, dull, and overly technical. 
That’s not necessarilv so. In C h e m ic a l  
Soldiers, Donald Richter has written a first-rate 
piece of militarv history. This well-researched 
and readable book fills a large gap in the his-
tory of the First World War and, with the 
renewed fear of gas warfare in the third world, 
provides some useful lessons for the modern 
militarv leader.

Richter writes about the Special Brigade, 
Britain's Chemical warfare force of 1915-18. 
Once the Germans initiated gas warfare in 
1915. the British formed their own force capa- 
ble of carrying out Chemical attacks. The 
British approach to gas warfare was plagued 
with problems from the start. For one thing, 
the British army raided industry and universi- 
ties for trained chemists— enlisting them as 
corporais  and sending them to the front. 
mostly to haul gas cylinders and connect 
pipes. This is a superb example of an army’s 
misuse of highly educated technical personnel.

The author effectivelv manages to make the 
Science of Chemical warfare understandable 
and interesting for the lavman. His studv 
demonstrates that the British use of gas was 
generallv ineffective. Much of the blame lies 
with Charles Foulkes. the Special Brigade com- 
mander. He preferred to release the gas bv 
cylinders—an awkward process that relied 
upon pipe systems, which were hard to con- 
struct and easily damaged. The British 
insisted upon using the cylinder system until

the end of the war. long after all the other com- 
batants had turned to more efficient modes of 
deliverv.

Chem ical Soldiers dispels much of the sensa- 
tionalism and misinformation surrounding gas 
warfare. For example, the effect of gas in 
World War 1, for all its fearsome reputation, 
killed relativelv few people. Most of the gas 
casualties on both sides recovered within days 
and were returned to Service. Many British 
officers finally carne to the conclusion that the 
results of gas warfare did not justify the enor- 
mous expense and effort of initiating a gas 
attack.

The book gives the reader a feel for the tac- 
tics, techniques, and difficulties of Chemical 
warfare. Richter effectively covers all aspects 
of the Special Brigade, from recruitment. to 
training, to major gas attacks of the war. He 
points out that the British Chemical war effort 
was enormous. By 1918 the Special Brigade 
numbered over 5,000 men who participated in 
an effort that was materiel-intensive. Bv exten- 
sive use of diaries and contemporary sources, 
Richter concludes that the soldiers at the front 
had developed no moral qualms about the use 
of gas in battle. For soldiers and commanders, 
it qu icklv  becam e just another mundane 
weapon of war to be used as the tactical situa- 
tion dictated.

I highly recommend C hem ical Soldiers. The 
author. a thorough scholar who uses a variety 
of sources. provides an excellent study of lead- 
ers and soldiers who quicklv learned to adapt 
to new conditions and technologv.

Dr [ames S. Corum
Maxwell AFB, A laba ma

WORLD WAR II

A BIood-Dimmed Tide: The Battle of the Bulge
by the Men Who Fought It by Gerald Astor. 
Donald I. Fine, Inc., 19 West 21st Street. New 
York 10010, 1992. 515 pages, $28.00.

In the 48 vears since the end of World War 
II, historians and journalists have churned out 
a flood of words about that conflict. From 
scholarly works to memoirs, the story ot the 
war—especiallv the Battle of the Bulge— has 
been the subject of much reexamination and 
interpretation. Gerald Astor has written still
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another chronicle of this bloody battle. using 
journals and personal accounts of the men who 
fought in it. Although Blood-D im m ed Tide is 
billed as being in the tradition of the “new his- 
torv" following Cornelius Rvan and Studs 
Terkel (and presum ably Charles B. 
MacDonald), it falis short of the mark.

In the first two chapters, the author provides 
background sketches of the typical American 
soldier, which prepare the reader for the dis- 
cussion of Hitler’s decision to launch an offen- 
sive through the Ardennes between December 
1944 and January 1945. Astor describes the 
confusion in some of the pitched battles 
between the advancing German forces and the 
dug-in American units. Particularlv gripping 
is the firsthand account by a survivor of the 
Malmédy massacre— the killing of nearly 100 
captured American prisoners by German sol- 
diers. By describing life in the stalags for 
many prisoners of war and then describing 
their lives afterwards, the last chapter updates 
what many of these survivors are doing today.

The use of personal accou nts  can be 
extremely effective in telling a storv. as anyone 
who has read M acD onald 's A T im e f o r  
Trumpets or Com panv Com m ander  can attest. 
But Astor's book falis apart on this account. 
Although the author has gathered a large num- 
ber of interviews and has read still more pub- 
lished personal accounts. he fails to blend 
them into a good narrative. For example, the 
first two chapters consist almost entirely of 
quoted matter that could have been more effec- 
tivelv used by judiciously mixing it in with 
narrative analvsis. Furthermore, the chapter 
describing Hitíer's plans for the fateful plunge 
through the Ardennes is prettv thin with 
regard to Hitler’s reasons for shifting his strat- 
egy. This problem is further compounded by 
careless writing. To wit, the author has Pearl 
Harbor and the German declaration of war 
against the United States  occu rring  in 
December 1942 (page 60). He also cites Gen 
Hermann Fegelein (in a personal quote from an 
unknown source) as Hitler's brother-in-law 
(page 64). A personal assistant to Hermann 
Gõring. Fegelein did marrv Eva Braun's sister. 
but Fegelein was not Braun 's  brother. 
A d ditionally , Astor has Hitler invading 
Yugoslavia in 1942 instead of 1941 (page 59). 
A good editor should have caught these errors 
and saved the author much embarrassment.

Astor has not resolved anv controversv over 
what the book jacket calls “egregious miscalcu-

lations by both German and Allied forces” 
because of bis inability to place the Bulge in 
proper context. Against the advice of his top 
generais, Hitler decided to shift forces from 
east to west in the hope of capturing Antwerp 
and splitting the Allies. At this late stage in 
the war. Germany’s resources were about 
depleted, her boundaries were collapsing, and 
Allied air power controlled the skies. The 
Allies did not miscalculate Germany’s rapidly 
declining ability to prosecute the war; neither 
did the sênior German generais fail to see the 
end in sight. Onlv Hitler dreamed that the ele- 
ment of surprise was still on his side. But 
when the Battle of the Bulge ended. even the 
F ü h re r  should have recognized that his 
intended surprise was an illusion.

Dr William S. Borgiasz
Falis Church, Virgínia

The German Air War in Rússia by Richard R. 
Muller. The Nautical and Aviation Publish- 
ing Companv of America, Inc., 8 W. Madison 
Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201, 1992, 300 
pages, $24.95.

When Hitler ordered the Wehrmacht to begin 
planning the invasion of the Soviet Union, Gen 
Hans Jeschonnek, chief of the Luftwaffe 
General Staff, remarked, "At Last! A proper 
war for our air force!” The Luftwaffe's doc- 
trine, training, and experience were precisely 
suited for the Soviet campaign—something 
that could not be said of the Luftwaffe’s readi- 
ness for the unsuccessful Battle of Britain.

In Richard MulleFs The German Air War in 
Rússia, we have a thorough and original analy- 
sis of what went right and wrong for the 
Luftwaffe in the Soviet Union. Muller’s work 
fills a significant gap in the literature of World 
War II. Until now there has been no work in 
English that carefully examines the Luftwaffe’s 
campaign in the USSR in a comprehensive 
manner. Muller provides the reader with a 
study of this enormous air campaign. particu- 
larlv emphasizing the Luftwaffe’s leadership 
and planning; he also outlines the major air 
battles.

Muller begins his work with an analvsis of 
"operational air war" (o p era tiv er  Lu ftkrieg), 
which was lhe Luftwaffe’s doctrine of large- 
scale air war. The Luftwaffe’s doctrine was
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much more complex than many aviation histo- 
rians realize. It included not only support for 
the army but also for the independent missions 
of deep interdiction and strategic bombing. 
Muller’s opening chapter on air campaign doc- 
trine is probablv the best essay in English on 
the Luftvvaffe’s concept of operational air war.

In the Soviet Union, the Luftwaffe's way of 
war worked brilliantly up to the first vvinter of 
the war when logistical limitations forced the 
Germans to halt their advance. The Luftwaffe’s 
air superioritv campaign gave the Germans 
complete control of the air for the first months 
of the war. Even through 1942, which saw the 
resurgence of the Red Air Force, the Luftwaffe 
controlled the air and plaved a decisive role in 
the German victories of that year. Muller’s 
approach is unique in that he concentrates not 
onlv on the events but also on the discussion 
and debate within the sênior Luftwaffe leader- 
ship on the best ineans of using the Luftwaffe 
in the campaign.

After the German advance into the USSR 
bogged down, several of the Luftwaffe’s leaders 
argued for the execution of a strategic bombing 
campaign against the Soviet war industry. 
Even with a relativelv short-ranged bomber 
force, the Luftwaffe on the Eastern Front had 
considerable capabilitv from 1941 to 1943 to 
carry out strikes which could have seriously 
damaged the ever-increasing Soviet war pro- 
duction. Mui ler devotes a large part of his 
work to examining numerous missed opportu- 
nities and the misuse of the bomber force 
through most of the war. The greatest single 
disaster to confront the German bomber force 
was Hermann Goering's insistence on using 
exp erien ced  bomber wings to supplv the 
doomed Sixth Armv in Stalingrad in the winter 
of 1942. Bv the end of January 1943. 169 
Heinkel-111 bombers had been lost in the air- 
lift. marking the virtual destruction of two 
bomber wings. The battle of Kursk in 1943 led 
to further attrition of the bomber force.

The rest of the war saw numerous plans bv 
the Luftwaffe to strike decisive blows against 
Soviet industry. but poor intelligence and tar- 
get planning as well as constant attrition and 
the increasing effectiveness of the Red Air 
Force all conspired to delay the implementa- 
tion of a strategic air campaign. In the end. 
everv attempt bv the Luftwaffe leaders to 
assemble a significant bomber force saw that 
force quickly expended on futile and indeci- 
sive eampaigns.

The German Air War in Rússia is thoroughly 
researched from the original documents, and 
for that reason alone it is important for the mil- 
itarv historian. Muller has found a large num- 
ber of sources which provide some excellent 
insights into the decision making and leader- 
ship of the Luftwaffe. His book provides a 
sound analysis of the roles plaved by a number 
of German gen era is— among them Hans 
Jeschonnek , Guenther Korten, Ritter von 
Greim, Wolfram von Richthofen, and others— 
in the rise and fali of the Luftwaffe in the east.

1 recommend th is book highly. It is well 
written and thoroughly researched, and covers 
a great deal of new ground on a verv important 
topic in militarv history.

Dr James S. Corum
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Pearl Harbor: Final Judgement by Henrv C.
Clausen and Bruce Lee. Crown Publishers,
225 Park Avenue South. New York 10022,
1992, 485 pages. $25.00.

The years and months leading up to the 50th 
anniversary of the lapanese attack on Pearl 
Harbor brought forth a spate of works seeking 
to reexamine, commemorate, or exploit the 
event. Manv of these books hinted darklv at a 
grand con sp iracv  involving F ran k lin  D. 
R oosevelt, George C. M arshall, W inston 
Ghurchill. or other highly placed figures. A 
secondarv purpose of many authors was to 
rehabilitate posthumously the reputations of 
Adm Husband E. Kimmel and Lt Gen VValter C. 
Short. the unfortunate Navy and Armv com- 
manders at the scene who were found guilty of 
"errors of judgement" by a congressional coin- 
mittee immediately after the war.

Pearl Harbor: Final Judgem ent in large mea- 
sure upholds. clarifies, and amplifies the find- 
ings of that committee. Although graced with a 
garish dust jacket and a publisher’s blurb 
promising "the explosive truth." the book is 
neither sensationalist nor exploitative. It is. 
rather, a detailed and meticulous personal 
account of an investigation authorized by 
Secretarv of War Henrv L. Stimson and con- 
ducted in 1944 by Clausen. then a major 
assigned to the Judge Advocate General s 
Gorps. Stimson, aware of shortcomings in the 
recentlv concluded investigation by the Armys 
Pearl Harbor Board, supplied Clausen with an
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extensive collection of Magic decryptions per- 
taining to the Pearl Harbor attack. (Magic vvas 
the code name for Communications intelli- 
gence which the US derived from intercepted 
Japanese Communications during 1941.) He 
authorized Clausen to use these decryptions as 
"memory aids” in the process of seeking depo- 
sitions from a wide range of participants and 
other relevant witnesses. Clausen's specific 
findings, although reflected in the decision of 
the aforementioned congressional hearings and 
in Stimsons own final report on the subject, 
vvere never made public. This book represents 
an attempt to fill the gap.

Clausen’s findings are of two basic types: 
systemic and personalitv-oriented. He argues 
that the command structure at Pearl Harbor, 
which he characterizes as “codependent,” pre- 
cluded the smooth and timely sharing of intel- 
ligence information. Clausen maintains that 
the “proximate cause or guilt for the disaster at 
Pearl Harbor was an unworkable system of mil- 
itary intelligence. including the fact that the 
Navy withheld from the Armv vital intelligence 
information that called for Armv action” (page 
300). Clausen makes a fairly persuasive, if 
somewhat self-evident, argument for unity of 
command. integration of intelligence agencies, 
and selection of intelligence personnel based 
upon their talents in the field. His description 
of one of the principais in Armv intelligence at 
Pearl Harbor—who held the post by virtue of 
his "golfing skills, smiling demeanor, and 
magic tricks" (page 302) rather than any partic-
ular intelligence skills—personalizes his latter 
point. The structure of military intelligence in 
1941, he maintains, allowed the inevitable 
human weaknesses and lapses to have a signifi- 
cantly greater impact on the course of events 
than thev might have had otherwise.

While stressing the institutional factors that 
led to the debacle, Clausen devotes a great deal 
of space to identifying those individuais who 
he believes bore specific guilt. The major onus 
falis upon the familiar scapegoats, Short and 
Kimmel. He likens them to Rudvard Kipling’s 
“shut-eye sentrv," charged with safeguarding 
the installation and completely failing to do so. 
While this is an old charge, Clausen marshals 
evidence (most impressivelv in the 150 pages 
of appendices) demonstrating that sufficient 
and compelling intelligence information on the 
likelihood of an attack was available in Hawaii 
as early as 3 December 1941. His treatment of 
events clashes sharply with the account given

by Rear Adm Edwin T. Layton in his 1985 
memoir And I Was T here: Pearl H arbor and  
M idw ay— B reak in g  th e  S ec re ts .  Although 
Clausen is in general agreement with Layton's 
description of bureaucratic problems within 
the Navy Department, he identifies Layton as a 
major contributor to the failure to disseminate 
vital intelligence information to the Army. He 
singles out 11 other participants (including 
Roosevelt) as being guilty of “contributory neg- 
ligence.” Clausen’s inclusion of Roosevelt 
among the guilty is somewhat curious. Most of 
his charges against lesser figures stem directly 
from his investigation , w hich traced the 
progress of individual decryptions from agency 
to agency and in some cases literally from 
desktop to desktop. His charge against Roo-
sevelt is based mainly upon circumstantial and 
impressionistic evidence and is at variance 
with the meticulous, legalistic tone of the rest 
of the argument.

Despite its sweeping title, P earl H arb or : 
Final Judgem ent is probably not the last word 
on the subject. Partisans of Kimmel and Short 
may well point out that Clausen's great per- 
sonal loyalty to. and admiration for, Stimson 
may well have influenced his investigation and 
subsequent account. The book is nevertheless 
an excellent case study of the process of intelli-
gence management at the strategic and opera- 
tional leveis of war. It resembles a prosecution 
brief more than anvthing else, albeit an unusu- 
ally detailed and thoroughly documented one. 
It goes a long way towards definitively answer- 
ing the question of "who knew what— and 
when." YVith luck, this work will serve to stem 
the tide of conspiracy theories and "special 
pleading" that have plagued the study of 7 
December 1941.

Dr Kichard R. Muller
Maxwell AFB. Alabama

The Strategic Bombing of Germany, 
1940-1945 by Alan J. Levine. Greenwood 
Publishing Group, 88 Post Road West, Box 
5007, Westport, Connecticut 06881, 1992, 
202 pages, $45.00.

Alan Levine has written an excellent history 
of the Combined Bomber Offensive (CBO) in 
World War II. Synthesizing dozens of sec-
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ondary sources, he uncovers no new evidence 
b l it tells the story of the CBO with clarity, 
insight. and freshness, while also coming up 
with some interesting conclusions.

All the essentials are related here: the pre- 
war doctrine in both Britain and America that 
stressed daylight precision bombing; the shock 
when Royal Air Force Bomber Command suf- 
fered severe tosses in daylight strikes against 
Germany; the retreat for safety to night opera- 
tions; the abysmal accuracy of the night attacks 
and the spirit of revenge engendered by Ger- 
man attacks on London that led to a policy of 
urban bombing: the entry of America into the 
war and our determination to carry on with 
daylight strikes: the search for a long-range 
escort fighter; the “wizard war"—the first elec- 
tronic battle; the diversion of strategic air 
power to surface operations in the Atlantic, 
North África, Italy, and Normandy; the attain- 
ment of air superioritv over Europe; and the 
"crescendo of bombing" that collapsed the Ger- 
man oil, transportation, and armaments indus-
tries. Levine's is a balanced and articulate 
account that points out the fact that the CBO 
was not reallv very combined, concentrated, or 
coordinated. The British and Americans had 
definite and differing views on how the air 
campaign should be conducted and seldom 
worked together as a close and effective team. 
In this discussion, Bomber Command comes off 
somewhat the worse.

In an interesting conclusion, Levine argues 
that Bomber Command made a serious error in 
switching to night operations. Although the 
initial daylight strikes were costly, Bomber 
Command too quickly jettisoned its carefully 
formulated doctrine and adopted one for which 
it was neither trained nor equipped. The com-
mand based its decision on three faulty 
assumptions: it was impossible to build long- 
range escorts to ensure safety in daylight; night 
operations could be conducted accurately; and 
German night defenses would not pose a seri-
ous threat. In reality, developing escort aircraft 
such as the P-47 and P-51 was quite possible 
and should have been pushed earlier; night- 
bombing accuracy was dismal at first, thus vir- 
tually necessitating the questionable area 
attacks; and German night defenses became 
extremelv capable. Indeed, Levine pointedly 
titles the chapter dealing with the costly Berlin 
campaign in early 1944 as “The Defeat of 
Bomber Command." At that point in the war, 
it was safer to fly in daylight with the Eighth

Air Force than it was to strike with Lancasters 
at night.

Like most accounts written since the war, 
Levine’s book places most of the blame on Air 
Marshal Sir Arthur Harris, head of Bomber 
Command. Undoubtedly, Bomber Command 
would have been better off if Harris had been 
as innovative as he was plodding. It would 
seem, however, that the air marshaFs reputa- 
tion for fanaticism has grown more as a result 
of historians’ attitudes than of archival discov- 
eries. One must keep in mind the context of 
the war and Britain's vulnerable and precarious 
position when trving to understand why Harris 
so single-mindedly worked to destroy German 
cities and why he was supported by the major- 
ity of the politicians and British people at the 
time. As we move farther away from that set- 
ting, we tend to judge Harris by current stan- 
dards instead of those of his time. War is the 
providence of passion, and Harris was a very 
passionate man.

Although Levine’s text is a truly excellent 
synthesis, it remains largely an operational nar- 
rative. We are told how many bombers went 
out, what loads they carried , what they 
bombed, and how many were shot down; fur- 
ther, we are provided quotes from Nazi officials 
regarding the impact of some strikes. This is 
important and necessary material. But it is 
time to move beyond this narrow focus in a 
discussion of air warfare. The unique charac- 
teristic of air power is its ability to strike 
directly at strategic targets deep in enemy terri- 
tory. Determining precisely what those targets 
should be thus becomes crucial. It is a peculiar 
aspect of air power history that writers have 
paid very little attention to this area. Although 
Levine mentions the target organizations that 
studied the German economv to determine its 
nature and vulnerabilities. this is not enough. 
Airmen must know why certain targets were 
selected and given high priority while others 
were not; how planners arrived at their deci- 
sions; what data they found valuable in their 
analysis and where they found it; what the 
roles of the economist, engineer. mathemati- 
cian, and sociologist were in this process; and 
how planners tracked results of bombing 
strikes. In sum, if it is true that targeting is the 
key to air power and that intelligence is the key 
to targeting, then we must know much more 
about the history of air intelligence, particu- 
larly with regard to its organization and 
employment. This is perhaps the area most in
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need of serious study by air power historians 
and the one most lacking in works such as 
Levine’s.

Nonetheless, Strategic Bom bing  is an excel- 
lent book written in clear and readable prose. 
The sources are solid. and the conclusions 
sound. More importantly, its dispassionate 
approach to the subject provides a balanced 
view that is generally lacking in other histo-
ries. As a consequence, this book should 
become the standard work on the subject of the 
Combined Bomber Offensive.

Col Phillip S. Meilinger, USAF
M a x w e ll A F B . A la b a m a

Tennozan: The Battle of Okinawa and the 
Atomic Bomb by George Feifer. Ticknor and 
Fields, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 
10017, 1992, 622 pages, $25.00.

This is a nasty, mean, dirty book. Feifer 
meant it to be. It te lls  of war in a way 
Americans seldom read and haven't seen in 50 
years.

The book takes its title and central concept 
from the battle at Tennozan. Japan, in 1582—a 
single, desperate struggle on which everything 
was staked. That fight became a model that the 
Japanese looked to in their efforts to win World 
War II. The battles on Saipan and Iwo Jima 
had been T ennozans, and the Battle  of 
Okinawa became one— the greatest sea, land, 
and air fight of the preatomic age. To explain 
the meaning of a Tennozan, Feifer focuses on 
three stories at once: the Battle for Okinawa, 
the destruction of both indigenous Okinawa’s 
culture and many of her people, and the belief 
that dropping atomic bombs was necessary.

While interweaving his three stories, Feifer 
describes the sea and air battles: the invasion 
fleet, radar pickets, the death cruise of the 
mighty Yam ato, the lack of air cover for the 
Japanese, and their use of kamikazes. He 
recounts the horrors of the land battle from the 
perspectives of four people who fought it:

Dick Whitaker, a 19-year-old marine; 23-year- 
old Tadashi Kojo, a Japanese officer from 
Satsum a; M asahide Ota, a 20-year-old  
Okinawan who fought for the Japanese; and 
Ruriko Morishia— "Miss Victory Day"—and 
her female com panions who nursed the 
wounded and dying. Feifer describes the 
effects of rain, mud, constant shelling, fighting, 
maiming, and death on these people and thou- 
sands of others during the three-month drive to 
penetrate the Shuri line, to force the Japanese 
to the Southern end of the island, and to even- 
tually exterminate them.

Using extensive quotes and wide research, 
Feifer explains the Japanese Weltanschauung 
that led to World War II. He does so by 
recounting the meanings of the codes of the 
Satsum a w arrior, of B u sh id o , and of the 
Y am ato  d a m a s h i i— the Japanese fighting 
spirit—as demonstrated in terrible combat. 
Feifer makes it clear that the Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki bombs shook that spirit and obviated 
what could have been enormous slaughter in a 
battle for the hoine islands. He believes that, 
although Emperor Hirohito and some of his 
cabinet members wanted peace, the bombs had 
to fali. They had to shake the minds and faiths 
of those Japanese who opposed surrender. as 
well as set the stage for capitulation.

Feifer walked the ground, did extensive 
reading in the sources of all three sides, and 
conducted numerous interviews. His book is 
laden with quotes from the survivors of the 
battle and can stand with the books of Paul 
Fussell and John Kagan, whom he admires. 
Although Tennozan  is a battle book, it starkly 
outlines the importance of a national mind-set 
in determining the extent of tragedy that a war 
can inflict. The casualty list of the three- 
month fight puts the Korean. Southeast Asian. 
and Persian Gulf wars in perspective: 7,613 
soldiers and marines; 4,900 sailors: 107,500 
Japanese: and 150,000 Okinawans. All dead.

T en n ozan  is valuable for policy planners 
and strategic thinkers, but it is first and fore- 
most a book for war fighters.

Lawrence C. Allin
Norman. Oklahoma
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